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FOREWORD

This monograph is the sixteenth in a series of historical studies
dealing viith usAF'p1ans, n9ii"i.", and
operarions in sourheasr Asia,
published under the generit titte, t_tre_ Air
Force in southeast Asi-a.
o
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rnvolvement
in the war in vietnam when, after ffit.,
the'great *"jority of uS forces had been withdrawn,
riunched its smashine
Easter offensive. This study relaresHanoi
h;;-"i;;--"rt"r*."t-.iil;'^;;i"
remaining US weapon, played
and varied role. This consisted
not only of its key part- in ithecomplex
*ilitary
op.i"tions which turned back
the enemy offensive, but also of its influlrr..
negotiaLing process and irs exercise of a "persuasion,'role foronuithe
JipiS*;;;:--'rn writing this monograph, the
found a lack of sources nou
encountered.in-previous^monographs inauthor
this
series. The Lmportani'
peace negotiations of L972 and the decisions
and communicali.on" f.rtaining to Linebacker rr operations r^rere ar1 kept
Almost no official accounti of them are availabie, highry
either "."..i.''
in JCS,
Defense, Air Force,
state
Department
records.
These
matters
were
-or
dealt with only at the hi-ghest ievels, and *"rry-r"""archers believe
this was done orally with"d."i"iorr" not cornmiti:ed to paper. since
the Nixon and Kissinger papers
not be available ioi *"rry y."r",
this study has utiliZed iei'tain will
derailed
ondary sources to fill in some of the informatio'g"p",
""a "."ringly re1i"616-"."untir such
time as the fu1l story is available from official records.
JOHN

W.

HUSTON

Major General,

USAF

Chief, Office of Air Force Historv
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I

INTRODUCTION

(U) The year L972 Ln the Vietnam \^/ar r^/as a period of almost kaleidoscopic developm'ents for the Air Force, changing from peace to war
and back again, and then again. During the first months,
President Richard M. Nixon's administration kept on withdrawing us
forces as planned while intensifying efforts to strengthen south
vietnamese forces and negotiate an end to the war. To help insure
success in Ehese objectives, it continued to depend on air, both

as

its withdrawal shield and as its remaining effective weapon. Air
interdiction strikes were intensified to prevent enemy troops and
supplies from coming south to confront South Vietnamese forces. The
campaign to counter aggressive enerny air defense operations continued as forcefully as possible within the restrictions of the US
Rules of Engagement. usA,F-monitoted activation and training of the
South Vietnamese Air Force were on schedule. Despite its o\^zn stil1
active role, the uS Air Force tended to share the Administration,s
hope of US withdrawal by the end, of the year, Ieaving a

SouEh

Vietnam capable of fighting its own battles.

(u)

A11 schedules and plans were thrown into eomplete disorder how-

ever with the North Vietnamese "Easter invasion" beginning 30 l,Iarch.
This enemy move noE only disrupted all withdrawal operaEions, it
required a tremendous augmentation of forces, particul-arly of us air

forces, to bring it to a halt. The 8-division invasion force,
including large numbers of Lanks, entered south Vietnam from three
different directions and developed three major battle fronts in
Military Regions I, II, and III.

UI{CLASSIFIED
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By Ju1y, largely due to US air efforts

supporting rhe South

Vietnamese defenders, the enemy ddvance was checked and plans could
resume for continuing withdrawals. The Joinr chiefs of staff (JCS)
and the field cournanders were cautious on proceeding too rapidly

with further reductions, but Ehe President, anxious to keep Lo his
earlier plans, pressed on and in september authotLzed a us force of
"not more tl;lan 27,000" in SouEh Vietnam by I December L972.
(u) concurrently, the Adsrinistration pushed its two other objectives: sErengthening of the South Vietnamese forees, especially the
VNAF, and stepped-up cease-fire negotiations.

The'PresiJent ordered

a massive equipment delivery program for South vieEnam, beginning
in May, called Project Enhance, which included over 500 additional
planes for the South Vietnamese Air Force. The Adninistration's
renewed negotiation efforts in late sunuler bore fruit when in
october the North vietnamese submitted a draft peace proposal. The
Administration received this favorably, but a snag d,eveloped when
the secret terms of the agreement became known. strong objections
from South Vietnamese President Nguyen Van Thieu, US military leaders,
and conservative elements in the uS made the president decide Eo
revise the terms of the agreement to irnprove the allied position

before signing it. He postponed the 31 october signing deadline
and directed another greatly increased equipment delivery to south
vietnam, including 619 more aircraft

for the south vietnamese Air

Force.

(u)

negotiations resumed in paris on 2a November the. North
vietnamese strongly protested the stiffer uS demands and Lhe new
when

u1{cLASSTFTED

UNCLASSIFIED
measures to strengthen south Vietnam's position.

Threatened with

renewed bombing of the North unless they negotiated ',seriously,',

the North Vietnamese said they would continue t,he war rather than
give in to the new US demands. With matters completely dead.locked,
the chief negotiators of both sides left paris on 14 December.
united states later charged that the North Vietnamese had been

The

deliberately stalling, a tactic which the Adninistration, pressured
by Congress and domestic opinion to end the war, could. not tolerate.
(u) On 18 December, after a 72-hour Presidential ultimatum to Hanoi
on negotiating "seriously" had expired, the Administration announced
resumption of full scale bombing of North Vietnam and" mining of its

harbors, and warned this would. continue t'until such time as a settlement is arrived at." The bombing attacks continued until 30 December,
with some 600 planes dropping over 15,oo0 tons of explosives on
military targeEs in North Vietnam. More than a thousand sorties
were f1own, 129 by B-52s.
(U) On 30 December, the l,lhite House announced that talks would be
resumed and bombing above the 20th parallel

halted.

on 2 January,

low-lever negotiations with Hanoi resumed, followed by meetings
between the top negoEiators a week later.
On 24 January,
President Nixon announced a cease-fire agreement, which was formally
signed in Paris on 27 January T973.
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FIRST QUARTER

19722 WITHDRAWATS AS PTANNED

(U) At the beginning of 1972, USAF forces in Southeasr Asia were
again, or stil1, in an ambivalent position, required on the one
hand to csnduct a ful1-fledged campaign against an aggressive enemy
and on the other, to carry out planned reductions in force. Not
unexpeetedly, the AdministraEion, at the beginning of this election
year, put primary emphasis on its effort.s to end the war and iEs
progress in getEing the US out of Vietnarn. If the President expected
to get reelected to a second term he had to satisfy the growing public
clamor--as well as his own earlier promises--to end Ehe war. rn his
20 January message to Congress he singled out troop withdrawals from
Vietnam as the most dramatic accomplishment of his Administration
and noted that the us ground combat role had ended.V on 29 January,
Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird, reassured a television audience

that US troops would not be reintroduced into Vietna.ur in case of

an

emergency.

(u) There was need for these reassurances. Despite the facE that
some 400,000 troops had been withdrawn since Nixon took office, many
people wanted a quicker withdrawal. The state of Massachusetts, for
example, had tried in late 1971 to bring suit against the president

for his conduct of the war. Above all the public was becoming very
resistive over the large outlays stiLl being spent on military and
economic aid to South Vietnam. In Oetober 1971 Congress had cut aid
Eo cambodia by some $341 }{illion,

and there were moves afoot Ln L972

to cut war support funds further

ur{cLAssrFtEl}
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(u)

Troop reductions to date were real enough, however, (to r39,000
as of 1 January) and in the first week of the new year,

secretary Laird asked JCS for additional force withdrawal plans.?
Before the JCS had time to comply, the president on 13 January
announced a reducEion ro 69,000 by I llay.l/

And on 24 February,

secretary Laird directed planning for a EransiEion force in south
vietnam of 30,000 by 1 July and a more stable force of 15,000 by
1 November.U rn this sarne directive secretary Laird made a statement which illustrates the contradictory, all but impossible, tasks
the US forces were trying to accomplish during this period:
General Abrams*is faced with a combination of difficurt responsibilities in that he must continue his
mission of vietnami-zation, redeprov half his force
in three -months, provide timely- intelligency,

retrograde large quanEities of materiel, and'acce1_
erate transfer of bases and facilities.
The
security of our forces must be preserved while
these missions arb performed.

(u)

while the announced withdrawals reassured the us public and
congress, there were no reassurances from the battlefield.
All
the bold withdrawal attempts were being carried our in the face
,of
a growing threat from an enemy who saw Lhem as paving the way for
his planned takeover of south vietnam. seeretary Lairci aptly named
the pitfalls that yawned on both sides for the Administration in a
January draft memo to a president doubtless only too well aware of
them himself,

:

Wg
the contingency that total
,*y"t p-lan_against
withdrawal
will be force<i on us preiraturely by
Congressional action, or_.
failure of i^lifi
of the South Vietnamese -5l
*General c_reighton-!'I .
{bram9, commancler, us Military Assistance
Command, Vietnam (COMUSI'IACV)
.

UI{CLASSIFIEll

Air Reductions

(u) lJtrile warning that US airpower would of course be used to protect remaining US ground forces, both the President and
Secretary Laird pointed out that American air assets in early L972
were doron substantially--according to Laird, over 67 percent from
the quarter imsrediately preceding the President's inauguration in
]-969.L/ There had indeed been USAF reductions, especially in recent
months, as the Administration pointed out in answer to criticism of
continued US bombing. Complecion of Increment 9 of the troop withdrawals in early November 1971 had reduced the number of in-theater
US tactical fighter squadrons to LL.U By mid-December Lg7L, according to Secretary of the Air Force Robert C. Sea.nans, Jr. , there were
only some 350 Us attack aircraft left in the area.l/ Although no
B-52s had been redeployed and the B-52 sortie rate at the beginning
of L972 was 1,000 a month, there had been moves to reduce this.*
Under Increment No. 10, carried out frorn I December 1971 to
31 January L972, the Air Force redeployed 6,265 personnel, including
one tactical air support squadron and one C-7 tactical airlift
by
"qta.ltorr.U In the llth redeployment increnent to be completed
30 April USAF forces involved were three Special Operations
Squadrons, two C-7 tactical airlift squadrons, and a C-130 tactical

*See E. Hartsook, The Air Force in Southeast Asia: Shield for
Vig.!4gq11zatioir ggq
cftlF Hi;r, Tt75f

ppTEfoir-

airlift

deEaehment, for a total

of 10,590 persorrrr.l.19/ rn making

these reductions, top priority was always given to keeping the
tactieal forces as strong as possible.
(u) Air assets of other services were also shrinking in earry
L972. US Marine corps air units had been removed completely by the
start of the year - us Arrny aircraft (fixed wing and rotary wing)
declined frorn 2,098 to 1,015 between l January and 31 t"t"r"rr.U The
uS Navy during this period was maintaining a rate of 1.4 carriers on
station per day, as opposed ro 3 in early L9lt"9/
(u) Despite these reductions, the official emphasis on how greatry
air was being cut was not altogether valid. First, Secretary Laird,
while directing reducrion of us forces to 30,000 in sorrri vieEnam
by 1 Ju1y, was at the sarne time preparing to transfer some air units
to Thailand for retention of a us bombing capability there. second,
concurrently with the redeployments, some augmentation of air units
was taking place- Finally, the JCS and other military leaders disagreed with the optimistic assessments by president Nixon and
Secretary Laird on Vietnamization progress and insisted on the vital
necessity of retaining adequate uS air assets to guard against risk
of enemy attack.
Moving Air Units to Thoilond
Redeploying some Air Force units fron South Vietnam to nearby
M
Thailand instead of returning them home,* serve6 the Administration,s
dual r:bjectives of getting us units out of vietnarn and still

xFirst proposed in
in SEA. " 13 Apr 71

meno

(TS), secDef to sAF and JCS, ,,Air support

retaining a bonrbing capability in Southeast Asia. But the move also
had many drawbacks. Ttt. JCS objected that relocating the tactical
electronic warfare squadron from DaNang to Thailand would seriously
reduce intelligence collecting capabilities in norchern RVN and in
the demilitarLzed zone (DMZ)--two of the areas of greatest potential
threat. And while they strongly agreed with the need Eo retain the
bombing capabilities in Thailand, they were worried about the space
problem there.i3l
Thus, three DaNang-based tactieal fighter sguadrons would have to move to Thailand before the end of June L972, if
1

the phase-down in SVN was Lo be implemented and US sortie rates
rnaintained. But Thailand's bases were already crowded with US units
and the Thai Government did not look favorably upon raising the US
manpo\^7er ceiling to accomnodate the new influx from South Vietnam.
General Abrams was very clear on the need for the Thai bases
G
"The solution does not lie with availability of
additional carriers which may or may not be on-station. It points
to the need to base'suffieient USAF tactical air asseEs in Thailand

however. He said:

Eo rnaintain the authorized sortie rates " This poinEs to the need

."L4/ The JCS, responding to his
request--as well as to those of Adm. John S. l'{cCain, JI ., Conrnander
in Chief , Pacific (CINCPAC) and Gen. John D. Lavelle, Commander,
Seventh Air Force--were able to authorize a tenporary lifting of the
for Thai headroom relief

This was to set a pattern for
several such increases to accormnodate later US augmentations. Even,
so, the matter of space remained crucial throughout the ensuing critical months, with Air Force and JCS planners ;:onstantly having to

nanpower ceiling on 4 ApriL.Ll/

10

juggle numbers and type of units based in Thailand so as to give
priority to those involved in rnaintaining sortie rates.
*ide frorn the logistics problems the Thai move entailed for
dl
US forces, CINCPAC and MACV objected to the transfer of so much

US

air support because it meant such a grave loss for South Vietnam.
With all Air Force attack squadrons out of South Vietnam by I July-as planned--the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF) would have
no adequaEe air defense capability and no US quick reaction close
air support capability. Overall US tactical air, FAC, and airlift
capability in-country would be reduced, and greatly increased
responsibility for these turned over to the South Vietnarnese Air
Force (VNAF) who were not yet ready for it. The latter's assumption
of an expanded interdiction role would suffer, as would its hnprovernent and Modernization Program, because continued aceeleration and

expansion were already overstraining the maintenance system.19/ Air

support for the proposed RVNAF cross-border interdiction operations*
would be degraded, allowing the enemy to build up his support bases
unhindered. crt{cPAC also feared the fiove would mean that support
for cambodian l{ilitary Equipment Delivery Team (MEDT-c) mighr be

to"t -lZl

Firsi Augmenlolions

% The first sign of augmenEation of air forces, almost incredible
in the overall, swift moving tide of 'tgetting out," \^7as a pACAF plan
:kSee Hartsook,

The Air Force

IN

SEA,

L97I (TS); ch. IV

-TOPr0fBREf
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called Commando Flash. It was drawn up by USAF commanders in late
L97L (after Increment IX of the phasedown had reduced tactical
fighter squadrons to eleven) because they feared contingencies might
arise requiring more sorties than remaining squadrons could generate.
The plan called for augmenting tactical air forces in Southeast Asia
with up to eighteen F-4 aircraft from the 405th Tactical Fighter
Wing at Clark Air Base in the Philippines in case of need. AuthoriEy

to implement the plan rested with JCS.]3/ Ln view of the unpopularity of the war, it was to be kept from the public "so as not to
arouse them. "12/
gF In late December 1971 General Lavelle requested partial implementation of the

buildup.

Cornmando

Flash plan because of the continuing

enemy

The JCS responded on 20 December by directing deployment

Flash F-4s and crews, for a period not
to exceed 9A aays.U/' on 20 January General Abrams, warning of posto Thailand of six

Commando

sible eneny main force attacks in the near future, requested
deployment of all Cormnando Flash assets if needed. The JCS thereupon
directed deployment of up to eighteen F-4s and aircrews for up to 30
days. They also authorized exceeding the Thailand headroom ceiling,
but said there was to be no public announeement.?L/ After new intelligence reports in early February showed further en.emy infiltration,
the rest of the

Commando

Flash package deployed from Clark Air

Base

to Southeast Asia on B February, four more airplanes going to each
base at DaNang, Ubon, and Udorr-.?2/
(E As the last of the Commando Flash assets were being sent, planning for a second augmentation p1an,

Commando

Fly, was already being

12

initiated

by CINCPACAF. This called for deploying ten F-105s and
three TFS of F-4Ds (48 aircraft) from Kunsan, Korea,to Korat and
Udorn in Thailand. On 19 February MACV asked that one of these F-4
squadrons be rooved from Korea to Clark Air Base in order to be

quickly avaiLabIe,23/ and on,16 March, JCS authorLzed this, with
half of the F-4s destined for DaNang, the other half fcr Udorr-.ry/
Concern about rising eneny efforts also brought a request for
6l
increased B-52 sorties.

On 22 January, Admiral McCain added his

own

warnings about an impending expanded enerny effort to those of
General Abrams and asked the JCS for a B-52 sorEie surge beyond the

current 1,000 a month.ZI: On 28 January, Headquarters

SAC

said it

was ready to provide the additional sorties and on 5 February the

t't

JCS authorized a surge to 1,200 sorties a month and the deployment

of eight B-52Ds from

to U-Tapao. At the same time the JCS also
authorized the transfer of twenty-nine B-52s from Ehe US to Guam and
Guam

Okinawa, Lo sustain a temporary increase to 1,500 sorties a montin.2-L/

Deploying these additional aircraft,

cre\^rs, and support personnel

from the COI'IUS raised some very serious questions for SAC and the JCS,
above all, the impact that the degrading of some CONUS B-52 sorties
would have on the

SIOP

.2!x

Militory Opposition to Withdrowing Air Unifs Too Soon
(u)

AgainsE the background of the massive withdrawal plans and

activities

and the urgency with which these were directed froin

*Single Integrated Operations Plan (for use of
nuclear weapons).

'JSAF/USN

strategic

1i

rfiEoq
Washington, the air augmentation plan seemed incongruous. But

against the very real background of enemy aggressiveness, it only
seemed like common sense.
With air the key remaining US weapon with which Eo counter an
0
enemy

attack,*

leaders grew increasingly urgent in opposIn early January, Gen.John D. Ryan, Chief

military

ing further cuts in it.
of Staff, US Air Force (CSAF), warned that plans to reduce tacEical
air sortie levels from 8,000 to 6,000 in FY 73 would reduce service
costs, but would also "increase the risk of effective enemy action
against remaining US forces, with an attendant impact on
VieLnamization."2Bl CINCPAC said retention of the US sortie '."p.bility was "absolutely essential" and that it night be necessary to
provide added forces in Thailand to assur" y1ri".2/ Secretary Laird
acknowledged that lack of a US ouE-of-country bombing capabiliCy

increase the danger of a South Vietnarnese failure
in the face of an eneny attack.39/ Adm Thomas II . I'Ioorer, Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said the future success of Vietnamization

would significantly

could very well hinge on continued US support, including appropriate
US

air support in the foreseeabl. f,rcrr...A/

Seanans wanted assurance

Air Force Secretary

that air units would not be required to

maintain high activity levels right up to their withdrawaL dates,32l
but agreed that if the US was Eo continue phasing down in a safe way,
US air activity in Southeast Asia, even though diminishing, was absolutely essential.Q/
Secretary of the Army Robert E. Froehlke said
emphasize
that unless the enemy significantly alCers his strategy
"we
and methods of operation, a continued US inEerdiction role will be
/, I
require_dJor some time.tr3l/ In March, General Abrams called air
'1.

:k

As of January Lg72, US forces in SouEh Vietnam sti1l totaled
139,000 but only about 30,000 GIs, including 8,000 advisers with Ehe
RVNAF, were in combat or combat support units . With the President's
13 January announcement, the total number of US forces was to become
69,000 by I May.

th

power the primary uS military

resource available during fiscal year

L973 capable of materially inflrrencing the overall situaEion.

Reten-

tion of sufficient

air assets was "vital to the security of the command and essential to success-fu1 completion of the Vietnamization
35/

Process.-'

(U) Since the JCS and the fielcl commanders were on recorC through
the years as reluctant to approve cutbacks in air power in Southeast
Asia,36/ their misgivings rn the present case seened only normal. 0n
the other hand, they, and especially the serviees, had become frankly
eager to get out from under the burdens of the Vietnam war and on ro
other pressing defense prioritie
The fact that they neverthe".!/
less at this point had strong misgivings over cutting back the air
weapon, and were even making plans for augmenting iL, indicated that
their apprehensions outweighed their hopes and those of the
Administration.
Vietnomizqtion: Strengthening the VNAF
(u)

The counterpart of the Governnent's inexorable withdrawal policy

was its equally forceful emphasis on the Vietnamization program which
was to make withdrawal possible. In February Secretary Laird reiter-

ated what he had so often said before, "the chief mission of our
forces in South vietnam continues to be to insure the success of
Vietnamization ."38/ The president pushed particularly hard in this
rnatter. Much progress had been made during L97r, largely in response
to his prodding, and this continued Lnto Lg72. For exampre, as a
direct result of Nixon's special concern for strengthening the vNAF,>r
the latter in early L972 activated four additional UH-1lI scuadrons
3 months ahead of schedu t".2/
*See Hartsook, The Air Force in Southeas t Asi.a,

L9

71 (rs)

,

pp 47-49

.ffi

1q

VNAF Goins lo Dole

During the first quarter the VI{AF made good Progress toward
A
It advanced steadily toward
acquiring operational self-sufficiency.
total assumption of close air support responsibility in-country,
averaging approxirnately 155 sorties daity.40/ Beginning in January,
Tactic;rl Air Control Systen (TACS) dispatched aircraft
wherever the tactical situation warranted, and deployed advisers foiil.
ground combat units throughout South Vietnam. USAF Forward Air Conthe

VNAF

trollers

(FACs) gradually withdrew into a shrinking area around Bien

Hoa and Dal{ang, and the US Tactical Air Control Party and Direct Air

Support Center progressively reduced to skeleton oPerations. Prior

to the enemy Easter offensive, Lhe VNAF was taking care of over 80
percent of RVNAF airlift
requiremenEs. On I l'Iarch it activated a
C-7 squadron and ies first C-7A Caribou unit, and a few days later
the 5th Air Division airlifted an ARVN airborne brigade from Tan Son
r

Nhut to Pleiku with noteworthy efficiency and precis ion.!l
defense was still

prirnarily a

US

mission, buE the

VNAF

Air

began tenta-

tive efforts here too, by conducting an air defense training Program
with F-5s frorn January to March L972. It had only been after considerable debate over the feasibility of providing South Vietnam ,*:,
with such a capability that Washington in December 1971 had finally'
authorized the VNAF addiEional F-5Es for air defense--in fiscal year
1973 procurement.* As of this first

quarter of L972, South Vietnam's

*Since the F-5 was not an all-'weather interceptor, the USAF continued
to have the night and all-weather air defense. responsibility for SVN.
For an account of the controversiaL ef,fort Eo provide the VNAF with
an air defense role, see Hartsook, !fu1 $[: Force in Southeast A'sia,
1971 (rS)

, pp 43-47.

ffi

to

air defense capabilities consisted of Lwo antiaircraft
battalions and six F-5As at DaNang.€/

artillerv

New VNAF lmfrovement Moves
As reports of enemy buildups and infiltration
grew during early
1972 however, so did apprehension over Ehe morale of the south
Vietnamese forces and their ability to preserve their still fragile
gains. us military officials were well aware how these were being

I

threatened by the drastic us withdrawals. As so ofEen before, the
US solution was to enlarge the RVNAF force structure and send rnore
equipment. rn the case of the vlIAF, the early activation of new
squadrons had already helped bring the number of assigned aircraft
from 1,222 to L,392 between January and rtarch.€/
rn February the
JCS approved an additional 2,139 VNAF manpower.spaces for fiscal
year L972 and L2,257 more for fiscal year Lgv3, far a rotal of
/,

/, I

.--'

sortie revels were to increase from the 5,850 a
month authorized at the beginning of 1972 to 6,500 by 30 June and
EO 7,350 by the end of the year.t!
Most of the additional VNAF expansion stemmed from
61 ,453

vNAF

o

Secretary Lairdrs october L97L directive to us planners to provide
the RVNAF with an "optimal" interdiction capability for tj'e L97273 dry
year 1972 pranning had already approved
"u""on"tgy' Fiscar
conversion of arr AC-47 squadron to iln Ac-llg squadron for thi-s mission, provision of the Beacon only Bombing system, and acquisition
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Squad rons

Type

Authorized
Sqdn/Acft

Aircraft

Fighter Attack

F-t (F-5.A)

Ac

tivated

Squad rons
Ope rationa

lly
Remarks

Ready

r/r8

l/18

/96

3/60

3

6/r44

5/90
9/168

5/90
9/168

Apr

3/54

0/0

o/o

Activation During FY75, O/R FY75

l/18
I/I8

r/16

t/16
olo

O/R May

Lr / 258

Ai.r Defense
MAP Fighter

ur rently

l/18
4

A-37

C

AS OF T JANUARY 1972

/60

Last activation Nov 72i Last O/R
Ma'y ?3.

Last activation Oct 721 Last O/R
73.

(F-5E)
AC-47

AC-II9

z/36

1/18
z /34

He lic opte r s

UH-

i

16

CH-47

2

/ 496

/32

/ 465

13

| 40]

Last acti.vation Feb 7Z; Last O/R
Dec 72.

r/16

r/16

r87n8

T674{T

r/10

r/ro

Special Missions
Composite VC-47,

uH-1, u-17

15

72.

Tn6

T4

/4IE

l/r0

Rec onnais sance

Composite EC-47,

RC-47, U-6, RF-5

r

I/19

| /19

EC

r/?.o

0/0

o/o

TT48

r/19

L/19

7/r95

7/195

r47

Liaison
Cmrpositc
o- l /u- l7
T

rans po

8

/28

/256

Activation Dec 72; O/R Jut 73.

Last activation Dec 72; Last O/R

Mar

73.

rt

c-47

l/16

r/16
1/16
3/48

r/16

C-123

LIL6
3 /48
3/+a

uns

0/0
5/80

0/0

Last O/R Apr 7Z;
Last activation JuI 7Z; Last O/R

Y48

May 73.

l/18

l/

I/I8

C-II9

Training Squadron
Tota Is

Source:

\4/ t,336

/16

I/16
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History L97L.

1B

for the vNAF of Phu cat 6it g^"".!/
rn the next year,s increases-as Admiral Mccain observed in a letter to the JCS in January--the
reguirement to develop the interdiction capability accounted for
nearly B0 percent of the total add-on .o"t".48/
under these
increases, approved in February, eight maritirre patrol aircraft
would go to the VNAF to support interdiction operation
In addi".9/
tion, the Air Staff in tr'Iashington was actively considering numerous
other proposals for aiding the VNAF in this role, including: techniques for enhancing night operations, improved gun systems, delivery
of cBU-55s from cargo aLrcraft, and providing sensor relay readout
equip*ent.I9l
(u) The most important--and controversial--item \^ras provision of 200
SToL mini-gunships (including 2,L00 nanning spaces) for vNAF dry
season interdiction operations--if the upcoming evaluation tests for it
proved successful.* The JCS and the field commanders, as in the

past, continued to be dubious about the effectiveness of the sToL
aircraft in this ro1..a/
But secretary Laird, rvho had championed
the program since its inception in 1971, continued to push for it.
rn a 1 March letter he told Senator Barry Goldwater that in spite of
acknowledged problems, he was p'ressing on with the mini-gunships
because of "our effort to do everything possible to improve
fhs VN{p
interdiction capability. "

*For an account of this mlll--gqnship program see Hartsook,
The Air
Asia,
-rn-,,s!u!hee€J
crediur.
W"(rs),'A;p;;;i;1,
cna;.
"The
rrogram. "

$E€NET;
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The President Direcls Further VNAF lmprovemenfs
A11 these efforts'to beef up the VNAF were not enough for
O
President l{ixon in view of the growing enemy threat. With his
apparent confidence in the ability of US airpower to stand off the
enemy, he seeraed to hope the VNAF could perforn a similar role for
South Vietnam. In mid-March he directed a new review, focusing on

"actions that could be taken to ensure ongoing VNAF inprovement is
." Besides updated evaluations
adequate to meet priority needs
of VNAF capabilities in close air support, interdicLion within South
Vietnam, troop lift, and resupply, the President wanted to explore
the feasibility of extending V}{AF capabilities to rnissions now performed primarily by US air forces: air defense, llarket Time* air
surveillance, trail

interdiction,

intelligence collection,

reconnais-

sance, and rnedical evacuation. He wanEed to consider expanding VNAF
out-of-country close air support and j"nterdiction missions instead

of further building up the Laos and Cambodia air forces, or alternatively, expanding the latter two forces as a way to relieve the VNAF
of these responsibilities.
Ite wanted to exarnine the u'innovative use"
of aircraft

and weapon systens such as light

STOL

aircraft

and

CBU-55** bombs to compensate for South Vietnainese resource and manpo\^rer

lirnitatio n" .2/

(U) Forwarding the President's instructions,

Secretary Laird asked

the JCS, anong other things, for a progress r'evievr of rhe
Vietnamization of interdiction
*US Navy anti-infiltration
:k*f,

lus 6s1 bonb unit.

by 15 -l.rnu.D/

These irew plans for

blockade of SVII coast

20

uilcrAsstfltD
strengthening the
enemy launched

VNAF

were transmitted a bare 2 weeks before the

his offensive.
The Threot in Eorly 1972

I,rlhile the .Administration continued to accelerate withdrawal and
Vietnamization programs in the first months of L972, the military

(u)

situation in Southeast Asia scarcely warranted the optimism these
moves seemed to convey. rn the last half of 1971 the enemy had
greatly expanded his logistic infiltration
system, stockpiled massive
supplies, and taken an increasingly aggressive stance against us air
operations with his MIGs and SAMs.* A11 this was continuing in early
L972, with the North Vietnamese apparently nore determined than ever
to pursue their objectives in the south.

(U) President Thieu had already in December 1971 noted large enemy
infiltrations
into the highlands of }Iilitary Region rr, and the ARVN
commander of the region had asked that South vietnam's Airborne
Division be sent th"r..8/
rn the first week of January,
Brig.Gen'George E. wear, a senior us Arny adviser for the region,
confirmed intelligence reports that Hanoi's 32Oth Division was moving
down from the DMZ to the B-3 front in the triborder

area of Cambodia,

Laos, and South Vietnam where some 30-50,000 enemy Eroops rdere
believed concenrraring.E/ Truck traffic down the Ho chi Minh Trair
which the uS thought it had successfully subdued during most of
L97L,** increased to a peak in mid-January with a corresponding high
*See Hartsook, &c
-&

Force i41 southeast Asia, 1971 (TS), p 28 ff .
Seamans said in mid-December 1971
the North
vletnaslese were able to send down the Ho chi Minhthat
Trail in the 12
through.November 1971 only abour half rhe ammunirion, food,
T:it!:,
ancl other supplies needed for thLir forces in the south. (press conference, 16 blc 71)

**AF Secretary
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rate of countering us air attacks.lU
rn their usuar dry season
campaign in northern Laos, the NorEh vietnamese were threatening
Gen,Vang Pao's US-backed guerrilla forces as never before. In
Cambodia they continued to harass South Vietnamese and Cambodian
forces attacking their LOCs and supply areas.
rn spite of all this, there was far from general agreement
Jul
about the enemy's intentions. Official Administration statemenEs
remained optimistic through January and the early part of February,
partly no doubt due to wishful thinking, because of all the hopes
and efforts

invesLed in Vietnamization.

Thus, while predictions of

a new Communist offensive continued, Secretary Laird and
Secretary of State l,trilliam P. Rogers still spoke optimistically about
what excellent shape south vietnam was in and how it "could handle
any offensive thrown at i1."57 I rn a 22 January draft memo to the
President, Secretary Laird said Vietnamization wquld be successfully
concluded by July 1973 (but Admir;r.l I'{oorer recorrrtended he delete this
s

tatement

qR

/

said in early January that a military takeover had "clearly" been
prevented and vietnamizat'ion substantially comptetea.12/ After an
inspection tour in the latter part of January, he was less sanguine
however, predicting a major Red offensive though sti11 confiden; the
RVNAF could conrain LE.99/
(u) As January ended other official sources reported increasing
signs of an impending enemy offensive, and in early February intelligence reports estimated eneiny troop infiltration
at as much as 25
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to 30 percent ahead of the r97l- rate. ){ore ominously, much of the
infiltration
was in fu1l , organLzed combat units.9U
on 10 February,
senior Pentagon officials were telling the New York Times correspondent, william Beecher, that Ehree enemy divisions (as vs. only one as
reported in January*)--the 320th, rhe 324-8 and rhe 304th--had
recently moved into positions along the triborder B-3 front area
and that a fourth, the 308th, was poised just above the northwest
end of the DMZ . They also said some 50,000 replacement troops were

reported strung along the infiltration
pipeline through 1-glo".Q/
(u) with reports like these, the secretaries of state and Defense
began to speak of the possibility of attacks in the Central Highlands
and th'e President said south Vietnam was "bound to suffer some isolaced setbacks, but
.. we and the south Vietnamese are both
confident of their abirity to handle the North vietnamese
6?l
challenge.ttY:-r some newsnren speculated that us officials, nervous
about the possibility

of attack, were trying to hedge their bets
against a surprise attack such as the Tet offensive of 196g, anc
were overdoing the warnings. The very fact that the North Vietnamese
therlselves seemed to advertise that they were planning an offensive
soon, cast doubt on forecasts of imminent attacks--surprise having
always been a major eneny weapon. And even a crNCpAc political/
nilitary assessment of 16 March (1ess than 2 weeks before the offensive began), found it unlikely "there will be any military

actions

*North Vietnamese divisions were smal-.ler than the 16,000 men US
divisions, having an authorized strengtlr of L2,000, and usually
actual one of 9-10,000.

UilCLASSITIHI

an

a)

taken that might provoke resurnpt,ion of bombing or slow US redePloYment"--a.t most there uright be North Vietnamese smal1 uniL actions
testing South vietnarn.S/ '
U.S.

Air ond lhe Enemy Threot

(U) The allied response to the disturbing enemy moves Ln eat1-y L972
consisted primarily of air interdiction operations against the massive input of men and maLeriel fron North Vietnam. I^lith US ground
combaE forces down to some 30,000 (see p.13), there was little
alternative.

The annual dry season air interdiction

eampaign

air attacks
against enemy trucks and personnel moving down from the north. At
one point Pentagon offici-als reported US gunships had damaged some
(Connando Hunt VII) pressed both gunship and tactical

200 trucks a night along the Trail in 2 nights in earLy February.

But they acknowledged this could only slow down enemy traffic, not
stop it, as llanoi nerely fed more trueks into the system from the
unencling supply provided by its allies .65/x

rn addition, the gun-

ships were soon to cone under increasingly mortal AAA attack (see
below, pp"27-28). Tactical air flew intensified sorties against the
road and trail network itself, against interdiction points and enemy
logistic

area targets, suspected troop concentraEions, bunker cornplexes, and against Ehe defenses the enemy had seE up to protect his
infiltration
efforts. The air campaign was supplernented by South
Vietnamese ground interdiction

operations, including limited cross-

*In a mid-December L97L briefing, AF Secretary Seamans noted that 6
months previously the big truck depots at Hanoi and Haiphong had been
empty, but that US reconnaissance photos now showed 7,000-8,000 more
in these areas. (Wash Post, 17 Dec 71.)
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border actions into Cambodia aimed at destroying enemy LOCs and
stockpiles--whose defending tactical units had recently been rein-

r,

force<i.

(U) It should be noted at the outset that conditions for air
interdiction effecLiveness had changed considerably from previous
years. US force reductions made the number of US strike sorties
available almost 30 percent less than that for Conmando Hunt V, the
l97l interdiction campaign. For the same reason, the tactical reconnaissance sti11 available sufficed only to cover critical
^r"^r.W
But enemy infiltration
road networks had meanwhile increased by some
27 percenE,Yt making still more territory to be covered by the
shrunken reconnaissance effort.

routes had been built

Most of these added infiltration

farLher west in Laos, where the North Vietnamese

could take greater advantage of heavy jungtr-e canopy--and of new
Lechniques--to hide their i-novements. Whereas previously a1lied intelligence could always locate any significant eneny armor movements,
many routes now went undiscovered right into the L97L-72 dry season,
with all manner of equipment and troops moving down them with relahx /

tive impunity.s'

Above all,

in a direct effort to counter the uS " ,
air interdicEion campaign, l,lorth Vietnam had drastical-ly increased
its air defenses--missiles, antiaircraft artillery,
radars, and MrG
activiEy--to a point never seen bef,ore " This meant more allied air
resources now had to be committed to protect strike aircraft, reducing stiLl furEher rhe number of sorties arrailable for interdiction.

uilcm.$$#,Fm

The Enemy Chollenge to U.S. Alr

This intensified enemy effort against US air operations in early
L972 was a continuation of North Vietnam's aggressive stance of the
last months of L971, when its air defense forces began attacking

G)

B-52s over Laos and making MIG-21 aweeps against US strike fight69/
ers.3'

During January L972 Hanoi fired 30 SAMs and directed fire
from 554 AAA guns against Comnando Hunt operations over the Ho Chi
Minh Trail in Laou.70/ Between 11 and 15 January US air forces
responded with an intense effort

to locate and neutraLLze the

SAM

sites, but were able to neutralize the weapons only temporarily.
During this same month North Vietnam also tried very hard to cripple.
B-52s and tactical

fighter bombers called in to support Gen,Vang Pao's
endangered forces in the Plain of Jars area of northern Laos. 'Their
efforts included 34 MIG incursions and fire from over 100 AAA installations moved from the eastern part of the Barrel Rol1* area
specifically to attack v^ng e^o.L/ Total US Air F,orce countering
efforts for January included 5,148 attack, and 671 B-52 sorties over
Laos, and 47 attack sorties over North Vietnam.Z/
In early February, eighr more SAI.I sites were discovered in
C
73/
Laos.-'
In rnid-February the President ordered a major air effort

xlnterdiction and close air support operations in eastern Laos, and
strikes in northern Laos against personnel and equipment frorn North

Vietnam.

29

(125 planes aceording to Craig Whitney in the New York Times of
20 February), primarily against long-range artillery "in and just

north of the DMZ." This took place on 16-17 February, and it also
targeted enemy rocket sites and logistic complexes and the eighE
newly diseovered SAM sites in the Bat Lake area and elsewhere near
the DMZ in North Vietnam. During the operation, 39 SAI'Is were fired
at US ere\^rs, downing three USAF aircraft--two F-4s and one f-105.&/
described these raids as "limiEed duration protective air
strikes," and pronounced them a success, the bombing having damagedo
or destroyed seven long-range l3O-urm gun".U/ The total nr:mber of

I,IACV

firings in February was 52, mostly againsL US reconnaissance and
strike aircrafE, in whaE inCelligence sources called the biggest
General
buildup of SAI,I activity ever south of 20" latitud".!'9/
Lavelle later aicribed this intense air defense activity to the fact
SAl,t

that the l{orth Vietnamese were trying Eo conceal and Protect the
buildup for their planned invasion, and the only rule they were
following--and following it very aggressively--was "shoot
'71 |

dovna US

aircraft .'t!!r
(*
In March there were only six MIG incursions into Laos, and three
were shot down. USAF attack sorties in South Vietnam decreased to
27L (froui 685 in February) and to 871 (from 943 in February) in
78/ out increased Eo
5,644 in Laos (from 4,425 in February)
L;amDoora,The latter increase was primarily in close air support sorties to aid

Gen.Vang Pao's forces and ARVN units trying to disrupt enemy supply

lines.

In Cambodia, where the enerny was rocketing che capital, Phnom
Penh, and increasingly raking control in the souEheast, allied air
strikes sought to counLer his efforts to secure his LOCs there for
the coming invasion. Over North Vietnam, aLtack sorties deereased
fron 182 in February to 132 in }tarch but B-52 strikes increased in
all areas--to 589 in South Vietnam, 6L7 in Laos, and 256 Ln
7Al
t tl

uamDocl.la.-

Only 25

were fired ar US aircraft during March, bur rhe
number of operaEional sites stood at 35 and the SAM sites moved further southward. Ewo of them exEending Ehe threat envelope to 13 miles
inside South Vi"trr"*.Q/
Similarly, as the enemy shuttled suppli-es

3

SAMs

further south into the roule struccure, he did the same with his
weapons. By the end of March there were 748 AAA guns in Laos, a

AAA

matter of grave eoncern, especially for allied grrrr"hip".q/ 0r:
AC-130 was shot down by 57-mrn AAA fire on 30 Mareh and on the day
before a SAll had downed another some 10 rniles southwest of Tchepone
In adciition, three others had suffered combat damage, reducing the
number of operaticnal AC-130s to 13 by Lhe end of rt"rch.9i

"

Follow-.?

ing this, gunships were withdrawn f,rom all areas of Steel Tiger*
excepc the southeastern eorner. To gunship specialists it seemed
that the enemy r,,ras del-iberatel;r crying tc] restrict his cruck-kil1ing
operatior:is in order to hasten
xCode name since A:::il

anc1

increase th.e fi-ow of supplies in

1965 fo:: ai:.-: inLerdiction operatj.ons in southand eoru:lpnenc inf, iitrating
South Vietnare.

era Lci.os against personnel.
from North Vietnam.

Sf$ffidr'3

?1

ah. go..rgh.83l There were nine USAF aircraft combat losses during
March, alL downed by ground fire except one by a SA.M: three OV-I0s,
two AC-130s

" two F-4s "

one A-J-, and one HH-53.&/

use of Air io Stond Off Enemy Ground Ailock
A most inportant developnent during this pericd was the use of
A
air (primarily B-52s) to prevent infiltrating
enemy trcops froin massing and beginning the predicted offensive. In January when enerny
forces were reported coneentrated in the Central Highlands B-3 front

area, 240 B-52 sorties were directed against them.9l/ Also in that
month 150 B-52 sorties carrying CBUs supported the Island Tree program,* airned at interdicting personnel infiLtrating thnough the Laos
a5/

in
With reports of increased enemy infiltration
early February, General Abrams asked the JCS to implement his proposal for a B-52 sortie increase to l-,200 sorties a month (see pp. 6,
trail

system.g'

12 this study).

He argued that the buildup stage of the enemy

campaign "provided an excellent opportunity to exploit the power

and flexibility

of the B-52s by hitting him as hard as possible
before he initiates the assaulE phase of operatlonu."9Z/ The JCS
authorized the new rate that same day (5 February) and also directed
depioyment of cwenty-nine nore B-52s to Guam and Okinawa to meet an

*A l-ate 197l program, reeommended and approved from hlashington for
bombing suspectecl enemy troop concentrations along the Trail and
drcpping sensors to filonitor effectiveness.

rtli0ffiP*
expected further hike to 1500 sorties a *onth.E/

The bombers

deployed on B February, the JCS noting thaf they would

become

"General Abrams'most innport.ant reserve and should be used when

he

deems necessary ."W-/

These bombers, as well as the eight sent from Guam on 5 February
0
(see p . L2) were used immediately in a special air offensive ordered
by "higher authority" to supplement the continuing effort in the
threatened B-3 front area (see pp.20,28 ). In this, General Abrams" '
was ordered to mount a "maximum effort, 'round-the-cloek offensive
using all available aircraft from all the services" to include tactical aircraft, gunships, and B-52s and to complete the effort before
qo /*
17 February.-t
As part of this offensive, single B-52 sortie

missions were launched every 37 minutes from 10 to 14 February against
135 targets in the B-3 area. The first additional Guam-based sorties
participated on 14 Februaty.L/ This action was followed by a 60-hour

(including sixty-three B-52 sorties) against menacing enemy
acEivity in the western part of Military Region I. General Abrarns
hoped that the heavy buL scattered bombing would Ehwart enemy plans
to move against friendly positions in MR I and MR 1I in the opening
air effort

phase of the. expected offensive.Z/

rf this faired, MAcv officials

were rePorted ready to seek temporary authorization to resume bombing
e3/
NorEh

Vietnam.l

*The day President Nixon left Washington for his historic
California.

trip to
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(U) Through most of 1971 and continuing inro L972, Lhe fietd commanders and the JCS had repeatedly requested an expansj-on of Ehe Rules of
Engagement to Permit a more aggressive response to the attacks against
uS aircragg.rQl/
But, although us planes were allowed to make a few
specific strikes against cerEain military targets and supply buildups
in North Vietnam, higher authority in Washington consistently refused
permission to widen the borabing against the North any further. For
example, in January L972 Seventh Air Force reconnaissance intelligence
photographed some 60 tanks a few miles above the

DMZ

which subse-

quently participated in the "Easter invasion.'r General Lavelle
"wanted to hit those tanks in the worst way,,,!% but the Rules of
Engagement would not permit him to do so. The only relaxation in the
rules l/as a 26 January L972 authorization to use antiradiation missiles against the enemy's ground-controlled intercept (GCr) radar
sites. Both General Abrams and General Lavelle had urgently requested
this authority ever since the enemy began (late December L97L> refining the linkage between rhe GCrs and sAM firings in a way that
drastically reduced warning time for US aircraft and greatly increased
rheir vulnerabitiru. 103 /

The Role of Negotiotions

(U)

The Administration's

seemingly unreasonable refusal to allow
more aggressive us response to enemy activity steuuned from

President Nixon's dual policy of pursuing negotiations as well

U}ICLAE$ffiED

as
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UNCHSSIFfiD
niliEary campaigns in his efforts to ejnd Ehe war. Unknown to the US
publie, he had actively engaged in secret peace talks with Hanoi
during rhe latter half of l97l and on LnEo L972. As he was later to
s&y, in revealing these ta1ks, "although there was evidence already
last October that the enemy was building up for a urajor attack, Yet
we deliberately refrained from responding militarily,

continuing

patiently with the Paris talks, because we wanted to give the enemy
The Administraevery chance to reach a negoLiated settlement ."9!/*
tion of course had good reason fo pursue negotiations. A settlement
would help solve their biggest worries: how well the South
VieEnamese forces would'ustand up'' in the face of an offensive, how
to cope with increasing domestic pressure to end the war, how to con-

tinue paying for the war.

*Nixon's statement tallies with Tad Szulc's informative account of the
secret negotiations ("How 4issinger. Did It," Foreign g*lg'..I"'unpub-15 '
S,r**"r igitr>, U""ea, according tE the author,-tTEreFoEore
State
lished accounts of itre negotiitions and a lengthy secret Szulc
agrelment
'
Department document on th; subsequen-t Pe399::Tt ,
president Nixon
his Cictober 1971 peace offer to Hanoi
"-"o*p"tried
for another secret session on-l November in Paris'
;i;h-;-t;ofosal
on
to such a meeting fot 20 November, but
The North Vietnames"was
"gi.ea
negotiator,
;il; iTth begged off, siying Le Duc Tho, th-eir chief
no alternate
eftnoll6 this was apparently true_, they offeredfr-om
ill.
Hanoi in
messages
further
,ro
Therl't.r"
date or ,regoli"ior.
at
Vietnamese
North
the
Lg7L, makiig it appear, in regrospect,-that
According
only.
Erack
*ilit"ty
the
on
this'poinr ;isheJ'L--pio"..d
over Hanoi's continued
to Szulc, the edministration U"."*" so alarmed
the President made
L972
J"tt,t"ty
on
25
silence and its buildup Ehat
prinegotiations, and on the following day a
p"uli"-rffplli
the
resume
to
"."tut
vate message was sent to Eanoi indicating -readiness
talks on
secret ta1ks. Ot 14 February Hanoi agreed to resume
April--we11
15
until
15 March, but orr--6 M"t"h ask6d postponement
after the offensive began.
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(u)

Funds to continue the war constituted the biggest problem. As
SecreEary Laird told the president in a January draft memo, both

Congress and the US public would balk at continuing present outlays

for the war. support costs for fiscal years Lg73-Lg76 would be $15
billion and could go to $18 bilrion if hostiliries increased, noE
including costs of uS military activity such as air operations. A
negotiaEed settlement would save more than $3 birlion in aic. But
even with a settlement, the United States would still have to supporE
south vietnam for the indefinite fuEure, because North vietnain
(unlike the us) was derermined to continue the war. rf the us did
not continub its commitment to south vietnam, Secretary Laird said
there were only two alternatives:
the us would have to risk putting
its basic interests and objectives in Southeast Asia in serious
jeopardy, or it would somehow have to persuade Russia and china to
reduce or eliminate their aid to North vietnam .Lo5/ For their
replacement of Hanoi's supplies as fast as the us d.estroyed them,
their provision of sAl{s, tanks, and other weapons, was probably the
major factor undercutting the us effort to maintain its position.
rhe President was onry too aware of the alternatives.
O
rn addition to the Hanoi negotiaEions, he was preoccupied during the first
weeks of L972 with the much larger negotiating plans involved in his
mid-February trip to Peking and a planned subsequent visit to Moscow.
rn both places he sought improved relaLions, especially in trade, and
hoped to exploit these new ties to Moscow and Peking to reduce their
aid tcr Hanoi and to help bring about a negotiated peace. Therefore,
the Peking./Moscow visits,

with their larger objectives, not unexpecE-

edly impinged on the rules governing us air operations in Lhe war.
Thus, on 5 February Admiral Moorer told Admiral Mccain (who had just
forwarded yet another urgent request for increased operating authorities) he expected soon to be able to adjust the air authorities
requested--the present Ej-me restraints were related to the President's
China triP. He went on to say that if a tactical emergency developed
between 17 February (the date of the president's departure) and
I March, the resErictions would "no doubt be lifted."
his reply by adding:

And he softened

I assure you that your requirements, evaluations,

and recommendations are being brought to the
attention of our ICINCI . He is giving Southeast

Asia much personal attention despite his many
activiEies elsewhere. The diffitulties
inheient
in the double task of defending against a major
enemy att-ack whi1e, at the same time executing a
withdrawal of US forces is well-recogniZed
fapiq
by a1-1 the^Joinr Chiefs who will render alI support
possible.W/
(U)

The restraints were not actually lifted until the enemy offensive
began at the end of March, although General Lavelle later testified

that in the weeks preceding the offensive "higher authority had recommended, encouraged, and then comnnended an extremely liberal targeting
policy, well bevond the language of the Ru1es of Engagement.,,L07/
(italics added) This was indeed rrue.* But far from being formally
given expanded auEhority, General Lavelle was returned to Washington
on 26 March and relieved of his command for alleged violations of the

*For more details, see Hartsook, The Air Force in SEA,
fz_l

, pp 26-36.
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Rules of Engagement and falsified reports on these actions.* He was
succeeded as seventh Air Force commander by Gen.John w" vogt, Jr., ori
l0 Apr 72.
(u) rn this stringency on rules, ironically, the president,s eagerness for negotiations ultimately worked to the harm of his overall
Purpose in vietnam. For despite suggestions by senator Harold E.
Hughes and others that secret peace negotiations with llanoi were
jeopardized by General Lavelle's bombing in the North, Hanoi (as we
have seen) avoided further talks and kept to its plans for a military
offensive. whereas the us field commanders' inability (because of
the RoE) to bomb the visible buildup of tanks and weapons in southern
North Vietnam obviously contributed to the initial success the enemv
achieved in the subsequent invasion.
(u) To surnmarize, the prevailing emphasis in us vietnam war acti"vities during the first quarter of 1972 centered on'rgetting out.',
Despite the growing evidence of hostile enemy intent, the withdrawaL
plans went forward. perhaps beciazzled by its diplomatic successes

with Peking and Moscow, the Administration appeared confident of its
ability to carry out its plans for disengaging in southeast Asia as
we11. Although reports of enemy activity caused concerrl, especiatr-ly
in the field, washington tended to downgrade the seriousness of f,he
*This came about as the result of an Air Force sergeantrs l_etter to
his congressman, expressin& concern over us i:ombin! of noritr-\riuerr"*
when this was fortridden. fhe charges then made aglinst
General Lavelle aroused much violeit and differin! response
" Most
of the pres_s,condemned hirn out of hand., but other!, including
senators, felt the blame was not his aione--th.aL.he had a.tud various
as he
di-d with the Eacit consent of higher military Lffi.iat",
For furcher
.{etails, see us senate hearings 5n nomination of t avelle, Abr**", and

McCain, Sep L972.

l+i
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threat and seemed to think it could handle whatever came.* With a
certain amount of wishful thinking, no doubt, in this election year,
it stil1 banked heavily on Ehe Vietnamization program and, ult.imately,
some form

of negotiated setLlement. It also still

did have

a

ttrearguardtt air weapon which--as Ehings turned out--\nras all that

staved off a severe defeat of its plans, both in Vietnam and at home.

*According to Tad Szulc's analysis ("How Kissinger Did It," Foreign
Poliqy, Summer L974, p,35), "What is unexplained is why the Nixon
Acftnlnlstration failed to perceive in time what was happening.
Kissinger himself admitted later that only on Easter Sunday did he
realize that Saigon was facing a full-fledged offensive and that the
North Vietnarnese were "going for broke" in a last desperate attemPt
to smash the South Vietnamese Army before a peace settlemenE .
the overwhelming concern in the lrlhite House was the just-concluded
trip to China and the approaching Moseow summit. As a senior l,Jhite
House official remarked- at the time, Vietnam was a "crue1 side show"
in the Administration's new worldwide nolicies."
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III

THE EASTER INVASION AND THE U.S. RESPONSE, APRIT 1972

(U) Despite the heavy air strikes in preceding months to blunt an
offensive, despite the Corrnando Flash augmentations of US air power,
it becane apparent Eowards the end of March that these efforts would
not suffice to prevent a major enemy thrust. This was only too evident when the invasion finally began on the night of 29130 March.
For its size and scope soon revealed it as probably the most serious
threat of the entire war, endangering not only Vietnamization and the
Thieu government, but some 70,000 remaining Americans as wel1. North
Vietnam threw almost its entire strength into the attack: eight
North Vietnamese divisions, with large numbers of tanks, surging in
successive waves across the DMZ and into Military Regions I, II and
III of South Vietnam.
(U) With this entry of the North VieEnamese divisions into the

south, the air war entered a new phase. llhereas most resources had
been dedicated to the interdiction mission in the first quarter of
L972, once the offensive began, all available strike forces in
Thailand, RVN, and the South China Sea were pressed into service to
help ARVN cope with the invading forces.* For with US ground forces
all but gone, air remained the only support the United States could
give its beleagured ally. But what really made this a new phase of
the air war was the fact that, with the invasion, the previous rules

:kSince it dppeared unlikely that this shift

in mission would be
reversedp the Commander, Seventh Air Force, declared the air interdiction campaign against the Ho Chi Minh trail in Laos, Cornmando
Hunt VII, terminaEed on 31 March L972. (Commando Hunt VII (S) ,

P"

6r.)
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lt3

of engagement (based on treating the confiict as a civil war), the
agreements forbidding bornbing of the norEh, and the winding down of
the us air role--all came to an end. once again us air could move
A whole new air war was beginning.
against North vietnam itself.
U.S.

Air Augmentofions

In undertaking his rnassive offeflsive, the enemy could plainly.,.
'a
see--and had probably counted on--the decreasing ability of US alrr
to protect South Vietnamese forces. US .rrlarine Corps air assets had
been completely removed and those of the other services were drawing
But itanoi was probably not aware of the foresighteddown rapidly.

A

ness of US commanders in drawing up seeret air augmentation plans (See Chaprer II.)
And it certainly underestimated the speed with
which the United States could marshal its world-wide air resources
in response--to the extent of permitting a 340 Percent increase in

air sorEies in South Vietnam during the month after the
1l
attack beg"rr.!/ This rapid and massive US air buildup unquestionably
played a role in preventing a major military disaster in the first
tactical

part of Ehe enemy offensive.
(U) When the North Vietnamese offensive broke, Admiral McCain
ordered Gen-Lucius D. clay, Jf., CINCPACAF, to execute the second
augmentation plan, Commando F1y,* (see p.6), and on I April, eightseen Commando Fly F-4Ds of the 35th TFS from Kunsan, Korea deployed

*Typically, the Secre\ary of- Defense cauEioned US commanders to say
of tactical
that the move was a "linitea ""a-l-*porary realignment
capability to,proEect our,personnel
\^/arfare asseEs to maintain the
72, cINCPAc
during rhe wirh.i;a;;l:;--1l,t;g tisTspscer), -:tisr42 Ytat
S-lring
Ehe
Eo
in
Nichoison,'Tit-.
citea
usAF
cINCPACAF,
&9.s.o49e.
ro
1972 Offensive (TS) , p 34.
,i: ;r,u,,.,,.r*
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to southeast Asia, half to ubon and half to DaNang. At the same
time a squadron of F-4cs deployed from okinawa to Kunsan to replace
the 35th. BuE it soon became clear to the field comnanders that all
the available airpower in Ehe area, including the recent augmentations, could do no nnore than slow the enemy down untit additional
support arrived. Since it was also pretty clear that President Nixon
would not reintroduce us ground forces to provide such support, a
rapid buildup of tactical air could be the only answer.
r ,
When Adnriral McCain and General Abrams asked General Lavelle on
0
4 April what further air augmentation he needed ,U h" asked that 18
of the remaining 26 commando Fly aircraft be sent to ubon and the
other 8 to DaNang, and these assets were alerted for deployment that
day. He also wanred the F-105 wild l,Ieasel (rron Hand) strength
at Korat increased to twenty-two uE aircrafE, the KC-135 strength in
southeast Asia raised to 48, and the EB-66 total increased to zt.1/
on 5 April, General Abrams forwarded via crNCpAC an urgent
A
same

requesL for these and other tactical air deploy*.rrt".4/ That same
day the JCS set up a string of aircraft deploynents known collec-

tively as constant Guard--after a TAC plan bearing that nickname.
rn the first of these, they directed that twelve F-105G aircraft of
the 561st TFS from Mcconnell Air Force Base (AFB), Kansas, be sent
to Korat Royal Thai Air Force Base (RTAFB), thailand.y
They also
ordered General Ryan, csAF, to deploy rhe 334th and 336th rFS immediately from seSrmour-Johnson AFB, North carolina, to ubon RTAFB,
Thailand, for 90 days.L/ Two days later, on 7 April,

I*rS.€.
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TABTE

2 .. SOUTHEAST ASIA AUGI'IENTATION STATUS

TACAIR
BEDDOtJN
LOCAT ION

Da Nang

ASSIGNED
TY PE

F4D

F4E

UE

'18

Ubon

F4E
F4D

42

F4E

Total

Korea

(colt4MAND0 FLY)

JO

?6

27

Iwakun'i

tt

Kaneohe

12

t8

CIATK

60

36

(COMMANDO FLASH)
Homestead/Egl i n

36

Seymour

?A

66

66

F4E

Korat

t8
27

r+u
F4D

TOTAL

SOURCE

FORCE

36

F4 BlJ
Udorn

AUGMENTATION

36

36

198

345

147
ARC LIGHT

U-Tapao
An de

rs en

852D

4B

852D

bSzu

Total

4B

6

CONUS

54

58
?8

CONUS
CONUS

5B

28
140

92
SUPPgBT

Korat

F-105
F-.|05

l4

EB-66

t5

'lo

5
12
6

Kadena
McConnel I
CONUS

21

12

U-Tap ao
Kadena

KC-

I 35A
KC-l 3sA

36

t0

CONUS

l5

23

CONUS

46
38

Ande rsen
Cl ark

KC- I 35A

2
12

CONUS
CONUS

2
12

KC-I 35A
82

150

68

NOTE: KC-.|35Q, special radio re1ay, and reconnaissance
cl uded in KC-l 35 total s.

Source:

CINCPAC Colrrnand

History L972.
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aircraft are not in-n

,u

tr6

four additional EB-66 crews sent from Shaw AFB, SC, to augment the
42d Tactical Electronic Warfare Squadron (TEI^IS) at Korat to a
strength of 23- ai-rcraf.t.7-/ In the second phase of Constant Guard,
the JCS on 26 April directed General Ryan and the Tactical Air
to deploy the 308th TFS and the 58th TFS'from Homestead and.
Eglin AFBs, respectively, to Thailarra.9/ Authority was granted to
exceed the manpower ceiling in Thailand ro acconmodate all these
Command

e/
augmentations.a'

(u)

The overall air effort

was enlarged by the arrival

in early

April of two additional US Navy aircrafr carriers, the Ei9ygy,
"rd
the Saratoga, with their 1.30 aircraft.
Two US Marine Corps (USMC)
F-4 squadrons based in Japan were also ordered to leave for DaNang
as soon as the offensive struck. A second Marine F-4 squadron
arrived from Hawaii on 15 April, and the Ewo units formed a new
Marine Air Group (MAG) 15. A month later, two squadrons of Marine
A-4s also deployed from Japarr and began operations from Bien Hoa
r0/
Atr base.
-'

I

B-52 Augmenlotioni
When he aske<l for additional tactical air units, General Abrams
lO
also requested more B-52 cupport. ]l*nce on 3 April Admiral Mccain
askeci the JCS for a B-52 sortie surge in Southeast Asia to the maximum supportable level above 1500 sorEies a month until the current

lJ?

situation stabilized.g/
Admiral Moorer, CJCS, approved an increase
to lB00 sorties a month by 10 April--and more B-52 SIOP degrades in
order to provide the means. As a result Headquarters SAC ordered 20
more B-52Ds to Andersen between 4-7 tprtt.L2/

On 8 April,

with the

situation in Sor.rtheast Asia continuing to deteriorate, the JCS authorized still another increase to 1,890 sorties a month and deployment
of all available B-52Ds in the United States to Guam. So six more
B-52Ds went to Guam between 8-12 April,
B-52D force--for

leaving

SAC

with no

CONUS

the SIOP or otherwise--except for five of the air-

craft at the Replacement Training Unit (RTU) ar Castle
't2.
California.--t

AFB,

1

A few hours later that same day, the JCS asked Headquarters SAC
the maximum number of B-52s, other than B-52Ds, that could be configured for operations in Southeast Asia. The reply was twenty-eight

I

B-52Gs, fifteen

B-52Hs, and seventeen B-52Fs. Because of the urgent

situation facing allied forces in South Vietnam, the JCS later that
same day directed deployment of twenty-eight contingency-modified
B-52Gs to Andersen and six KC-135s to Kadena. The necessary SIOP

degrades were again authori"u6.b/

These additional aircraft

brought

the B-52 sortie rate in Southeast Asia up to 2,250 a month--l,170
from U-Tapao, 1,080 from Guam. On 19 Apri1, a further sixteen
KC-135s and 30 crews moved to U-Tapao, and another L2 crews to Kadena.
By the end of April, the SAC aircraft alert force was down to 63 of
its required 150 B-52s and 96 of its 2Og KC-1:S".8/
U.S.

(u)

Air Operotions Support

ARVN

The unexpected size of the enemy offensive created a very cri-

tical situation for

ARVN

and, because their air support requirenents

l+B
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were far beyond the VNAF's capabilities,

the US Command immediately
diverted all its air assets to help them. The enemy attack came in

successive phases in three main areas: Quang Tri and Thua Thien
provinces in the northern part of Military Region I--where a 3-

division invasion began on 30 March; the An Loc area in i'lilitary
Region III, 60 miles north of Saigon, where the enemy made a second
surprise attack with two divisions a week later; and the Kontum area
in Military

Region II, where he staged a third and final' surprise

attack with three divisions some 2 weeks after that on 24 AprtL.W

The Attock in Militory hegion

(U) In the initial

attack in Military

I

Region I on 30 l,larch, the

adverse weather of the Northwest monsoon season hampered countering

air efforts to such an extent it almost seemed the enerny had planned
it thaE way. With coordinated enemy attacks against the fire support bases and enemy tanks present alnost everywhere, Ehe South
Vietnamese forces needed air support desperately.

But much as

USAF

gunships and FACs tried to respond, the weather allowed them to do
only for brief periods. The only usable air power consisted of
B-52 and Eactical air missions using Cornbat Skyspot and Long

so

Range

Navigation (LORAN), which were not too effective under the conditions. The enemy, hidden from the air by heavy clouds, fog,
"td
drizzle., kepE trp his pressure and witlrin a week the outlying South
Vietnamese bases were totally

overrun and friendly uniLs foreed back

to the cities of Dong Ha and Quang Tri.
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strikes were also hampered by the disorganized retreat of friendly
forces. No one knew their exact location and this necessitated the
establishment of large no-fire zones. From Dong Ha and Quang Tri,
the south Vietnamese fought to stem the enemy asq4ult, supported by
air strikes and intensified naval gunfire (unaffected by the low
visibility
conditions;.IZl
But onry when the \n/eather began to
improve on 5 April were alried air resources able to engage the
enemy tank and truck colurnns. As the weather cleared and battle
lines stabilized, the air sfrikes grer^/ more effective and there was
a general decrease of enemy-initiared activity.fg/
US

By 14 April, ARVN forces began a series of limited counterI
offensive actions, with us and VNAF air providing close air supporc.
At first it seemed this rnight be a feasible way to regain lost terrixoty, but too often ARVN failed to forlow up on advantages gained by
air and little headway was made. The North Vietnamese continued to
assemble forces and make preparations for heavy attacks on both Dong
Ha and Quang Tri, and the attacks became a reality on 27 April.

Again the weather, with 50 foot ceilings, severely restricted air
L9/
suPPort.-'
Nevertheless, Gen"Hoang Xuan Lam, the commander in
Region r, directed a tactical emergency and requested additional
tactical air and B-52 support. As the attack intensified, so did
the requests for air suppott.Q/ The heavy, crose-quarter fighting
at this time also signallad a return to close-in bombing, i.e.,

{}fffi;""*

9t

striking targets located closer than the normal 3 kiloneter seParation from friendly troops. Thus , of 220 B-52 targets (primarily
troop concentrations) struck in the Quang Tri battle up to 3 May,
29 were designated as clos
"-Lr'.2!/
(u) On 28 April the situation deteriorated as friendly forces
retreated to the Quang Tri Combat Base northv/est of the city, heavily
tanks, and US Army helicopter gunsupported by friendly artillery,
22/
In a final enemy advance on Quang
ships which destroyed 17 tanks.-'
Tri City early the next morning, ARVN forces, aided by VNAF and US
Eactical air, repeatedly repelled assaults while inflicting heavy
casualties on the enemy. In one timely and devastating oPeration,

t

directed strike after strike on the enemy,
with the result that the attaek was beaten off and five enemy tanks
a

FAC

using flare light,
23/

destroyed.-'

At this time, Brig.Gen.Thomas l,I . Bowen, USA, Deputy
Senior Adviser to the region, estimated that Quang Tri was threatened
by the equivalent of four North Vietnamese divisions--about 40,000
men--who outnumbered government forces 3 to 1.
(U) The next day the situation worsened and South Vibtnamese Marine
Corps elements began evacuatj-ng the combat base across the river from

Tri City. ARVN engineers, in a momemE of panic, destroyed Ehe
Quang Tri bridge before the Marines had encirely withdrawn however,
and tactical air and naval gunfire had to complete the destruction
Quang

pieces, tanks" ammunition storage
By the next morning (r May) the Marines

of abandoned friendtr-y artillery
areas and PoL a*p".4/

>z

still

held the west side of the city, but alr other ARVN resisrance
north, east, and west of the citadel had disappeared. us advisers
continued to coordinate tactical air and naval gunfire, but adverse
weather conditions prevented effective air support, and enemy
arrnor

assaults continued.4/

Enemy Anti.Aircroft Meosures

Throughout the Quang Tri offensive, high intensiEy enemy AAA
and sAM deployment threatened both tactical air and B-52 support,

tl

with pilots reporting the situation as bad as over Hanoi.
Lt.col.John P. o'Gorman, c.ommander of the 42lst Tactical Fighter
Squadron at DaNang said:

The sA-2 missiles are a major threat for the first
time ever inside South Vieinam. They tthe NVA]
are towing antia_ircraft guns behind Lrucks
right
down the road and then tfrey fire SAMs at us to
force us down inro the antiaircraft fiie . 26/on one day during the first days of the offensive, the enemy launched
24 sAMs from the DMZ area at an F-4, an oV-rO, a Navy 4-6, and three
B-52 ce1ls. These were not effective, but on g April an sA-2 damaged

the left wing and fuselage of a B-52--despite which it landed safelv
1-1 I
at DaNang AB.ai' Further , on 29 April the enemy introduced the
soviet strela (sA-7) missile for rhe first time, firing ir at an F-4
north of Quang Tri city. An infrared homing rnissire operated by
ground troops againsE ariy 10w level flight operations at 10w or

JIESRTF*

tr-l*

moderate speed, this new weapon posed a serious threat to FACs and

to helicopters flying Search and R.escue (SAR) missions in the
28/
region
During April, Seventh Air Force established 12 high
threat areas in i'{ilitary

Region I--raising

the number later to 19.

The Attock in Militory Region llt

(u)

A week after the Quang Tri attack, the l{orth Vietnamese launched
the second stage of their offensive, in l{ilitary Region III, in Binh
Long province. Outlying positions anJ the city of An .Loc began to

receive enemy fire on 5 April and a sizeable ground force threatened
Quan Loi airfield which fel1 the next day after USAF and V\IAF helicopters had evacuated 138 Special Forces defenders, including B
29/
Americans.-'
The main part of the enemy thrust, by at least two
regiments supported by tanks, -,^ras directed against Loc Ninh, Ehe
district capital. Here, almost irnmediately two ARVII infantry battalions, one cavalry squadron, and one ranger border defense battalion,

plus the supporting artillery were enveloped and rendered ineffective,
only some 150 survivors naking their way to e.r Lo".8/
Two conpounds

*Since no US countermeasures had yet been developed against this missile, there was high interest in securing one or Erore of them for
exploitation in the us for this purpose. on 2L iray, MACV informed
CII{CPAC that a controlled source had offered to se1l a complete SA-7
for $50,000 and the Departnent of the Arrny had appr.oved thl purchase.
However , on 24 yIay, Ehe comrnander of the Sevenrh- Fleet reveaied Ehat
two sA-7s had been captured inracr by the 39rh Rangers (ARVN).during
operations the day before. One of these was imnrediately sent to Ehe
us, the other beile retained in south Vietnam. (crI.ICpAa command
History, L972 (TS), Vo1 II , p 552.)
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at either end of the town held out for 2 more days, beating back
attacks rnostly with USAF/VNAF tactical air and gunships, including
On
strikes, and causing high enemy casualti.".A/
the 7th the situation became desperate for the remaining four ARVN
companies however and by early evening hostile forces engulfed the

well placed

CBU

area completely. Maj. Gen.James T. Hollingsworth,

Commanding General,

Third Regional Assistance Coumand (TMC) , told General Abrams the
town would have fallen on 5 April had it noE been for the magnificent support of the Seventh Air Force and the brilliant direction
of one of the advisers calling in the
"ttik"".3/
(U) As the enemy took over, nany ARVN personnel fled into a nearby
The rest, including sone Americans, fled toward

rubber plantation.

air providing almost their only protection
againsE pursuing VC/NVA forces. These aircraft roamed over the area
and struck targets pointed out by FACs and radioed in by some of the

An Loc, with tactical

elements on the ground. An American infantry adviser to the 18th

Division, Capt.Marvin C. Zumwalt, USA, estiraated that only 790 of
1000 troops in the area reached An Loc, buE said those who did so
mad.e

it because of tactic.t

(u)

The whole enemy thrust now began to move toward An Loc.

followed the

NVA

"it.€/

B-52s

Eroops, striking at enemy forces which had cut off

a South Vietnamese relief

column to the south, but directing

mosE

of their strikes at the outskirts of An Loc where the defenders were
very hard pressed. Here they concentrated their attacks againsE

Ul{CLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIElI
tanks, troops, an<l moving supplies and equipment, with some
30 percent of their bombing again close in.L/
(u) On 13 April the battle of An Loc began in earnest and by midday
the enerny controlled half the city. But in spite of intense AAA
fire, continued air attacks kept the enemy from overrunning the
defenses. The strikes stopped tanks, destroyed supply vehicles, and
repelled invading troops. of 369 verified enemy killed on the l3th,
enemy

200 were credited to air--soine 100 of Ehem and 3 or 4 tanks destroyed

as they inadverEently passed through a B-52 targec box during a
3s/
As General Hollingsworth reported to General Abrans at
strike.:'
this tirne, "riassive air supporc of all types tipped the scales in
361
On 15 April, the enemy began another massive drive
our favor.tt3/
and again, despite heavy AAA fire (which, in General Hollingsworthrs
words, "made flying most gamey") , tactical air flew al1 day over the
city, destroying nine out of ten tanks that afternoon, and flying
throughout the night. Not surprisingly, a CAS report of this date
said the heavy enemy pressure in the general area apPeared "to have
It was at this point--after
been defused by heavy air strikes."Z/
strong attacks had been repulsed--that the battle of An Loc
turned into the siege of An Loc'

t\^/o

The Siege

(U) Ihe main factor in the siege was the enemy's sleadY intensification of his indirect fire. The 1300 daity incoming rounds now

U]{CLASSIFIED
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increased, coming from all directions and from all kinds of weapons-howitzers, rockets, mortars, and other recoilless \^TeaPons . The havoc
thus wrought, the refugee-crowded conditions, the shortages artd
medical and sanitary problems in the city made holding out an enormous task. At the same time that he ruEhlessly used his own

firepower, the enemy systematically tried to destroy that of the
South Vietnamese, cuEting off tfreir relief eolumn and capturing or
destroying most of ARVN's ordnance and firing
areas, and leaving it with only 60 and 30

flIm

ammunition storage

nortars.

Tactical air

tried, not always successfully, to spot and destroy the captured
ARVN weapons before they could be turned back on their former owners.
For example, on 17 April, after a FAC spotted four trucks hauling
four 155-mn howitzers, a Spectre, subsequently aided by tactical

air,

destroyed all four trucks and weapot".S/
(u) The central imporEance of
resupply now became crucial.
".tr",
llithout it, An Loc would fa1l. From 7-19 April, VNAF and US CH-47s,
C-123s, and HU-IB helicopters flew 93 sorries delivering 301 tons of

But soon these became primary targets for enemy gunners,
and when the latter shot down a VNAF CH-47 on L2 April, helicopter
39/
supply ended.-' The VNAF C-123s continued to fly 1ow level parasupplies.

drops, but when one of them crashed on 18 April on its 40th sortie,
Saigon also halted their use in resupply efforLs.
(U) On 15 April the USAF, at MACV's request, had initiated a series
of low-1evel, daylight air drops to the besieged ARVN forces. Using
C-130s and the container delivery systern, the deliveries were satissuffered damage from ground fire, and when
oRe went d.own on 18 April (the fifth C-130 loss since I'larch), these
factory, but all aircraft

UNCLASSIFIECI
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drops were also terminated. The uSAF then tried high altitude drops,
using the Ground-Radar Aerial Delivery System (GRADS). This was
completely unsuccessful because of parachute malfunctions (traceable'
directly to unskilled south vieEnamese packers) and on 23 April the
uSAF reluctantly went back to Ehe low-level t."h'iq.r..Q/
once more
the c-130s all received damage and when one exploded and crashed on
26 April, the Air Force again abandoned the daylight drops, schedul-

ing all remaining deliveries at night. Because of poor nighttirne
visibility
and the smallness of the drop zor1e, however, only a very
low percentage of the supplies r^rere recovered by the ARVN. other
innovative techniques were tried buE with lirtle success. As of the
end of April,
e'n loc

the situation bred fear and hoperessness in besieged

'!L/
The Afiock in Militory Region tl

(u)

while the first t\,ro stages of the North Vietnamese offensive
turned into major battles before mid-April, the third and final
stage, in Military Region rr, did not devel.p into a major engagement until the last week of that month. This late start was
atEributed at least in part Eo the massive US air attacks earlier
in the month on troops known to be massing there (6gL B-52 sorEies
in Milirary Region II during irpri}?
which had kept rhe enemy off
/,a |

/\..

balance.--' Despite these setbacks, the enemy launched artillery,
mortar, and tank attacks on 23 Aprir against the tovnes of Tan canh
and Dak To north of Kontum- A pave Aegis* spectre gunship engaged
*105

mm

howitzer equipped
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l0 of an estimated 20 tanks that evening, destroying 1 and
danraging 4. Another spectre engaged the tanks throughout the night,
rendering at least seven of them useless.*
(u) By dawn of the next day the remaining tanks had surrounded and
some

quickly overran Tan canh, virtually unopposed by elements of the ARVN
22d Division. They then moved on and by 2:30 in the afternoon had
Dak ro under control. Retreating ARVN 22d Division troops left
behind twenty-three 105-mm howi"tzers, seven 155-rnur field pieces, Een
M-41 tanks, and .16,000 rounds of arnmunition.**
(u) The enemy then continued south, threatening to isolate Kontum
city.

But air power pursued him relentlessly.
FACs guid^ed F-4s
and other fast movers into the Tan Canh area to destroy the abandoned
war materiel. F-4s became tank killers, using Laser Guided Bombs
, and often guided on'target by spectre gunships. B-52s struck
at forward enemy elements and their logistic
A11 this
"rrppora.g/
gave the enemy a severe pounding, slowing his blitzkrieg and gaining
varuable time for ARVN's 23d Division to set up defenses.
(u) Although losses slowed the enemy, they did not stop him. He
(LGBs)

pressed on throughout the highlands, and the whole of Binh Dinh

despite th9 chaoric barrlefield condirions, by Hq
i_9?lfi.*ed,
(Ltebchen, Kontum, p 2L).
** This situation_was^repeated several times, and not only in
Military Region rr. one- senior Fighter Duty'offi."r comr6nted:
. the first two weekJ of this- offensive we used
at least 80% of our TACAIR destroying our own stuff
which ARVN lefr when they broke ana ian. (Liebchen,
Kontum: Battle for rhe Central Highlands (S) , p Z5'.)

UI{CLASSIFIEIT
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Province appeared in danger of falling.

61

On the positive side, South

air and B-52
strikes, cleared him from Bong Son and An Khe Passes on 26-27 April,
reopening Highways I and 19. On 26 April, US tactical air destroyed
a vital bridge on QL 14* near Bien Dien. Efforts to reoPen the Chu
Korean and ARVII troops, aided by heavy US tactical

Pao pass south of Kontum (known as the "Rockpile") rernained incon-

clusive however, despite massive B-52 and tactical air strikes
supporring these ARVN (45th Regiment) operation".Q/ An index of
the B-52 support provided is the fact that over half of the 1608 B-52
strikes within South Vietnam in April attacked eneny artillery posiAs the month
tions and troop concentrations arouncl Konturn City.g
ended, however, the overall situation appeared to be deteriorating,
r4rith officials .believing the city could not LasE 24 hours if attacked
One small ray of hope came on the last day, 30 April , with
"oor..47/
a report that on that date a B-52 strike had apparently frustrated
enemy plans to attack Fire Support Base (FSB) Lima, 15 miles northwest of Kontum City. Some 50 of the atEackers rdere reported killed

by air and as many more in a dazed condition were subseguently
engaged by gunshi ps .!il

Problems in Providing Air SuPPort

(U)

During this first

month of the eneny offensive, nultrerous pro-

blems arose in the US effort

to provide adequate air suPport for the

*Quoc Lo National Highway

UNCLASSIFIED
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south vietnarnese forces . I,{ith uS withdrawals an<l
the progress of
vietnarnization, the tactical air contror structure
used by uS forces
had been virtually elininated and this function
assumed by Ehe vi{AF
in three of the four Miritary regions. with the reinitiation
of
large scale us tactical air operations in the
area, the uSAF riaison
officers who had been reEained in each military
region to advise.the
VI{AF and coorcinate between US and
alried forces on air operations
(Tactical Air support Division), now took
on contror of arr us tacti_
cal air and FAC activity.
The divisions rdere augmented with rDy
personnel and more usAF FACs were ad<led.
The Seventh Air Force
Tactical Air control center allocated assets
to each of the divisions
which in turn assigned sorties in Lhe region.
(u) vNAF assets continued under
vrIAF direction rrowever, and despite
close liaison with USAF forces, soure confusior,
Command.
"rou..€/
and control presented many difficurties
due of course to the gener_
a1ly hectic conditions and the who11y new
situation confronLing rhe
al1ies ' rt especially becane a probren
cluring the retreat of
friendly units, when the us intelligenee
syste," was often virtualry
"blind," radio intercept stations being overrun,
seasor readout
facilities
lost, and cabres and antennas cut by the
incoming enemy
artillery.
During trre first weeks of the
Quang Tri offensive a
serious problem also was reported in r,{ilitary
Region r, when vi,{AF
FACs assigned to provide close
air support for ARVN in the fronc
line of barrle failed to do so. They ditl
their flying onl1. weil
inside friendly lines and reft usAF FAC'
wirh responsibility for

UNCLASSIFIEll
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complete visual reconnaissance and close air supporx.59/ By contrast,

the

VIIAF

A-1 tactical air units performed very well] contacting

ground coinmanclers when necessary, working without VNAF FACs, and

getting outstanding results, ofLen providing sErikes when weaEher
prevented. other fighters from doing
"o.:l/
(u) i,Jith the fall of the forward bases and with weather precluding
observation aircraft from verifying the ground situation, the fornulation of suitable targets for the B-52s, for tactical air Skyspot
strikes and artillery fire support became a critical problern. The
nurilber of Skyspot and LORAN requests subnnitted by

RVI.IAF

units

was

"astronorlj-cal"--reportedly based nore on estirf,ates than on valid
\?l
intelligence.-'
To provide more accurate B-52 target planning, the
3d ARVI{ Division developed a target box plan covering the entire

area from Dong Ha south to Quang Tri and west to a line between Cam
Lo and the Ba Long val1ey. Over 200 boxes, enabling ground commanders to request strikes by target number, were designated. l,Iost of
these strikes were extremely effective due to NVA force concenLrations and to the B-52's capability for last minute target changes.
For exannple, on 9 ApriL, a B-52 strike near Dong Ha, as reported by
the province chief , destroyed 3 artitlery pieces and 27 tanks.S/
Despite the targeting problems, overall resulEs \^/ere Erore than
favorable. As on US Marine adviser put it:
The only minor problem was that it seemeC the Air
Force always wanted everything in fifteen miirutes,
or less. hle would get a call frorn DaNang, teiling
us they wanted our B-52 requests in fifteen minutes,
or where were the Skyspot requests? Needless to
say, it was done. We would have given them anything
to continue the greaE support we were getting.!!

Ul{CLASSIFIED
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(U) Another problem was getting nilitary clearances to strike imtediate targets. Some reguests, probably becauee of coamunication
snafus, lrere sinply never forwarded through ARVN chaunels and the
targets received no strikee. A special difficulty arose over ttre
"no-fire" zones set up--sometimes over a wide radius--Lo facilitate
search and rescue efforts.
In more than one case sgch zones pertanks,
mitsted the enemy to move large concenLrations of artillery,
and infantry through an area, with friendly troops unable to return
fire or requesE tactical air support.5!
(U) Complicating air support. effectiveness ri,as the fact that ARVN
often faiLed to take the iniEiacive in following up to exploit the
massive "ssftening up" that air antl navat gunfire had provided.
Sinrilarly, they did not make enough effort to pin down the enemy
in ground act.ion so as to enhance effecciveneas of air strikes
. 561 At other times it was difficult to get the ARVN
against hin.=:'

artillery to st,op firing in order co permit air strikes, and whren
the resr:npEion of artillery fire was authorized, another air strike
s7/
was oJ:ten due.*'

Other trazards included thc way ARVN frequentiy

failed to fire ilh.mination rounds at Ehe altitude requested, firing
Ehem too high and leaving the FACs brilliantly
expose<l to enemy AAA
fire. A particul-arly demoralizing problem was ARVN's refusal to,
fire morEars for fear of revealing thej-r positions--they seemed to
want conplete descruction of the enemy by airt As one US Marine
field adviser said, "I have found thac the Vietnamese do not have

umHssFlE0

a

UNCLASSIFIED
firn grasp of concepts of close air support and fi-re support coordi nation. They wanL all the air they can get, but they do not
understand the types of ordnance available nor how to employ it.,'8/

Air lnnovolions
(U) Sone of the first nonth's ilany problerns in trying to coorclinate
air support with South Vietnarnese activities on the ground would be
ironed out with time and more experience. In the meantime, the
situation was critical and US forces had to try to make their efforts
count as much as possible.

First, as already noEed (see p.37), air
sorties were immediately diverted from Laos and cambodia into the
higher priority areas in South Vietnam. Then, effective 15 April.
the USAF established turnaround capability for up to fifteen F-4s
at Bien Hoa ABo enabling Thailand*based fighter-bombers to rnake a
strike in South Vietnam, land at Bien Hoa to rear'rn and refuel , and
then fly another strike on Lhe return trip to the Thai bases. This
change also decreased tanker requiremerrr".S/ Another innovation
was teaming up a {-ISAF J:orward aix controll_er and a marine naval
gunfire spotcer frorn the Air and Naval Gunfire Liaison Company

UNCLASSIHEN
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operating from DaNang, to get inore efficient use of
60/
and naval gunfire resources.tactical air, artillery,
(U) Probably the most important innovation was the use of B-52s
for close air support on a much larger scale than ever before. Thus,
(ANGLICO)

the percentage of SEA B-52 strikes within South Vietnam rose from
The big bombers were
44 percent in l{arch to 90 percent in epril .q/
extremely effective against enemy forces in all three major battle
areas, in some cases making strikes within 1000 feet of South
Vietnamese forces. The altitude at which they flew allowed them
Eo operate in the face of enemy AAA when iE was not safe for other
aircraft to do so. SAC's KC-135 aerial tankers also took on a new
and highly effective role.

The stepped up air war would not have

been possible without then, for the KC-135 refueling enabled the

fighters (with limited range due to their heavy bomb loads) to extend
62/
their striking range--over North Vietnara, for example.(U) In another innovation, the gunships, whose prirnary mission had
been interdiction

(especially truck killing),

now assumed a greatly

expanded role in close air support of troops in contact.

Sometimes

they were the only air support available and ground units called
Often the enemy broke contact at
them increasingly as a result.
ttreir appearance on the scene. Spectre gunship crews were given
crude, hand-dra\,in maps of the city under attack with instructions
from the ground, as one pilot-recalled, to i'go north along main

on

street for three blocks, turn easE there, and hit the second house
from the corner.'r Spectre's ability to destroy buildings within
10-20 meters of friendly troops was especially advantageous.

UNCLASSIFITD
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Gunships were also used at times for flak suppression during

attempted cargo airdrops, or as forward air controllers,

and they

They were of

were a prime source of reconnaissance information.

course very vulnerable to enemy AAA in daylight operations and ha

to avoid known
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(U) As noted, most ai:: activiLy in Aprii r^/ent to

hetr-p harcl-pressed.

Soulh Vietnanese groun.d for:ces. lir.tL air strikes againsf Che

NorCh.

also increas*d Cra,*aii-cali'n " *n i,. April iroth Gene::al Abrams and
Adnirai McCain reeo:nnended tacticai air strikes a&ainsi- th* Nr:rth
below 18' north iatiturie.
Tire next day, the JCS rJireetei tactical
air strikes and nav;l gunf ire against: srrnp,-y c 'rl ^ :trtra' . )il i: ti.c
liort.h

L:F, f

* ?5 mj-l.es north of tthe .ilu: , r,ilr ,L ;ii:ri.,. "
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this authority to 1go, and on g April to 1g", north tatitude.4/
Admiral Moorer warned Hanoi that the attacks would inch northward
unless the offensive in the South stopped.q/
(u) From Ehe start, the L,lhite House had been consi<lering greater
use of the B-52s to pressure North vietnarn to hart its attack. on
8 April when the President heard of Anbassador Ellsworth Bunker,s
and General Abrams' warning cable to presidential adviser
Henry A. Kissinger that the offensive could rast for ,,several
months, " and that air and naval action was needed to head off
a
couununist victory, he ordered the B-52s into actior--@/ The nexc

day L2 of them (supported by numerous supporting aircraft from
Task Forc e 77 and the Seventh Air Force) successfully attacked

a

railroad yard and POL storage plant in the Vinh areag/ --^arti11g
the first time since 25 october 196g that B-52s had struck North
vietnam. on 12 April, with similar support, eighteen B-52s bombed
the Bai rhuong airfield,

-'/

69,

l.{rc- l7 .-

making it unserviceabre and destroying

one

(u)

During this tine the presiclent,s top advisers urgently debated
usrng B-52s against Hanoi and Haiphong. secretary Laird was unenthusiastic, fearing congressional opposition to it nright jeopardize
financial support of rhe war.?k Secretary of state Rogers feared it

*secretary Laird_ provecl to be right . Two days after
B-52 raids
on Haiplong, on L7 April, the seiate Foreign Relationsthe
commiitee
voted
9 to I in favor. of.,cutring off all funds f5r use of us ;;;;;;;
naval
and air forces in Vietnar.r-after December 31, Lg72.

UilCLASSIFIED
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rnight jeopardize the Moscow sunrniE. Adr:riral lloorer favored it
because he rhoughE the B-52 strikes could cripple the offensive

in the SouEh. Presidential adviser Kissinger agreed with this view
but he reportedly wanted to use the B-52s mainly to "signal" Moscow
that the United States was deternined to stop the enerny offensive,
sumnit meeting or no sumrnit raeeting.q/

(U) President Nixon, after considerable deliberation, decided in
favor of the attack, and on 15 April an intensive l-day strike,
called Freedom Porch Bravo, took place against militagy and logistic targets in the Haiphong area. US l{avy and USAF tactical air and
seveteen B-52s--plus a large support package of chaff, ECM, and Wild
POL storage plants, warehouses,
Weasel/Iron Hand SAM killers--struck
In direccing
this attack, the Administration not only wanted to destroy sorae of
North Vietnarn's oil depots. Even more perhaps, it was hoping the
strikes would conpel Hanoi to call off the offensive. As a Kissinger
shipyards, ancl the Cat Bi and Kien An airfields.0/

aide explained: "We consider it a tactical decision
Partly
political, partly military.
We are trying to comPress the amount
of tirne the lforth Vietnarnese have to decide whether the offensive
is worth continuing and rvhether they have the means to continue
it

.

7L/
tr-'

Photos confirmed that the strikes inflicted extensive damage
Cl
to rail lines and POL supplies--a later Air Force report was to
clain destruction of half the known POL storage in the Hanoi/Haiphong
72/
Soree 65 SAMs were fired at the attacking US forces, 34 or
area.:'

's

70

'"

35 of them at s-Sz".D/ Three I"IIG-21s were shot down, buE one F-I05G
and one A-7 were
The enemy offensive r^rent on however,
"l"o lo"t.4/
and on 21 April and again on the 23d a force of eighteen ts-52s scruck
war:ehouses and transshipment points farther south in the Thanh
Hoa

75 /
area.But rhe 15 April attack on Haiphong was to be the onry
B-52 attack in the Hanoi/Haiphong area until Linebacker II operations
in December.*
(u) summarizing us air operations during Apritr-, a roral
of r,974 us
attack sorties (usAF, usN, and usuc) were flor^n north of the DMZ
during the month, includi-ng g2 B-52 sorties. Elsewhere. there wene
1608 B-52 sorties in South Vietnam, 68 in Laos, and 4g in Cambodia"
usAF tactical air sorties rose to 5439 in south Vietnam in Aprir
an<i
deereased to 565 in Laos and 406 in caurbodt^.b/ sixteen uS
aircraft
were lost during April to ground fire or sAMs, and 77a sAr,Is, a reeord
nunber' r^rere fired at us aireraft" Ten enemy MrGs were destroyed
during the month, four by USAF or l.travy !,_4s and six bv US air strikes
on enemy arrtreLds.Ll

*Apparently opinion was not un;rnimous
on B-51? bombing aceuracy.
B-52
arrack
on
vinh
Apiiii Admirai M;,;i;,'
eg
r
*f_::I^,!n"_If::
\,ri\urAU, ral_sed
qu::tions.with General. IIolloway"
CINCSAC,
ai:,*ut:
:"Te
the aceuracv of furure sAC srrikes. iciilcpnc msg ro ilTNCSAC
{T5} ,
L3l.s3ooz /,pr zz") c."ut"i [Jii"r"y replied on 2a Aprir
ehar more
and better recenr infornnacion had ;"e;;;;;;*"irre
earrier renuous
and inconclusive d.ata on the vinh stiike, and--saia
felt the
B-52s !^rere "evell more effectivu ir"r* tlran they are he
striking
ing targets in the south-" He attributed the more ef,fecti_vefleer*
l.acer
results at Bai
Haiphong ru, a swireh in bombing Nechniques
Tl::"gIoand
a'"4"i--uy',eh,:onous one. (gAg-"i3q-ry'lz'(isi,

$:i-rii: ftfrflin"d
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Throughout April,

the first
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month of the offensive, enemy accon-

pl-ishments took on the semblance of a blitzkrieg.

In che first

days,

the weather greatly abetEed Hanoi's moves because of air's inabiliEy
to respond with ful1 effectiveness. The demoralization of numerous
South Vietnanese troop units, both in terms of their physical retsreat
and the equipment they lost, aided the enerny even firore. BuE the
relentless application of ailied air assets in every area succeeded
in slowing down the incipient rout, enabling ARVN forees to gain the
time and morale to regroup and hold the line (with continuing air
support) against further losses.
Wilhdrowols ond Negotiofions Confinue
(u)

In spite of the massive problems and anxieties in the field, the
Administration in hlashington continued with its two other objectives:
withdrarval and negotiations. The largest US incremental drawdown
thus far was entering its fi-nal nonth when the eneny offensive began.
On 26 April, just after the third enemy front had opened, the

President announced another I{ACV 20,000 space reduction Lo a level
of 49,000 effective on 1 July.
(U) As for negoEiations, Ehe PresiCent had been actively trying,
just prior to the Easter offensive, !o get Hanoi to resume secret
talks. Wtren the Administration realized the scope of the invasion
it could scarcely avoid a touch of panic, contemplating the possibility of a South Vietnam in shambles in ltay when the President was
due to arrive in Moscow for an important sunmit meeting. Fearing
the collapse of the Saigon regiroe, it felt compelled to intervene
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massively on its behalf, but at the sane time feared such action
might cause the Russians to carl off the rneeting. At this momenr,
advantage of a Moscow invitation (initiated by soviet Ambassador
Anatoly Dobrynin) for Henry Kissinger to nake a seeret visit to
Moscow* (L9-24 April)

to discuss sALT and other matters for the
upcoming sumrait meeEing. This night be a way to ease tensions with
the Russians over the enemy offensive (they were, after all, supply_
ing all those tanks to Hanoi), and get them to do something to
restrain the }lorth vietnamese. rf the president could propose a
reasonable comprornise on SALT [as Kissinger had just clone in secret
talks with Dobrynin in rnid-Apr:il1 , despite the North vietnamese

invasj-on, then perhaps Soviet leader Leonid I. Brezhrreiv could produce one on Vietnao.&/
(u) rn his discussions with Brezhnev about vietnam, Kissinger,s
suggestions that Moscow reduce arms deliveries to Han.oi and discourage the latter's use of force agai-nst South Vietnam at first met only
with indifference. But throughout, he also kept stressing that the

united states could not accept a r.rilitary clefeat in south vietnam
and "would take whatever .sLeps were nece"ssary" to prevent it_*with
all this iropi-ied concerning a possible uslsoviet confrontation"
Moreover, he pointed out, a ldorth vietnamese victory would affect
the whole climate of us opinion towards trade and detente. Ti:is
was something Brezhnev could und.erstand and respond to. Kissinger

*In art unusual "first ," Sovi-et Anbassadcr Dobrynin
flew in one of
Ehe Presidential jets with Ki-ssinger to .\loscor..,
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also gave Brezhnev an advance look .at the latest cease-fire proposal
the President was going to present to Hanoi. If offered to let
Hanoi keep sone of its troops in the South--the 100,000 or so who
had been there before the invasion--if

llanoi would agree to let

Brezhnev appeared
Thieu rernain as Presi-dent of South Vi"trr"*.2/
to think this proposal had possibilities,
irnplying that the North
He told Kissinger that Le'
Vietnamese were too stubborn and rigid.
Duc Tho would be returning soon to Paris, and vrhile he could guaran-

tee nothing, urged Kissinger to renew the secret talks.
(U) Shortly after Kissinger's return frorn Moscow, Ilanoi indicated
readiness to rneet in Paris on 2.''Iay. The meeting took place but
with no result.

The President's new. offer was very simple and

If
Kissinger had felt for this reason that Hanoi would accept it.
the North Vietnamese would agree to a cease-fire and a return of
Arnerican POWs--that and nothing rnore--the United States would with-

draw from Indochina within four months* Le Duc Tho disdainfully

rejected the offer. Apparently feeling conpletely assured by its
recent nilitary successes (Quang Tri had just fallen), North Vietnam
would not conpronise. It was pushi-ng for American agreeraent to

a

coaliEion governnent that would exclude Thieu. Kissinger described
this as "the imposition, under the thinnest veneer, of a Communist
government," and called it totally

unacceptaUt..Q/

*According to his biographers, Kissinger believed North Vietnam would
undersEand what he could imply but never state--that the Communis!
offensive had driven Nixon to streanline his policy down to barebones requirements: the prisoners and a decent interval of time for
withdrawal: that, in effect, Nixon wanted to get out of Vietnam so
if posbadly that all he was asking of llanoi was an exit visa
sible, by election day. (M & B Kalb, Kissinger, p 299)
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lV MAY AND JUNE: THE U.S. DECIDES TO GO Att

OUT

AGAINST NORTH VIETNAM
(u)

Already in mid-April the Administration had begun to realize ir
would have to move decisively against North Vietnam if it wanted to
stop the offensive and save the Saigon government from collapse.
BuE the desire to do so had been tempered by concern for what effect
such action might have on the planned t'summit meeting" in Moscow in

l"{ay and on hopes for further peace negotiations.

Dr. Kissinger's

April consultations in )loscow had allayed some of these fears, but
not, as May began, matters on the South Vietnamese battle fronts wirich
were worse than ever.

Quang

Tri fell on I l{ay and the catastrophic

disintegraLion of the defending ARVN forces--plus the failure of
Kissinger's May neeting with Le Dec Tho--put tl.re seal on the
Adrninistration's conviction that it had to actThe Policy Decision

(U) After Kissinger's return frorn the Paris meeting with Le Duc
Tho, rhe moves for us countering action accelerated immediately.
Plans which had been in preparation now materiaLi-zed into a fu11fledged interdiction program to cut off all supplies coming inEo
l{orth Vietnam by rnining its harbors, and bombing the railroads
coming into the country. This, of course, was to supplement intensified allied action against the eneny within south Vietnam. rn
preliminary discussiorrs, Secretary of Defense Laird reportedly
opposed the plan, and the Director of the CIA, Richard M. Helms,
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didn't think it wourd be effective since llanoi
could easily get
supplies overland from china. Throughout, Vice president
spiro T.
Agnew and Treasury Secretary John B.
connally strongly urged the
President to take
Dr. Kissinger argued for heavier B_52
""tior,.!/
borabing in preference to mining the harbo,".L/ on g
May ,
- President Niion met with the furl
Nationar Security councir Eo
discuss a decision, or rather as some analysts said, to
inform them
of his decisior.l/
(u) Two hours after the meeting the president
sent out the orders
to launch the operations, and that same evening announced
his action
to the nation on television, saying it was necessary in
order Eo deny
Hanoi the weapons and supplies it needed to continue
its
Just before rnaking this speech, he explained his action "ggr"""iorr.u
to House and
senate leaders: "we have to do something to affecE
the situation,
based on denying the rveapons of war to those who
wourd use them for

aggression
This action is directed not at the destruction
of the llorth, bn! ar rhe curting off of supplies. This
is the cleanest, best, most direct way of ending the war.',1/ That
the president
was also thinking of his action in terms of
the Moscow suurnit seems
clear from various statements he made later:
The country was faced with the specter of defeat,
and I had to make a c_hoice,-a-chbic" of-".".;;;"g
going ro Moscow'n"r-i"-il;";; ;;';f"
*5_-.:l and
acrrng
to prevent it.
r
(Remaiks to-the
National Leasue of Fanili""acted.
oi pOWs
llfe",--

Sratler HiltSn Horel, iO-o.r-7glZ.> ""a
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Strength rileans nothing, unless there is a will to
use it
If, for example, when I went to
Moscow, late in )[ay, at that time we had had Soviet
tanks run by the North Vietnamese rurrbling through
the streets of IIue, and Saigon being shelled, we
would not have been able to deal \^rith the Soviets
on the basis of equal respect. We wouldn't have
in a sense, and Ehey
been worth talking to
would have known it. (frorn a conversation at a
Congressional reception, quoted in Safire, Before
the Fall, p 43f)
The Meons: Force Augmenfolions

(U) The major means for implementing US retaliatory moves against
the enemy was still further augmentation of US air power, for use
both in the north and the south. There was no question of reintroducing land forces.

The disappointing performance of the South

Vietnamese forces, especially in Lhe fal1 of Quang Tri province on

1l"Iay, brought home to US planners how greatly US air power would
have to be depended on to influence the rnilirary situation.
Thus,
while on 26 Apri1, Secretary Laird had enjoined the JCS to weigh
carefully the benefit of further augnentations versus the costs
thereofi'on 3 )Iay, he was asking thern for a plan for retaining the
augrnentatj-on forces and assuring that sortie levels and naval gunfire support trcan conEinue without constraints."U
h/

The 49th TFW Goes from Hollomon ro Tokhli

(U) The rnid-May deploynent of the 49th Tactical Fighter Wing (TFW)
frorn Holloinan AFB to SoutheasE Asia (under consideration since early
April) was a rnajor USAF augroentation move. It began arriving on the
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The
10th of l{ay and flew its first combat missions on the llth.
Takhli base was being reopened after having been Eurned over to the
Royal Thai Air Force on 31 March L97L. The 49th deployed 3034 personnel from Hollonan; PACAF serrt 742 augmentees; SAC dispatched 369;

and 271 others came from other locations--making a total of 44L6
8/
personnel at Takhli by 19 M"y.=' The SAC personnel were for Ehe

sixteen KC-135s the JCS had directed to Takhli in early May to pro{
General Clay, CINCPACAF,
I
vide refueling supporr for the +g*.U
asked for twenty more KC-135s to supporg a higher sortie raEe over
North Vietnam, and on 18 }{ay, CINCSAC alerted the 301st Aerial Refuefing Wing at Lockbourne AFB, Ohio, to ready thirteen more KC-135s and
23 aLrcrews for deployment to Don Muang in Thailand. Thai political
considerations however--including objections froin the US Ambassador
over introducing combat forces at this civilian terminal--delayed
the nove until .frrrr".4/

B-52 Augmenlofions

nine crews were directed Eo Guam on
2L llay when the North Vietnamese were gravely threatening South
Even before Ehey arrived,
Vietnamese forces around n1 f,o..4/

6

Seven more B-52Gs and

Adrniral Moorer told Admiral I{cCain the President had directed the
JCS ro consider deploying another 100 B-52s to Southea"t Asi".9/

lo

Admiral Macain's recommendation was to deploy up to 66 additional
B-52s to Guam, including the B* already.rrro,rt..U/
The JCS authorized deployr.rent of an additional 5g on 23 rtl,ay. This rvas the sixth,
largest, and last of the B-52 augmentations sent in response to the
eneny offensive. l{ith the departure of this force, SIOp alert became

a thing of rhe pasr in the coNUS B-52G units; ninety-eight B-52Gs
and
144 crews had been withdrawn from the
coNus in less than 2 months . 14/
@ The sending of arl these B-52s to southeast Asia, although
ordered by "highest authorities," was not without controversy--above
and beyond the basic one over denuding the united States of much of

the sAC sroP force. Ever since mid'-l1ay, the new crl{csAc, Gen.John c.
Meyer, had been urging use of B-52s against'Hanoi ancl Haiphong. He
considered it irnportant to keep pressuring North VieEnam itself
without respite and saw the B_52s as a bad weather alternative co
tactical air for doing tfris.E/
General Abrans opposed this, not
wanting the B-52s diverted from the battle in the south where he felt
they were Ehe only thing keeping sourh viernb.m in the *ut.ry/ After

the final B-52 augmentation, Generar lleyer again broached the subject,
saying there were now sufficient B-52s for bombing in both
ancl

che south

11t

the North.a/

General Abrams

stilr felt that arr currentrv

*The extra B-52, which made .the
total of eieht , was a leafletconfigured B-52G which had been dispatched
ft JCS request on 19 Mav
(SAC rlisr FY 72, JCS (TS),
p 95 )

* f!P$f,19ffi',,*
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in the south. He pointed out ''$ll,
that the recently deployed B-52Gs c-ould not carry as many bombs as
the D models, that the B-52s depended on very extensive tactical
air support (approxirnacely 75 tactical aircraft for each mission),
progranrmed B-52 support was needed

and that if bad weather kept tactical

air from flying,

the B-52s

couldn't fly either, desp.ite their all-weather capability.l-U
Secretary Laird appeared to question whether the last B-52s
A
should have been deployed at all.
on the day after JCS ordered
Eheir deployment, he asked Admiral Moorer and the chiefs (as a
"separate and distinct part" of an .assessment he was requesting) to
"address the recently authorized additional deployment of 5B B-52Gs."
IIe asked for their judgnent of the incrernental value of the deployrnent, "especially relative to incremental costs, " by sr ru.y.U/
'
At first, Admiral Moorer asked Secretary Laird to cancel this
I
r'equest--noting the pressure of other work and the fact that such a

Y

report involved considerable duplication of an earlier on".U But
he was apparenLly unsuccessful, for on 3l May the JCS repried as
requested. They said the additional B-52s would "contribute significantly

towards achieving a balance between Linebacker efforts,

crose air support, and interdiction in Laos, cambodia, and south
Vietnarn." There rvould now be enough sorties for both North ancl South
without lessening the previous strike effort in South Vietnam, Laos,
and Cambodia. The uninterrupted strikes in the North were desirable
to keep the enemy off balance by saturaEing his defenses, complicating his resupply and comraunications, and demoralizing the military
an<l

civilian

popul

^"".2J/

TF!'ECITE?

BO

Apparently not satisfied with this response, secretary Laird
G
on 6 June asked Ehe JCS for another evaluation of the military
requirement for retaining .206 B-52 aircraft in Southeast Asia, indi-

cating that "his reading of the 31 May JCS reply did not reveal a
firm plan for effective use of the 5g B-52Gs in the late May augmen22/
tation."-'
The JCS responded on 19 June, repeating the arguments
previously advanced, and reporting that these B_52s had been ful1f
utilized

in helping meet eneny threats to Hue, the Kongun and pleiku
areas, as well as to the northern part of MR rrr and elsewhere.
They noted that prior to the latest augmentation, General Abrans
had said less than two-thirds of va1id, B-52 targeEs coulcl be struck
with the assets then available.

rhere was also an urgent need to use the B-52s to attack the
enemy logistics system in North vietnarn and Rp r*--MAcv had been
planning to do this beginning 27 i4ay, but the tactical situation

I

around Konturn and Hue had caused a delay.

trrlith the additional

available sorties, these operations rrere now possible--they had in
fact begun on 8 June (see p, 92). The JCS concluded firmly that rhe
augmented B-52 force was "needed for essential support of ground

operations, simultaneous execution of Ehe counter-logistics offensive, and the capability for a greater rveight of effort in the
attacks against the war-raaking capabitity of North Vietnan while
maintaining the required level of effort in south vietnam. These
requirements will continue till it is apparent that the threat has
been neut raLized.',23 /
:kRoute Package I. One of the several
nunbered
into which North
Vietnam was divided bv US military authorities areas
in order to facilitate
command

and control of air operations.

TgP S'SRET f
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Air Augmentotions of Other Services
(u)

As part of the buildup for carrying the arrack to the norrh, rhe
US Navy on 4 l'Iay added a sixth carrier to its task force in the Tonkin
Gulf and a seventh on 24 ylay. These enabled the Navy to keep four
carriers on station at all ti::res, providing an average strike sortie
rate of about 250 a aay .4/ on 16 May rhe presidenr directed rwo

Marine A-4 squadrons froin the lst l{arine Air wing at rwakuni, Japan,
deployed to Bien Hoa specifieally to provide in-counrry support to

the RVIIAF. Their arrival released F-4 aircraft based in northern
RVII and Thailancl for the interdiction campaign against the no.tr,.4/
(u) By the latter parE of }lay, the US had added almosr 500 aircraft
to its combat air fleet in southeast Asia, permitting the very large
increase in the sortie rate over both North and South vietnasr. rn
May, the peak nonth, the average daily attack sorties rate in South
Vietnare--for all three US services--rras about 400, almost one-third
of them by the Navy and M"rin.".26/
Efforts to Tighten Commond ond Control

(U)

An indication of the seriousness wiEh which the retaliation
plans were undertaken nay be seen in the fact that the JCS were
directed "by higher authority,'! (believed to be the president) on

6 May to provide comrflents on a proposal to establish a Supreme
command in southeast Asia. The rejected it, saying they considered

the existing i{ACV organl-zation the best avail-able to support us
efforts--its
setup involved no penalty in communications tirneliness
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between SoutheasE Asia and the National

Command

Authority.

Estab-

lishment of a Supreme Command would be counterproductive because of
the extra efforts and difficulties
it would entail, especially at
the prese nt xi'me.T/
(U) Perhaps to bolster rheir case, the JCS in replying Eo che
President referred to a planned reorganization within I,IACV (under
consideration for some months) whereby certain staff elements of the
Seventh Air Force and Headquarters l"lACV would be comi.rined, with the
Commander, 7AF, becoming Deputy COMUSI{ACV.aq/ one week

15 i,Iay, this planned reorgani,-zation became a reality,

1arer,

on

when "to

control of the expanded air war"--Headquarlers
I'{ACV and Headquarters Seventh Air Force were merged and collocated,
and the Seventh, Air Force commander became Deputy Commander , y4prgy .2/
Representation at this level, long sought by the Air Force in recogacconunodate comxiland and

nition of its role, thus finally

came.

RVNAF Augmentofions

(u)

Part of the uS retaliation

consisted, naturally, of measures to
sErengthen South Vietnamese forces as well as us air forces. on
24 Apri,I the JCS advised Secretary taird that current South VieEnamese
losses could be replaced within a few months and no short-term large*
scale accelerations would be necessary.S9/ But a week later, right
after the fall of Quang Tri, secretary Laird was asking the JCS to
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address "in depth" added assistance to the RVNAF,lL/ ,rra on the 3d
he announced that a speeial Defense Department team under Assistant

secretary Bar::y J. shillito,

would go to south Vietnam to review
eguipment ,.uud".Z/ on 4 }{ay, M-4g tanks began arriving i-n south
vietnam aboard c-5A transports to replace Ehose lost in the Quang
'1.1

Tri f ightirg.s'

l

Proiect Enhonce

(U)

The President in the meantime asked for an examination of "mea-

sures fo:: strengthening

capabiLiti-es by augnenting their
equipmeni' ,"---' measures which evenfual-J-y becarne known as project
Enhance. Deputy Secr:etary of Defense Kennetir Rush, replying to this,
was blunt w:-tl: the Presrdent, saying that while augnentatj_on was
desirable it was not a sufficient step in bolscering the RVNAFTs
capabilities. That depended nore on South Vietnam's will and desire
than on equipr,rent" "hie rnusc be carefui,,,he saici, ,,net to delude
RVNAF

J4/

GVli and RVIIAF thar hardware can in sone way substitute for backbone."

After listi.ng "constraining faclcrso' ori inEroducrng new weapon sysrelns! he enume::aied uptri,ns for prol'iciing equipmenl ro neet various
criterian s'.ir:ii as: fc cc'ntribuli: ir-,; j-inmedj-a*;c capabilities--i.e . ,
judged necessar-r fcr:: cu::r:ent figni:ing to strengthen the RVNAF posrure
in case a cease*fi.re ::::' lr:gi-s1ati.ve acriein {:.e., i.;npressional cutoff of fi:ndrrg) pr:eclucled- sending adciicrr:na..i- equiir*enL; to i:rcvide
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equipment--"high impact" items--demonstrating US support of government
of South Vietnam.

(u)

items suggested for the latter option were: 1 Air cavalry
Troop for each of the Military Regions (including L44 cobras, 160
LoHs, and 128 uH-lHs); 4 Hawk Air Defense Battalions; 56 A-4B aircraft; and 3 squadrons of F-4s. The secretary opposed this option
Among

because it would result in a significant

degradation in US assault

helicopter and F-4 capabilities, a minor reduction of US air defense
capability, and would cost an additional $400 million plus large support costs. Further, some items would require 2 years of training
and logistics developrnent before the South Vietnamese could effectively use Ehem. Handling the F-4s, for example, was "grossly beyond
currenE VNAF maintenance capabilities."
Rush felt the president's
desired impression of firm us support could be made equally well by
announcing shipment of certain items and publicizing the major

resupply effort then under way to replace materiel lost in the current fighting. Most items decided on could be delivered in 3 months,
but the physical effort of shipping items already scheduled or in
transit would tax available air and sea transport, including commercial augmentation. Even so, uS ability to deliver materiel would
exceed south vietnam's ability to receive, secure, and forward it-a5/

this was the resupply effort's pacing factor.a
(u) The JCS and the field conunanders agreed with DepuEy secretary
Rush in recommending against the "high impact" items such as F-4s.
But they approved the other Ewo options he suggested, together with
their related equipment, for immediate implementation.E/
lowing aircraft items were among those
"pp.o.r.d,Z/
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32 additional UH-l assault helicopters
30 STOL aircraft
5 additional F-5As
48 additional A-37s
14 RC-47s
23 AC-ll9Ks
23 EC-47s
t2 C-119Gs for maritime Datrol
28 C-7 s

Operolions Agoinst the North

(U) The Administration's plans to stop the enemy offensive at its
source became a reality on 8l"Iay with President Nixon's announcement
of the bombing and mining carnpaign against i{orth Vietnam. Some US
military leaders had been urging this action--unsuccessfully--sirlce
the early years of the war.:k They had maintained it did little good
to harass the enemy as he moved supplies into SouEh Vietnarn as long
as he had an open-ended source of new supplies available from out-

side via North Vi-etnamese ports and China. Contingency plans for
operations to counter this situation had existed for years, and now
the JCS renewed work on tn.*.8/

Mining the Horbors

(U) The first

part of President l{ixon's B May order opening the
all-out canpaign against the North directed the interdiction of the
enemy's supplies by sea. North Vietnam was heavily dependent for
sophisticated war equipnent, such as its all-important air defense
system., upon the USSR and the People's Republic of China (PRC) . And

nl-'ianhinn
Eo such action had always been fear of bringing Russia
and China into the war. Nixon's new diplomatic approaches to both
po\^7ers had to a considerable extent neutralized this threat.
*Tho
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to get this, it depended largely on sea-lane lines of comiaunications-some 85 percent of its war nateriel caine through the port of Haiphong,
since previous us policy had always opposed attacking llaiphong for
fear of encangering neutral shipping, the presidenE's decision to
mine all North Vietnam's harbors was a radical deparcure and. fronr
all indications, a surprise to the enemy.11/
(u) As President Nixon was inforrning the country of his decision,
us Navy aircraft

from the carrier coral seq were already nining
Haiphong harbor and ils approaches, using derayed action fuzes sel:
to arnr 72 hours after sowing. The President announce<1 that neutral
shipping lnad 72 hours to leave Haiphong before the mines became acti40/
vated'The next day the approaches to rhe other Ncrth Vietnamese

harbors and some of the in;-anci waterway networks were sown with
MK-36 destructor bornbs .;'r
(u) The mining of his harbors confronr:ed the enemy wi-th enormous
logistics problerns. General vogt, 7AF command.er,, asked about the
effectiveness of the mining, said:
I would say almost a hundreci percent..*:'r They were
reduced to offloading
fror"r Chinese vessel_s
which didn't have too nrrcir tonnage aboard.to be6;in
with
They could do it onfy at night: {:l:ey
had Lo do it when there was no llavy air froinci
harassing thern; they- had to run thi:ough mine fr.el.cle
with their lighters because we had a iot of .l{K*36s
dropped in there. ii took in excers of e mcnth te
unload a f ive or six thousand ton !.essel.. . Sr:, only
a dribble was corning througl:, thar a:<ra"t1:./'
>kAirdropped nagnetrc infr-uelnce and
ar:ii*disiurLra'ce fu::* rni.nee.
**Accor'dllg t" Admiral []_rac Zr:nwalt. rn his ncok On L,'a:ch (p.4:5),
tne LIA disagreed with thls estimate. In a mee:inE wTiE- chb Pt e s ide:r r
in-early December, they said no l-ess rhan
a trii::et--Is nuch nater':ie1 as

before had been arriving since g

l{a1,"
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Frorn the tine of the mining through Septernber 10, no ships--Corrnunist

or other third-countfy shipping--were known to have attempted leaving
or entering the mined harbors.U According to MACV reporting there
was evidence that at least 110,000 tons of shipping turned back

rather than face the minefields. with the sealanes severed, North
Vietnam was forced to turn to rail, inland r^rater, and highway networks to move needed materiars, greatly heightening the irapact of
the simultaneous air attacks being directed against Lx.L!/
Iinebocker
Linebacker was the name given to the program of air attacks
implementing the second half of the President's decision: to stop
supplies entering North Vietnara by land, i.e., from China. Like the

mining order, it went into effect on 8 May. The JCS order specified
a "continuing USAF and USN Eactical air and NGFS* interdiction effort,
augmented by B-52 sorties as required, to destroy and disrupt enemy

transportation resources and LOC in North Vietnam .,,!4 It
hTas actually an expansion of the intensified air operations against
the North developed during April, called Freedon Train (see p.67-7o),
with the significant difference that Linebacker was permitted to
operate throughout lilorth Vietnam. Even targets within the 10-mi1e
POL and

restricted zones around Hanoi and Haiphong and in the Chinese buffer
zone were authorized. Every precaution was to be made to avoid
xNaval gunf ire support - Ialhen Ehe offensive broke, all naval gunfire
ships in the vicinity were dispatched to Ehe area on an emergency
basis. Naval gunfire rounds in tqn I increased from 3,000 in-l,tarth to
werl^over 80,000 in June. (usMACV command Hisr, L972-73 (TS), Vol rr,p. L-zt . )

BB

civilian

Eargets, but specific strikes could be, and were, validated
against power plants, PoL storage areas, railroad lines, and warehouses, no matter where they were. rn one case even the Hanoi rnain
railway station was targeted, although Ehere was a switch at the
last rninure to a higher priority target .!2/
(u) while the Linebacker campaign was directed against the entire
enemy transportation and supply distribution system, "highest priority was to be given to hitting the roads and rail lines from china,
since, with the closing of Ehe port at
North Vietnam's "most viable method of
President Nixon told General Vogt: "r
dicted from china because rom going to

Haiphong, these would be
46/
resupply."-'
Or as

want those rail

lines integ-

close the ports, anc tr don't
want that tonnage to come down the railroad .,,!L/

Interdicfing fhe Roilroods from Chino

(u)

For purposes of command and control in the Linebacker operation,
North Vietnam was divided into Route packages (Rp) and responsibilities assigned as follows: Route packages r, v, and Vr-A to the us
Air Force; Route Packages II, III, IV, and VI-B to the US Navy (see
with irs additional carriers, Lhe us Navy could now provide
sorne 250 sorties a day. The carriersr proximity to Navy's assigned
route packs gave their aircraft a very substantial time over targets,
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and throughout Linebacker r, these planes furnished well over half

of both attack and support sorties over North Vietnam.
(u) The Air Force had responsibility for interdicring the two rail
lines leading from china which 1ay in Rp V and Rp vr. rr found rhat,
given the accuracy of the new laser-guided bombs, the most effective
way to interdict the rail lines was by destroying the railway bridges.
The first strike, on 10 May, was against the paul Douner bridge anc
the Yen Vien railroad yard. A total of gg aircraft (rron Hand, chaff
dispensers, escort, combat air patrol, weather reconnaissance,
barrier combat air patrol, search and rescue) supported the 32 sLrike
aircraf t over the target. Twenty-two MK-84 LGBs and .seven I'IK-84
electro-optically

guided bombs caused heavy damage to the bridge.
one hundred and eighty-four I'IK-82 unguided bonbs were dropped oa the
Yen Vien railroad yard, cutting tracks and damaging boxcars and warehouses. The Iron Hand force expended nineteen AGM-45s and six AGM-7Bs

against

SAM

strikes.

The entire force encountered heavy concentra-

tions of AAA over the target area, including 42 reported sAM firings.
They also were challenged by nine MrG-l9s and seven IIrG-2ls, three
of which were downed. Losses were two F-4s downed bv MrG-19 cannon

rir..€/
(u)

Two days later,

on 12 May, four other rairroad and two highway
bridges were either destroyed or severely damaged. on the l3th, the
Than l{oa bridge, a famous bridge harfway down the North Vietnamese
panhandle which had withstood 3 years of severe pounding by Air Force
and Navy planes--which, it was said, "would never go downt'--was

destroyed. rn contrast with the nany previous efforts--including
five lost aircraft--the Linebacker l-day effort, consisting of tirree
flights of F-4s carrying LGBs and one flight armed with convenrional

UNCMS$FITD
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500-pound bombs, struck the bridge arid left

it .rr,rr""bl..9/

Another

important Earget, was the Lang Giai railroad bridge, on the Northeast
rail line, which required special auXhort-zation from the JCS since
it was well within the PRC buffer zor1e, about 20 miles from the PRC .
0n 25 May, despite a hampering cloud cover, twenty F-4s, using LGBs
qn /
By destroying these
and EOGBs,* took out 6 of its 11 spans.-'
bridges, the USAF in a. short tine interdicted both the Northeast and
Northwest rail lines, cutting to a trickle the anount of supplies
coming frorn Communist China. As General Vogt expressed it,

".
we had 15 bridges ouE on each railroad at any given tine--as fast

as

they would build them, we would knock them out again ."5L/
(U) With the railroads from mainland China interdicted and the harbors closed, North Vietnam and Eheir Chinese a1lies switched to roads
to try to get supplies into i{orth Vietnam. The road network and
truck transport targets had not been neglected in the interdiction
effort,

but now they began to get more attention. Because of the
eneny's bypass routes and, shuttle tactics, it was difficult
to scop
all truck traffic on the road, and General Vogt preferred to emphasize strikes against truck concentrations such as the one just south
of the Chinese border, and motor vehicle storage and repair faciliLies in the Hanoi
^t"^.52/
Internol Supply Torgets

(U) Targets other than the crucial transport arteries were not overlooked. Frorn the beginning, the Seventh Air Force directed strikes
:kElectro-optically Guided

Bomb

UNCLASSIFIED
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against

sites, truck parks, military storage areas, port facilities, and POL storage points. For example, aLr operaEions reports
for l0 May recorded 12 secondary explosions, 14 secondary fires, 5
SAM

Erucks, 2 military warehouses and several POL tanks destroyed. That
same day, USAF and USN F-4s shot down 11 UrC".8/
On 18 May, USAF
fighter-bombers hit a large POL storage area 3L miles northeast of
Hanoi with LGBs and destroyed more dnan 5N million gallons of fueL .Y/
On 20 May, US fighters--again

using LGBs--knocked out the llanoi electric transformer station B miles northwest of the capital, and on
26 May destroyed a large warehouse and storage area at Son Tay about
50 miles northwest of Hanoi.U
In the first week of June, F-4s

heavily damaged the Bac Giang electric power plant, and pilots from
the carrier Kitty Hawk struck the Haiphong petroleum storage plant,
destroying three huge storage tanks. on 9 June tactical air fighterbombers struck fuel depots, storage areas, troop locations, and

other military

complexes all the way from the Dl{Z to Haiphong. The

following day pilots reporLed direct hits on Eransformers, turbines
and generators in North Vietnam's largest hydroelectric power planL
a&
T^-at:
--i
dL
ldrrg urrr--wrthout
hitting the off-limits dam connected wittr it.W
(u) The B-52s did not take part in operations against the North in
May, but beginning on the 8th, they nnade 260 sorties during June.
Up to this time, General Abrams had been reluctant Eo divert B-52s

from their dramatically successful role in staving off enemy efforts
in Lhe South. Now, with the additional sixty-six B-52s arriving

UNCLASSIFIED
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in the field at the beginning on 8 June, B-52s struck enemy LOCs and
installations supporting the offensive in RP I in the southern logis57/

tics part of l.Iorth Vietnam..-'

As General Vogt described it:

very effective anti-logistics campaigns
. we
up in the Route Packs with the B-52s
found pre-fab buildings which the enemy had
constructed all over the area, and in which he
We put
was putting his forward stocks
large numbers of B-52 strikes in Ehere and the
iarpact was dramatic
, ^$elieve me , [the
enemyJ was really hurting.2el
trIe had

Whol Mode Linebocker Effecfive

(u)

General Vogt enumerated three factors that particularly

contri-

buted to the success of the Linebacker campaign against the North.
One of Ehe most important was the use of laser-guided bornbs (LGBs).
Because of their accuracy, the LGBs could be used in sensitive areas

buffer zone) where ordinary bornbs would be likely
to incur undesired collateral da.mage. They afforded high surviva1-,i'lir.,-il^j^L
vrrrL/
!!t
rrrSrl
threat areas because the strike force did not need to
(such as in the

PRC

linger or return again and again and also could drop from a high
qo /
altitude.S/
Above all because of thei|great precision these bornbs
could inflict

maximum damage wiEh

relatively

little

effort.

General Vogt described this feature:
One day we went up and knqcked out five bridges on

the l{orthwest Rail Line with a laser strike,

and

when PACAF ran that through the computers, they
deternined that where we used 24 totaL bombs, iL
would have taken 2,4QQ,bombs to do that by the old
conventional neEhod. ou/

UilCLASSIFIED
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A second factor of importance--to which General Vogt himself
contributed--was a concentrated 7AF effort to refine the LORAN allweat.her bombing sysEem. While the weather was still good, he ordered
one flight

out of each mission to bonb, using the LOITAN system. That
flight used 1000 pound bombs and delayed fuzes, so that photo interpreters could pick them out from the others (which used 500 pounders),
and score the results of each. According to General Vogt. "there
was nothing like actually dropping the bombs after putting the correc-

tion factor in, seeing where they fell, hnd then correcting it
we went through 48 different Eargets that way." rn this way, greater
precision than ever before was achieved in LORAN bombing--a consist.en!
200 meter accuracy, according to General Vogt.q/

(U) The third factor in Linebacker effectiveness was that Presiclent
Nixon permitted field commanders to selecE--from a list validated in
washington--which targets to hit and when. General vogt's comments
exemplify the appreciation felt by field cornmanders:
. The advanEages were apparent. It permitted
us to play the enemy defenses. If we banged away
here for a while, and they shifted over there with
their SAMs and their anti-aircraft,
then we hit
them over there. And we watched the weather--when
it was stinking over the northeast rail Line, then
we hit them over the northwest.
We were not constrained. In sone of the sensitive areas, for example, I was allowed to take out
al1 power in a-very short time, with the exception
ot one power plant
in Hanoi itself
The cumulative impact was crushing
. Many
parts of Hanoi had none at all. This in turn
lmpacted on the repair shops and the engine rebuild
facilities all aror:nd the citv
fhis was
something we were never able Lo do in Rolling Thunder
because back in the McNamara days we were supposed to
hit this power plant during thii particular wbek, and
then we wouldn't get another power plant for maybe
six weeks. By the time.we'd get one over here, they
had rebuilt this one.62/

UNCLASSIFIED
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up the effects of both the mining and bombing operations,
General Vogt reckoned, as a "safe" figure, that they had reduced the
enemy to getting through about 20 percent of the supplies he had been
receiving prior to the operations. The bombing had gotten into his
forward supply depots, and he was beginning to hurt at the battle
fronts for many items: he was short'on PoL, short of food, ammuniSumming

tion and all basic essential
Admiral McCain, CINCPAC, in a
".Q/
Jury 1972 interview, said Linebacker had been very effective, but
he felt that the true impact might be only now being felt by the
North vietnamese army as their stockpiles and caches in the south
were depleted and communications lines <lisrupted. As time wenc o4,

he felt,

the overall effectiveness of Linebacker would be even nore
64/
apparent.-'
To summarize, the Administration, faced with collapse
of the Saigon government at the'beginning of May, took tough, deci-

sive action to stop the invasion and save the country. The decisions
to mine North Vietnam's harbors and bonb the railroads from China
were steps which had long been recommended by the military and now,
finally

taken, were a bold departure frorn the hesitant, graduated
response reactions of previous administrations. They represented a
gamble with us public opinion, which had been increasingly hostile
to the war, and also with the outcome of the imrninent summit neeting
with

Mosco\^r

on which the Administration had hinged an important part

But the gamble paid off. president lJixon, in a
29 June news conference, reminded reporters of the news headings
about "the spectre of defeat in Vietnam" just a week before the
mining and the bombing of the North began. To date, he said the
of its policy.

UNCLASSIFIED
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effect of the mining and bombing had been to colrlpleEely turn the
siEuation in Vietnam around.
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V THE SITUATION ON OTHER FRONTS IN MAY AND JUNE
(U) While the US action against rhe Norrh sought to cut off all
incoming resupply and damage and intimidate Hanoi, efforts against
the offensive in the South had to be pursued with equal intensity.
The operations against the North were spectacular and a new departure,
but they would be of little avail if the enemy continued to forge
ahead in the South. As May began, the danger that South Vietnam

would succumb to the enemy ground offensive was very great.
The Situolion on rhe Militory Fronts in the South: Quong Tri

(U) By I May all ARVI{ resistance at Quang Tri had disappeared excepr
for Ranger and 20th Armored Brigade elernents outside the Citadel and
132 us and ARVN personnel trapped inside.

By noon, the ARVN regional

commander, Gen. vu Vann Giai, considered the situation hopeless and

ordered a retreat to the south. Almost immediately the entire ARVN command and control structure disintegrated.
All plans for an orderly
retreat, including emergency evacuation of the men in the citadel,

fell

through, as for 2 days SouEh Vietnanese forces fled south through

a gauntlet of enemy artillery and rifle fire. The intense, coordinated attacks coming from all directions created havoc by splitting
some RVNAF forces and inducing panic in others. The Stars and Stripes
published poignant report,s by sone of the retreating soldiers:
. Men wept to see the battered remnants of once
proud units--the elite Rangers, South Vietnamese
Marines, tankers, and the mauled 3d Infantry Division.
"l,le were beaten at Fuller, we were beaten at Dong Ha
and we have been beaten at Quang Tri,tt said one
Vietnamese soldier.
"I am finished. I have had
UNCLASSIFIED
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enough." Another said, "It was hell in Quang Tri.
The shells were landing all around us. We started
running to get away. It was horrible. We were so
scared. We just ran and ran
we didn't see anv
Communist soldiers.
It was just the she1ls."1/
But not all the forces broke and ran, as one observer noEed:
The RVN l,Iarines never lost fighting effectiveness
and had to be ordered to withdraw many times to
plug the gaps in the front. In the end, the VNMC
L47th and 258th Brigades, and the 20th Tank Squadron,
because they never stopped fighting and remained
effective, enabled the US advisors in the Citadel
to evacuate. Those units (VNMC and 20th Tank) with
their advisors fought their way out towards Hue.1/
(U) As the ARVN artillery increasingly lost al1 effectiveness, US
tactical air and naval gunfire provided vital defense protection.
USAF FACs were consEanLly

alofE, maintaining communications contact,
providing reconnaissance for the retreating columns, and directing
Lactical air strikes against pursuing l{orth Vietnamese forces.
There were some daring air rescue operations, including the extraction of the personnel marooned in the citadel, by four "Jolly Green"
helicopters during the height of the enemy attack on the.city.*
Eventually all RVIJAF elements retreated from Quang Tri Province, the
last of thera, the l{arine 369th Brigade, reaching the souEh side of
the Thac l,la River or, 3 tl"v.l/
(u) With Quang Tri Province in cheir hands, the North VieEnamese
forces turned toward the citv of

Hue.

A new general, Lt.

Gen, Ngo

*Major Brookbank, Air Liaison Officei (ALO) wirh rhe 3d ARVN
Div=ision,
who coordinated rescue efforts from within the citadel,
said: tt.
each FAC was qiven four sets of TACATR to commence air
support at 1539 with the 'iolly Gr'eens' due in at 1535
Four squads had been formed in case the evacuation failed and a
breakout had to be made. The air cover commenced at 1530 as F-4s
delivered every type of ordnance. The Eactical situation dictated
that normal safe distances be waivered. So, we could do nothing
but watch, wait,'and thank God for the us Air Force." (Brookbanli
Rpt, p 18.)

t|l{cLAssrFrED
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Truong, had replaced the defeated Gen.Vu Van Giai and imnediately began to reorganize the defenses around this city. One of
his first moves was to reques! the Seventh Air Force to move llilitary
Quang

Region I's Direct Air Support Center (DASC) from Dal{ang to Hue.
General Vogt, despite eomplex support problems, agreed to the "superA Fire Support
human efforts" required and made the shift.U

naval gunfire supporL teams and ARVI'{
artillery was collocated at the DASC and the two coordination cenGeneral Truong's
Eers worked together with excellent results.1/
priorities for fire support were: the enemy's 130-mm guns, tanks,

Coordination Center for

US

pieces, and trucks. Seventh Air Force undertook a
concenLrated efforE to destroy the 130-mm guns, and Eo choke off the
In the first week of May, it began a most
enemy resupply effort.
lesser artillery

intensive air interdiction campaign, cutting roads, bombing bridges
(using guided bombs) and destroying hundreds of trucks. Any sign of
At the same Eime, tactical air
enemy rirovement brought air strikes.
and B-52 strikes continually inflicted

heavy casualties on troop con-

centrations and tanks moving toward llue, time and again frustrating
the enemy's planned ground attacks.9/ According to Admiral Moorer,
North Vietnamese troops had been poised for a major attack on Hue in
early l4ay, but had been forced to abandon it because Ehey had been
so badly punished by the bonbing and the mining, and had overextended

their lines of
",rpply.Z/
(U) This pause in the attack on Hue appeared to be crucial in giving
the South Vietnamese time to regroup their forces. In the second
week of May, regiments of the lst ARVII Division and other elements

launched a

maj

or search operation west of [Iue. Preceded by

UNCLASSIFIEII
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attacks and supported by air and artillery,
they succeeded in forcing
the IWA 29th Regiment out of combat because of heavy casualties suffered. Concurrently, Ehe South VieLnanese l'{arine Corps undertook a
series, of limited-objective.operations

in the southern part of the
province.0n 20 LIay, the eneray made a rnajor armored thrust against
their positions, but the l"Iarines received strong air support and held
their defense line, with tactical air reportedly destroying 300 enemy
personnel and 18 tanks . On 25 I'Iay the enemy launched another strong
8/

"human wave" attack and again the Marines held.

The raassed enemy

troops suffered heavy casualties from US and VNAF tactical air and
ARVN and naval artillery,
and by 29 May retreated across Ehe tLu"t.U
(u) During June the eneriry strove to regain the upper hanc and,carry
the battle toward Hue. But whenever he massed for an attack, B-52s,
L0/

tactical

air. and arEillery fire saturated the area while on the
ground, the Marines kept the pressure on. rn a 2-day operation on
8-9 June and another on 18 June, the llarines pushed north back into
Quang Tri province 13 miles, killing
over 350 of the enemy and capturing numerous weapons, including five of the new SA-7 mis"it.".4/
Once more, on 2L

June, the enemy launched a major 3-day attack south
and east of FSB Nancy, but again suffered severe losses (including
259 killed. and 123 wounded) at the hands of the Marines supported by
us and VNAF tactical air and ARVI{ artj.LLery.U/ Then on 2g June,
ARVI{'s MR I headquarters launched a counter-offensive to the north.
B-52s and naval gunfire pounded the advance area and waves of tacgical

UI{CTASSIFIED
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air flew overhead in close air supporE. The

ARVN

forces advanced

across the My Chanh River, forcing the enemy on to the defensive.
Ileanwhile the Marines pushed up from the south to flank the northern

counter-offensive. This signalled the end of the battle for Hue
the beginning of the new battle to retake Quang Tri Provirr"". E/

and

An loc
(U) The beginning of i'{ay found the siege of An Loc stubbornly conEinuing, with South Vietnarnese relief forces making little or no
progress towards the city, and Ehe resupply task stil1

seemingly

hopeless in the face of increasingly accurate enemy fire.

Seven

drops scheduled for the night of 2/3 l{ay were cancelled after the

first

one fefl

700 meLers from the drop zone, and a C-130 was lost

the sane day. At l'tACV's requesL , Army and Air Force paradrop
trouble-shooting experts flew to Vietnam and Ehe Arrny sent 76 packers fron the 549th Quartermasters Aerial Resupply Company in
11,./

Okinawa.-'

In addition, a high velocity system was adopted, which
proved mosL accurate, and kept supplies from falling into enemy

hands. Resupply effectiveness improved immediately as the result
of these measures and so did the hitherEo hopeless outlook of the
Ls/

-(U) Meanwhile the literally thousands of tactical air, gunship,
and B-52 sorties flown against the besieging enemy since early April
ARVN defenders

had been steadily disrupting his supplies, decinating his troops,
and lowering general combat capability.

In an effort to

UNCLASSIFIED
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the city before resupply and reinforcemenE made it too strong Eo be
taken, the North Vietnamese poured in more shel1s and on ll May
launched a combined tank and infantry attack. But ARVN defenders
herd their ground, and by noon desEroyed seven enemy tanks. cobra
gunships destroyed four more and FACs directe.d all available ordnance
against the attack--in one case ordering Daisy cutters* dropped 200
meters in front of South Vietnamese positions threatened by some 500
L6/
enemy troops.Though very suceessful, 1l May was also very costly:
one A-37, one cobra, and two FAC 0-2s fell

to AAA fire by late afternoon. B-52 support \^7as not hampered by the AAA fire however, and
General Hollingsworth could report that coordination of B-52 strikes
and tactical air "allowed us to punish the enemy severely." rn one
case a B-52 strike virtually annihilated an attacking enemy force.g/
or, as the MACV history chronology for 11 May raconicarly noted,
"lwA troops and tanks entered the provincial capital of An Loc and
were met by 70 B-52s dropping 1,700 tons of bombs in the war's heaviest bombing concentration .,,L8/
(u) The next night heavy eneny aEtacks , spearheaded by tanks, began
in very bad flying weather. As a result, the key factor in blunting
the attack consisted of six B-52 strikes--after which direct fire
from Ehe tanks stopped and did not resume for the rest of the nigfrt.l2l
when the weather improved slightly after midnight, a Spectre gunship
engaged troop concentrations and equipment--despite incoming artillery
rounds at the rate of one every five seconds. No ground attack materialized.
General Holtingsworth cited spectre's "magnificent
*Bombs

with fuze extenders. designed to explode at the surface to kil1
personnel and to defoliate. (s)
UNCLASSIFIED
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performance" in the bad weather, but fe1t, in the final analysis, that

the B-52 strikes had "spoiled another apparen't enemy effort to seize
20/
An Loc.(U) Just at this time several sightings of the Soviet SA-7 Strela
missile in the vicinity

spelled new trouble for low-level air
operations--enemy AAA fire having already restricted the Cobras,

FACs,

and low-level napalm strikes by A-37s. On 14 May, a USAF 0-2 was shot

by an SA-7, in the second confirmed hit of this type on a USAF
aircraft.
From then on, slow-moving FAC aircraft could not fly below

down

7,000 feet nor C-130 resupply missions below 10,000 feet.
.

restrictions

caused inunediate, material changes in tactical

These new

air sup-

port for the An Loc defenders--the AC-119 Stinger gunship was
ineffective at such altitudes, and the FACs now had to fly so high
they had to use binocular .L/
"

At mid-month the patEern of the An Loc action appeared to shift
G
howeve.r. The daily shelling continued aE between 2000 and 3000
rounds, but enemy ground aEtacks decreased, and then, according to
a CIA report of 18 May, tactical air could no longer find any tar22/
gets in the immediate vicinity of An Loc.On the same day,
General Hollingsworth reported that apparently the decimated

enemy

units had withdrawn "from the immediate vicinity of An Loc as a
resulE of the heavy losses inflicted by TACAIR and B-52 strikes ."4!
But stubborn eneny persistence in holdin! up the South Vietnamese
relief column, plus unfavorable air weather, prolonged the siege
it was not until 12 June that the last of the VC/NVA were driven

and

from An Loc and 1650 fresh troops brought in 2 days later by. US
24/
hericopters.on'23 June, the relief column (ARVN 46th Regiment)

101+

finally

arrived. According to General Hollingsworth, the B-52
strikes were decisive in'getting it throug hry/ --NVN forces trying
to stop it were caught in the open by two B-52 strikes 15 minutes
apart, and "simply dissolved." on 26 June General Hollingsworth
reported that the campaign *^" ou"t.U
(u) As General Abrams said:. "There is no question that the B-52s
have been a major factor tat An Locl, and in preventing the enemy's
accomplishment of most of his major goals ."27/

Enemy

officers cap-

tured during this period told how the constant allied bombardmenc,
coupled with other hardships, had caused major breakdowns in morale
and fighting spirit to the extent that some troops were "no longer
responding to orders from superiors." Another POW report indicated
that the NVA 7th Division had received 360 replacements in May, but
none during the first 18 days in June and "morale was low due to
fear of B-52 strikes, sickness, and poor leadership.,,4/

(u)

The B-52s' response to the ground commander's needs received

the highest praise from Army officers i.r.,rol.red.2/ The 3d Ranger
Group, for example, reported that the B-52 strikes not only destroyed
eneny troop formations, buE when emproyed close to the city virtually
eliminated mortar and AAA until the vcltwA were able to move uD
30/
repracements.Army cor.rmanders also increasingly valued the B-52s
because they could be diverted to a higher priority target if
required, the use of the Ground Target change (GTc)--made a minimum
of 3 hours prior to launch--having become extremely effective.:k
Generar Hollingsworth's deputy, Brig-Gen,John R. McGifferE, rr, gave
*By the end of Yay almost 90 percent of B-52 missions at An Loc
were
UI\.

rf,f;ffif,,r

tv2

credit for this to the trenendous cooperation shown by the SAC ADVOII
3t/
But the
personnel in raaking the rnissions responsive and flexible.other extredie, sone FACs and airciaft controllers did not receive the
warnings on the B-52 strikes because of weak raclio transmissions or
because they didn't have their proper equipment Eurned or-.12/

Kontum

(U) On I May John Paul Vann;k told the Seventh Air Force that B-52 and
tactical air sLrikes at the end of April had stalled the enemy attack
on Fire Support Base (FSB) Lima and that ARVN could hold Kont,rol.g/
forces abandoned FSB Lima
together with numerous trucks, tanks, artillery pieces and other
equipment intact, which tactical air was then called on to destroy.

At 6 o'clock that evening however,

ARVN

Two days later on 3 May, 2000 friendly

Lroops abandoned Landing

Zone (LZ) English on the east coast, again leaving all equipnent

air again having to destroy it. Between 5 and
11 May, the enemy intensified attacks on strong points surrounding
Kontum City, especially Polei Klang and Ben Het. The former fell on
the 9th, but the latter held, aided particularly by tacEical air and
Spectre grrr"h:-p" . A/

behind and tactical

O) The situation in Kontum City itself was deteriorating and on the
eve of the l4th of Mav a senior US adviser reported from there:
we
had refugees by the tens of thousands.
kept on losing one FSB after anoEher and fhe NVA
kept on applying the pressure. However, frorn the
tirne Tan Canh fel1 on 24 April to the battle at
Kbntum on the 14th we estinate that rve killed

ln/e

* Senior US Adviser to MR II, an almost legendary figure in the rvar
in SVN, killed on 9 June when his helicoDter crashed near Konturn.
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about 40% of rhe NVA force--and it was predominantly
with airpower. That tactic would be to hit the
enemy as he was massing to attack the FSBs. From
the assembly areas to the attack positions we would
hit them, not only with tactical air but with Arc
Lights.* I{e were really using the Arc Lights as
close-in protective fire; and as the enemy moved
south they were used 1000 meters in front of the
front lines as protective fire. tr{e were having
tremendous results with this firepower, but they
kept on coming. The big question was, would the
ARVN fighr rh; tanks?357
(U)

The answer cane on 14 May when the

ARVN

23d )ivision

engaged

tanks and a battalion of infantry atEacking Kontum. They
were joined by gunships and US and VUAF tactical air and the impetus
sor:re 11

"Al
of the attack quickly faded.-'
Vann reported rnany indications Ehat
the enemy had planned a major assault on l(ontum City, but thaE "his
37/
timetable has been disrupted by preemptive bombardlnents."-' Intelligence sources confirmed the B-52 role in thwarting the aEEack,

having observed at least 200 eneny bodies and 100 individual weapons
on 15 I'Iay in an area hit by the B-52s the day before.
(U) The long-expected aEtack on Kontum City began, nonetheless, on
25May. With the aid of US gunships and VNAF tacrical aLr,v38/ the
first thrust was repulsed, but persistent heavy rocket and artillery
fire forced closure of the airfield runway. The senior Us Army
adviser, Brig. Gen.John G. Hill, Jr., declared a tactical emergency
and requested additional air support to replace ARVN artillery neu- lq
traLLzed by the enemy shelling.

In spite of US and VNAF tactical air
attacks during the day and B-52 strikes and gunship sorties aE night,
the enerny attacked again shortly after midnight, and breached the
ARVN defense line early in the norning. The next day he was still
*Code nane for B-52 sorties
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3e/

within tshe city but too weak to expand his perirneter further.ARVI{ forces began to counterattack and securing the south\n/estern
part of the runway, established a helicopter refueling point and
C-130 drop areas. For the next 3 days most of the 203 US tactical
air sorties in Military Region II were in support'of Kontum City,
and B-52 strikes and gunship flights
40/

disoriented.-'

kept the attackers constantly
By the 29th, MR IIrs senior USAF representative

reported Ehat "alrhough much of Kontum remains occupied, Mr. Vann
is greatly encouraged by the lack of enemy activity in and around
the town. He told Lt.Gen.ltr. Van Toan "We may have turned this situation around. If so, it's only because of the absolutely tremendous
Arc Light and TACAIR support we've received in the past two nights."L/
(U) By June lst, the enemy has ceased direct heavy pressure on Kontum
City and an expected attack on 6 June, for which maximum air support
was readied, failed to raateriaLLze.>k On 9 June six C-130s delivered
42/
cargo to Kontum- and a few days later a FAC in the area noted that
"a11 the traffic we've seen since 10 June has been moving wesE. A11
the trucks we find are going into Laos; all the troops are going west
/,4 I
into Laos."3'
By 29 June a 30-vehicle military convoy reopened
Route 14 from Pleiku to Kontum4/ and combat activity dropped to a
low 1eve1 throughout the province.
(U) Even more so than at An Loc, the role of air aL Kontum appears
to have been decisive.

Tactical air (always conceding the problems
in using fast rnoving aircraft for close air support) saved many fire
support bases from being overrun, destroyed war materiel abirndoned
*Cn 7 June, in a minor but not unmeaningful footnote to history, a
small ceremony was held in II Corps G-2, where toasts were drunk to
USAF and SAC to mark the 1000th B-52 strike in l{R II since 1 January
L972. (Liebchen, ggpltuB (S), pp 64-68.)
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by ARVII or massed by the enemy, and provided a shield for friendly
forces when flying interdiction against enemy troops or rogist r"".Q/
Gunships often pro.iidud the only available air during crucial contacts and were a mainstay throughout because of their versatility.

0f the c-130 crews, many of their pilots said they "had the mosE gurs
in Southeast Asia." Totally dependent on other aircraft or ground
forces for protection, lhey made some 95 ai,r drops and,284 landings,
mostly at Kontum and Pleiku, through every type of enemy fire to
cleliver the materiel needed to carry on the ftgnt .!9/
(u) The South Vietnanese Air Force also did an outstanding job,
flying side by side with us air, ro resupply the ciry and the fire
support bases during some of the heaviest fighting.
rn spite of its
subordinate position under the ARVltr, iEs elite pilot force suffered
no lack of fighting spirit and leadership. At one point in their
participation in the Kontun action, Vann reportedly carne in, very
excite<l , and said of them, "That's the best damn bornbing r,ve seen
in my years over here 1 "47 /

(u) The role of the B-52s is perhaps best seen from staternents by
sorre of those most directly involved in the action. As one us Army
adviser put it:
"rt's a known fact that the greatest thing the
fears is the B-52s
they never know when those B-52 bonbs
are going to coroe raining dorrn on the;n
r'm convinced it was the
48/
B-52 that saved Kontum the way they were employed."3'
A senior US
Army adviser to the ARVI{ 23d Division in Kontum citv said:
Once penetrations were rnade and they pu11ed the plug
on B-52 strikes, we enployed them mucir in the same
manner as our close defensive artillery.
As a matter
of fact
they do the job much betler than artillery. It was extremely irnportant bdcause
we
enemy
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had lost our auuno dump and our resupply had been cuE
.- . With the application of the
down to nothing
B-52 strikes l-feel they real1y saved the day, because
after them the NVA was never abli: to come in again
and significantly reinforce or resuPply the lodgIn essence,
ments ihey had made in the city
airpower-ltactical air and the B-52s--served as a
strilta which allowed us to pull enough infantry
strength off the perimeter line to come back into
the iiterior of the position and eliminate the lodgments that had been nade,9/
A USAF FAC recalled: "There's no doubt in my mind that if it weren't
for the B-52s and other air that Kontum would have fallen. The ARVN
would sit in their bunkers and call for more and more air, closer
and closer. I found out later that's whag helped destroy the 3 regi-

Brig Gen Ly Touy Ba, the Commander
of the ARVN 23d Division had his own views as Eo the proper use of

ments which got into the city."50/

B-52s in such cases:

support likeI must say that the air gave us
If the B-52s strike
I have never seen before-.
only sLrategic targets they can strike only llanoi.
From the 17ih parallel I say that the best strategic
targets for the B-52s is right in front of my-Po9irions. That means from 5 klicks to 2 klicks (kilometers),
because that's where the VC regroup before they aEtack
the positions. I think that's a strategic target-where
the VC group for an assault. We must use the B-52 in
to the front lines.51/
close
"ippolt
Probably the best summation of the air role in the defense of KonEum
City came from Col.Joseph Pizzi, USA, Chief of Staff, Hq SRI\G, Pleiku
-

City:
As one looks back, one could say there were many
For example, one could
ifs on the bartlefield.
make the case that if it had not been for John
Paul Vann the battle could have been lost. One
could make the case Lhat if it had not been for
the presence of Gen Hill over Kontum on the 26th
of Mbv that the battle could have been lost. If

Ul{CLASSIFIED
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it not been for the TOItIs:k at a critical point in
time, the battle could have been lost. Manv of
these "ifs" are possible. Ilowever, one "ifi' is
a certainty--that if it had not been for US airpower the baEtle would have been Lost.52/
Summory of Air Role

(u)

At the end of June, fighting had not stopped completely on,all
three fronts, but raost of the steam had gone out of the threatened
blitzkrieg.
This defeat, this frustration of all the enemy's objectives, the fact that he wasn't able to pull off what he had hoped-as General vogt said--this \^/as the rnain achievement. "The thing
that stopped thern was Ehe most thorough air interdiction program of
the war," he said, adding:
The weather was absolutely clear during the period
1-31 May. Irtre saw the enemy attempting to move
Iarge convoys of trucks, t-owed weipon-, ammunition
carriers, and armored personnel carriers down the
route packages of Highway I in broad daylight in

the face of air supeiiority
We fradl for
the first time, good targets presented for air
in-country. Instead of irying to find guerrillas
disperseC in harnleLs and spreid around Ehe country_
side, \^/e were now getting mechanized units in masi
and in great strength . .
tl{orLh Vietnaml started
that campaign in t6e south with over 750 r-54 tanks,
and we've destroyed over 650 of them__virLuallv
wiped our rhe bulk of rheir rank force.5)/
(u) There could be no getting around the fact that on all the major
fronts of south Vietnam, air power hacr prayed the major rore in
bringing about the defeat of the once almost overpowering enenry
offensive.

ce::tainly the

ARVN

ground forces fought hard, and in

>kTube-launched, optically-tracked,

wire-guided missile
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instances SpeCtacularly. But, as General Abrams' Successor,
Gen, Fred C. Weyand, said in his overall appraisal of the campaign,
Some

"it appeared unlikely that the South Vietnamese forces could have
stopped the invasion without the tremendous effectiveness of airpower
tHe could notl see how anybody in any service could
question the decisive role played by the fixed-wing gunships, tactical air, and the

B-52s

."54/

The Situofion As To Redeployent ond Negoliotions

(U) Despite the hard fighting on three battle fronts and the accelerated air buildup, the AdminisEration still held to its withdrawal
aims. It went ahead with previous plans for reducing US forces in
South Vietnam to 49,000 bv 1 July, and on 28 June the President
announced an additional 10,000 cut by 1 September. Since everyone

to South Vietnamese survival
and had to continue undiminished, these reductions did not significantly affect the USAF. A few units, like the 390 TFS--minus
personnel and equipment which went to Thailand with the 366th TF'il
agreed that US air support was critical

(see below)--deployed to the CONUS. But most air units redeploying

fron South Vietnam at this time simply transferred to Thailand. No
longer in South Vietnam, they rvere still very much in the war. Their
departure meant their bases in South Vietnam had also to be phased

out.

So on 15 May the USAF turned Cam Ranh Bay Air Base over to

South Vietnam, and ongoing plans to phase out DalJang Air Base by

I July went forward.tk
+L^
;kIn addition to conforrnine to US withdrawal prans,
nove
^n+
rne -lraLcer
-1--^
becarne highly expedient ii the wake of the enemy offensive, which had
threatened to engulf all of Military Region I. This threat, and the
dwindling protective US ground forces, made for a greaEly deteriorating security situation in and around DaNang

UNCLASSIFIED
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(U) Already in January, General Ryan, CSAF, had recommended USAF's
FY 73 tactical air sorties be handled_:ya of Thai bases because of'
the Administration's withdrawal aims.3' This policy remained in
effect even with the nany subsequent air augmentations, because the
JCS decided early in the new campaign (at thp PresidenE's behest)
But this policy
not to allow large buildups in South Viutrr"t.U
put very heavy pressure on the Thai bases and on Thai manpower ceiling policies.

There waa a serious lack of additional beddovm space

and the rapidly increasing US air assets required corresponding

increases in support personnel. Thus, the JCS spent much time trying to find a suitable base for the 49th TFW before deciding to
reopenx the base at Takhli in early May. Similarly,

although the

366th Tactical Fighter l,ling (TFI,I) had to leave DaNang by the end of

June, it was almost the end of May before the decision was made to
rnove 1E Eo

57/
laKnIr_.-

(Cf

For the newly fornerl 15th Forward l{arine Air Group (MAG) (1035
personnel plus planes and 4000 support personnel) which also had to
leave DaNang, -the JCS in late May decided to open the base at Nam
5R/
Phong.*)<'-' The rapidly growing SAC forces also encountered beddown
problems, especially Ehe KC-135 tankers. The deployment.of tactical

*The USAF had closed out operations at Takhli in L97L and turned the
base over to the Thai government on 31 March L97L.
**This American-built bare-base in northeastern Thailand had never
been officially
opened although there was a highly classified training program housed Ehere. (Nicholson, The USAF nu.Sgg.g.g to the
Spr,ing Of fensi.ve, p 48 .)

11h

air units from DaNang to Thailand rneant more tankers were needed
because of the greater flying distance from Thailand to MR I and
North Vietnam. To help accomnodare rhe rankers,
Thai base,
::?tnur
Don Muang,:k was pressed into service. In mid-May-'General Clay
proposed that thirteen of his requested twenty additional KC-135
tankers be bedded down at Don Muang and asked CTNCPAC Eo get the
necessary country clearances. But the US Ambassador, Leonard Unger,
was cool toward this move--as he had been also to using Nam phong.
He feared there rnight be "adverse political

impact" if combat support aircraft were introduced and made "highly visible" at this
Thai civilian terminal--Don Muang being parL of Bangkok International
Airport. The decision was subsequently made to go ahead with the
tanker deployment however, the Thais belatedly granting country
clearance one day before the deptoyment began, on 15 -lrr.r..@/
(u) USAF redeployment to Thailand during this period thus consEantly
posed problems for the planners.

But physical problems were not the

only ones. Arnbassador Unger continued to warn constantly about imposing on the Thais too far. one high Thai official stressed that
Thailand did not want to be .treated as a "waste baskeE" for. units
6L/
.
trom vietnam.The truth was that, with the shift of the us military power base from soulh vietnam--and in the face of the initial
successes of the North Vietnamese offensive--manv Thais were concerned

'kRoyal Thai Air Force base, usAF operations there having been cut
back to aerial port activity on1y.-
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that a greater
attack.

US presence

there would make them a new focus of
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enemy

The Negotioting Front

(U) At the beginning of May matters appeared almost dormant on the
negotiating front. Dr. Kissinger and Le Duc Tho had met on 2ltiay Ln
Paris but, as already noted, without result. Both sides were preoccupied with military operations, the llorth Vietnanese with their
seemingly successful offensive, the United States with plans to stop
it. But even in the midst of its retaliation against the north after
8 May, the United'States did not give up efforts to continue the
negotiating process, still hoping to enlist the aid of the Soviets
and of the Chinese. Alchough most of his advisers assumed thaE
Russia would cancel the sunrnit after the US mining of North Vietnam's
harbors and bombing of its cities, President Nixon gambled otherwise,
as already noted. (See pp.75-76.) He endeavored to keep the lines
open to Moscow. Thus Ki-ssinger gave a copy of the President's 8 May
speech to Ambassador Dobrynin, and in his next day's news conference
tried to describe the benefits of cooperating with the Americans so
compellingly that the Russians would lift their sights beyond Vietnam
to see the larger objecEives to be gained thereby.*
*On the lOth, with the situation sti1l very taut, Kissinger undertook
a sinall diplomatic gesture also intended to underline Ehese higher
priorities and help hold the summit plans together. He called Soviet
Ambassador Dobrynin and invited the Soviet l{inister of Foreign Trade,
Nikolai S. Patolichev (in Washington at the time to explore trade
prospects) to stop by t.he following rnorning at the I'Ihite House for a
chat with the President, pointing out how Brezhnev had recently
received Secretary of Agriculture Earl Butz. Dobrynin seemed to
approve, and later that evening called back to confirm the appointment. Next day, lL May, the diplomats spent almost an hour with the
President discussing trade, and "no one raised the issue of Haiphong
Harbor or referred Eo the summit." When Patolichev returned Eo the
Soviet Embassy a reporter asked him if the President's trip to Moscow
was "stil1 on," to which Patolichev replied, "We never had-any doubts
about it. I dontt know why you asked this question. Have you any
doubts?" (M&B Ka1b, Kissinger, pp.309-10.)
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(U) As matters turned out, the SovieEs did not cancel the summit,
and important negotiating efforts took place at Ehe 24-30 May meeting in }loscow. At the outset, President llixon took the stand that
if the Soviet's a1lies were attacking a US ally with Soviet equipment, the United States had no choice but to retaliate.
The Soviet.s
denounced the US bombing and mining and urged the President to
negotiate on the basis of llanoi's peace program. President Nixon
wanted Brezhnev to persuade North vietnam to accept the American
peace program and take a chance on a favorable political

evolution

in south viutrr"r.€/
Dr. Henry Kissinger had parallel discussions
with Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko who also urged resumption of
negotiations with Hanoi. Kissinger kept stressing that the President
was deternined to lead the united states out of rndochina--al1 he
required of liorth Vietnam was a respectable exiE.
(U) According to the account of the Kissinger/Gromyko discussions
42 l
by Tad szurc,-' the US in Moscow made two shif ts froin its previous
position. rn the first, Kissinger, using the bombing as a bargaining chip, said that us air action over llorth Vietnam did not
necessarily have to continue until all pows were returned--as
President liixon had stated 2 rveeks earlier when he announced the
mining anc bornbing of NorLh Vietnam. rn the second shift, a major
one, Kissinger said the United States !,ras prepared to back a tripartite electoral commission in South Vietnam,'k including elements
from the saigon regime, the Viet cong, and the neutralists.
previously, the united states had opposed this out of fear it could
*Gromyko [according to Szulc] was so taken aback that he said to
Kissinger, "let me make quite sure I got right what you said."
Kissinger rep lied : "yes ,- I 'm Lalking about a tripartite commission."
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evol-ve into a coalition government.)k In other words, the United

States seemed Eo be making it clear Lhat its private negotiating
posi-tion was infinitely more flexible than its public posture.
And in these changes in its private position--added to the previous

concession permitting l.lorth Vietnamese troops to renrain in the
south (see p.72)--ti:ere w€:s already taking shape the basis for

a

final settlemenu.
(u) It is impossible, as of this date, to verify SzuLcrs report
of the two new US proposals made at the summit meeting, but President
Nixon and secretary Brezhnev did appear to reach an understanding
that it was in the interests of both superpowers to end the war in
Vietnam quickly. This understanding only came after considerable
subtle bargaining in which the decisive factor was the right linkage
which the US drew between trade with Russia and peace in vietna*.&1
The Soviets seeraingly concluded that the advantages of making a deal
with washington on trade, credits, and SALT were important enough

for them to
(U) On the
thaE soviet
as possible

lend Nixon a hand in settling the Vietnan war.
last day of the summit, 30 l1ay, Nixon and Brezhnev agreed
President l{ikolai V. Podgorny would go to Hanoi as soon

to relay the US views expressed in lloscow. Two weeks
later, Podgorny was arguing with the North Vietnamese that switching
their negotiating tactics with the United States would not be critical
:kSzulc goes on to describe how the tripartite
commission proposal
became the subject of prolonged debate with Saigon during-August
and September, with Thieu refusing to go along *itfr it d-spiEe
efforts by Gen'Alexander Haig, Jr., and Ambassador Bunker who rrad
been commissioned to win him-over. On 14 September President Nixon
then approved Kissinger's request for permis-sion to go ahead unilaterally and tell Le Due Tho that the-us aecepted tlie tripartite
commission. This decision \^7as not wholly populir in the white House-Haig.,. for example, complaining privately to. friends that Kissinger
was "giving away too much. "
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because Nixon seeined serious about withdrawing and no longer demanded

a North vietnamese troop pullout from the south. Later, in Moscow,
he promised that Ehe soviet union would "do everything possible for
a de-escalation of the Vietnam war" and for the success of the talks
in Paris that he said would resu^ne shortly .o92/
(u) It is not possible, given presenE sources, to establish accurate
results of this triangular diplomacy on Hanoi. probably the real
pressure came from us military actions, north and souLh. such was
the view of former us Ambassador to Laos, Llilliam I{. sullivan, who
said on the "l:'Ieet the press'n program of 2g.January L973: ,'r Lhink
they probably had prepared to change their demands sometj-me earlier
in Lhe sunmer when the fu1l effect of the mining had set in and the
degree of supplies which they cliscovered they could get through
china irad become calculated and their offensives in the south had
been turned back with very heavy losses to themselves. " certainly

with the collapse of its offensive, North Vietnam could no loner.
afford to be as disdainful of peace talks as it had been earlier.
Towards the end of June Hanoi recalled all its top diplomats for a
special strategy session, and Kissinger hoped this meant that secret
talks--leading Eo negotiations to end the war--would soon begin in
66/

Paris.*Right after Podgorny left Hanoi, Dr. Kissinger spent 5 days in
Peking where he tried to convince the Chinesd 1ea'ders too that good
rerations with washington were a higher priority than their
ment to Hanoi. He appeared optimisEic a6out reiults when hecomrnitreturned.
to washilgton, but the szulc iccount of this visit portrays peking
as less forthcoming than l{oscow. on the other hand, szuLL says t6e
French Foreign Minister, Maurice schumann, reported Lo the uni-ted
States that during his visit to China in early July Chair;nan Mao had
told him of advislng the Viet cong Foreign l,tinister, Madame Binh,
to
desist from dernanding President tfrieu's Iesignation as a precondition-in certain'tactical
situations a compromise ilras advisable. fn Eheir
new proposal of 1l.Septenber, the vi-et cong delegation in paris followed this suggestion. (szuic, "How Kissiiger ola rt," p.45.)
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In this chapter we have seen how the United StaLes, facing an
alrnost triumphant North Vietnam at the beginning of May, was able
in the course of I'Iay and June qo turn the tide in South Vietnam's
favor.

The biggest facEor in this reversal was the massive, cru-

cial supporE by US air power to South Vietnamese ground troops.
These operations, Eogether wiEh the mining and bombing in the North,
insured that the enemy's Easter offensive failed in its aim of
overrunning the country.

This turnaround in North Vietnam's fortunes, togelLrer rrith some possible prodding from Moscow, led directly

to a change in its attitude Lowards peace negotiations, and ultimately, to the peace agreement. For negotiations resumed in July
and were to continue through August and September and culminate in

their draft peace proposal in October.
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Vl JUIY-NOVEMBER: RENEWED EMPHASIS ON WITHDRAWAI
AND NEGOTIATIONS
(u)

through the fall

of L972, with the enemy fairly
well conEained, the Administration continued Lo push its withdrawal
and reduction commitments. The JCS and the field commanders, bedeviled by fear that operational efforts might have to be kept up
Frorn mid-summer

through the rest of the year, continued to oppose hasty action on
withdrawal. As soon as the rnilitary situation appeared hopeful
enough however, the Administration--with an eye on the November
Presidential elections of course--pushed ahead with further reduc-

tions and a strong new effort for cease-fire negotiations.
The Milifory Sifuofion

(U) At the beginning of July, the enemy still held most of what he
had gained in the first month of his offensive and continued to make
his presence felt.
But the thrust of his drive had been blunted and
during the next 4 months he increasingly confined himself to short,
smal1 unit, harassing attacks, including many Viet cong terrorist
L/
incidents.The South Vietnamese forces fought to regain the territory that had been'lost and, more and more, the period became one of
cautious hope.
Milirory Region i
(u)

rn l'lilitary

P.egion r activity

centerecl on

ARVN

efforts to re-

take Quang Tri city. when the counteroffensive began in late June,
the south Vietnamese aimed to retake Ehe city in 9 days, but actually
it took until 16 september--the longest battle of the war, and very
UNCLASSIFIED
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cosrly to both sides. As the MACV historian put it, recapture took
so long "because of a determined enemy defense. "Z/ thi" was indeed
the South Vietnamese Airborne Division tried to take
the city and succeeded in breaching one of its wal1s on 25 July, but
withdrew 2 d,ays later. The South Vietnamese Marine Division then
attempted an assault on 3 August after 48 hours of preparatory fire.,
true.

At first

but failed.

The battle continued with the Marines taking a tremen-

dous mortar and artillery

barrage, reaching a peak of 3000 rounds

22 August. Due "probably to an increased air effort,"

as the

on

i{ACV

historian recounted, enemy artillery fire was reduced during the
last week of August and the city was successfully retaken on
. 3/
ro DeDEemDer.(U) A somewhat different version of this battle is given in a CHECO
analysis of the action. Citing an interview with General Vogt the
study says US air power was not employed during the initial days
because the RVNAF wanted to oust the NVA on their own and thus achieve
a greater psychological impact. Also,, the Seventh Air Force was reluctant
to use its forces in the devastation of a SouEh Vietnamese citv. However, during the last week of August, the regional commander,
General Truong, "after realt-zi-ng Lhat victory required US air
resources,'requested and received the Lactical air and B-52 strikes
that forced the enemy to give up the battered ci,ty.4/ There was
also evidence that Linebacker interdiation operations played a role
by helping dry up the enemy's supplies. General Vogt said many POWs
in the Quang Tri area reported they hadn't eaten for 3, 4 and sometimes 6 days. Many were down to one clip each for their autornatic

UilCLASSflEll
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rifles and Ehe issue of sidearms and other weapons often had to con\/
sist of getting thern from a dead body.:'

Militory Regions ll ond lll
(U) On the Central Highlands front, the South Vietnamese on 19 July
began a campaign--preceded by B-52, tactical air, and naval gunfire
preparations--to retake the northern part of Bin Dinh province. By
the 29th they had recaptured all three of the district towns lost
during April, and only sma11 sporadic enemy acEion persisted elsewhere in Military Region TT.9/ Intelligence sources reported various
units pulling back into sanctuary in Laos with heavy losses.
llere too it was becoming difficult if not impossible for the enemy
to replace his expended supplies, because of Linebacker interdiction
enemy

operations and the closure of the North Vietnamese ports. For
example, a USAF adviser reported that ARVN forces captured an enelr5z,
tank intact at Konturn City because it had run out of gas. There
began to be speculation that supply problems may have been back of

the raEher sudden enemy pullback in this area in June--i.e., Hanoi
had ca1led off the offensive because iE couldn't supply it.U
/-- \
(U)
I'tilitary Region III was largely stable during July and August.
The siege of An Loc had been lifted

in June, but Route 13 south of

the city continued to be fought over and there was sporadic action
in the southern[rost part of the region. As a who1e, however, the
situation improved greatly throughorit the country during these
months. ARVN was regaining confidence and aggressiveness and the

ulGtfi$sullED

ta)
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effects of air polrer, boEh on the enemy's suppty lines and on l-ris
forces' vulnerability, were being increasingly fe1t. with the irnproving situation, the VNAF took over more and more of the crose air
supPort role and us air was able to give more attention to the
interdicLion ufforr.9/
(u) By September the enemy appeared to have recovered somewaht a;rd
began to accelerate his attacks throughout the country,
particurarly
so in october. This was related to the progress in negotiations
(see below) and the apparent imminence of a
cease-fire. Both sides
at this time made efforts to improve their positions as much
as possible ' Similarly, there was a great increase in poritical
efforts
on both sides, to try to ensure popular support after

a cease-fire

took effect.
tinebocker Operotions
The air war in the lJorth increased in Jury and August
5
by 6
percent each month, partly because reduced activity
on the south
Vietnamese batEle fronts freed more sorLies for
Linebacker opera_
tions' rn september, air action over the l{orth d,ecrined
somewhat
because of weather.2/ The efforts by General i{eyer
and Admiral
Mccain to send more B-52 strikes over North Vietnam
continued during
July, August, and september but, as before, the JCS
did not grant

permission,:k except for strikes against storage
areas, Locs, and
troop concentrations in the southern part of North
vietnam durine
July and August.
tkGeneral Vogt seemed to
share JcS reructance about sending the B-52s
into rhe Woitfr, poinring-;;-afr.i,
depenclence on tactical air f^ ft^+
in_and. out becauie of tf;"-fl"".rv SAM
and to some of rnJ 3ii""
calls B-52s had had. (rnreivie# with defenses
C.r,
Vott
, in Porter, Linebacker
(S), p 63.)

Throughout this period enemy air defense activity remained at
G
a high level. The SAMs continued to be the most effective enemy
weapon, but the MIGs had also, in the words of General Vogt, "been
getting to us. " In May and early June, US aircraft had done better

lhan I for I against the MIGs, but in laEe June and July the latter
shot down 12 US planes, while losing 11 themselves. In August, however, the US reversed this ratio very dramatically, achieving a

4

to 1 ratio against Ehe MIGs, which was sustained ther."fg.r.!9/
General Vogt ascribed this to adoption in early August of a rnuch
more sophisticated system for providing warning for US pilots.
Under
this system two previously used systems, "Disco" (USAF radar aircraft)
and "Red Crown" (USN radar ship) were integrated with a weapon control facility,
called "Teaball" set up at Nakhon Phanom Royal Thai
Air Base. General Vogt terned "Teaball" by far the most effective
instrument in the battle of the MIGs in the entire war,x giving US
fighter pilots air superiority over ltrorth VieEnam ."LI/
U.S. Wirhdrowols Confinue

(U) As fighting in the south declined, US withdrawal plans accelerated. On I July, Secretary Laird authorized the CJCS to redeploy

*A soinewhat different view of the effectiveness of "Teaball" is
expressed in the Project Red Baron studies by the USAF Tactical
Fighter
l,'Jeapons Center, which reported that aircrews rated the
ttRed Crown" sysLem a more effective control agency than "Teabal-l ."
(Project Red Baron III, Air to*Air Encounters in SEA (S), Vol.III,
p
NV, Jun 74.)
@re,
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additional uS forces from South Vietnam "to reach a strength of po
",
more than 39,000 by 1 Seprember Lg72.,,L2/ of rhe 10,000 personnel
involved here, L,354 were USAF, priiaari-ly in intelligence and logisEics support functior,".E/
On 15 August, Secretary Laird asked
Adniral l{oorer for the "current views of General weyand tcoMUSMACVI
and yourself on recommended future redeployments of US forces from
South Vietnai:.r af ter 1 Septenb er L972."L4/ Both General I,,Ieyand and

thought the 15,000 reduction by I l{ovember (as planned before
the invasion) could not provide the capability Eo sustain the air
effort aL current levels. This could only be done if the reducEion
by 1 l.Iovember did nor exceed 10,000.U/ The JCS finnly seconded
L7/
,i:. view,-'L6/ as did the Air Force.-'
this
CINCPAC

(u)

Secretary Lairdts response was a compromise: reduce to no firore
than 27,000 by I Decembet.&/ This involved redeploying USAF unirs

for a total of 3,208 spaces: two Special operations Squadrons FOLs*
(f ive AC-ll9Ks, t\^lo A-ls redeployed to Thailand); one Air Defense
FoL (four F-4s) ; one Special operations squadron (A-37s turned over
to V:IAF); one Tactical Electronic Warfare Squadron (ten EC-47s
Eurned over to vMF) , tactical airlift
support, logistics and other
q/
supporE p.r"orr.r.l .

*Forward Operating Locations
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Progress in Negotiotions

(U) As the enemy offensive was increasingly contained, the Administration pushed ever more aggressively aheal with peace negotiaEions.
These began to accelerate strongly in July and hopes for a ceasefire grew. Kissinger and Le Duc Tho met in Paris on 19 July and on
I and 15 August. The Adninistration felE condfident that the Soviets
and Chinese were helping toward a settlement, and by inid-AugusE
Kissinger began receiving intelligence reports that ltloscow and Peking
In the
were slowing down military supplies to North Vi.tn"t.4/
second half of September Kissinger and Le Duc Tho reached agreement

on a formula for a "litrational Council of Reconciliation and Concord"

of Lhree equal South Vietnamese political segments. And
8 October Le Duc Tho presented a draft 9-point proposal on ending
composed

on

2L/

the war and restoring peace in VieEnam.-

Honoi's Ceose Fire Proposol

(U)

Hanoi's proposal called for an immediate cease-fire in place in
Vietnam, a total US withdrawal from Vietnam and return of a1.1 the
within 60 days. Most importantly, for the first time
Hanoi was ready to separate the military from the political aspects
of the war, i.e., it accepted Kissinger's 2-track approach and did

American

POWs

not make a cease-fire contingent upon a political solution. Further,
it had dropped iEs demand for Thieuls ouster as a prior conditior,.4/
Kissinger cabled the contents of the agreement to the President, whose
go-ahead came the next day. After 4 days of hours-long meetings,
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Kissinger and Tho reached an agreement in principle on 12 October, Tho
insisting, however, that the accord be signed by 31 October. Kissinger
flew home and presenEed a 58-page draft of the agreement Eo the
President and State Department and CIA representatives, who reportedly
found it basically acceptable, although a number of provisions had
to be tightened.A/

Negofiotions ond fhe Role of Vietnomizotion'Equipment

(u)

As peace efforts began to prosper and US withdrawals accelerated,

there was again renewed emphasis on the Vietnamization program to
make sure that the South Vietnamese would eventually be able to sub-

sEiLute completely for US withdrawal. There evolved during
weeks a close inter-relationship

Ehese

between negotiations and Ehe imple-

mentation of equipment'programs to beef up the South Vietnamese armed

forces.

There was a special urgency to carrying out the equipment

programs because once an agreement was signed, cease-fire proposals

forbade sending in more equipment except on a 1 for I basis.

More-

over, the Administration was increasingly concerned that Congress
would cut off funds for further military aid.
(u) The provision of additional equipment had particular significance in the case of the VNAF because of the important role air had

so clearly played during recent months and because of President Nixon's

faith in it as a crucial defense weapon for South VieEnam. In July
he asked for a further review of the adequacy of the VNAF once US air

UNCLASSIFIED
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was gone. Dr. Kissinger relayed this request to Secretary fafrdry/
who in Eurn asked Secretary of the Air Force Seamans on 17 July

Eo

provide a study "which definbs the options for providing a follow-on
attaek fighter aircraft for the ygAn."25l He wanted to be cerEain
thaC adequate assets could be nade available for sustaining VIIAF
capabilities in all missions they performed. The study, done by
an Air Staff ad hoc group, €Xplored a broad range of alternatives
and concluded that as US air efforts decreased, VNAF strortfalls
would develop in Ehe interdiction and CAS roles in high threat areas
in RVN. The study therefore recommended that high performance
fighters (specifically the F-5 or A-4) be introduced into the ViiAF
force structure. The Secretary of the Air Force proposed inclusion
)A/

of one to three such squaclrons in the FY 74 75 time frame.3'
General Vogt reportedly proposed that the VNAF receive 4-engine
.r-7 |
and F-5s and A-4s and
C-130s to modernize its Eransport fLeet,!t
General Weyand,
A-7s as fighter bombers in place of their t'l'".&/
in an interview in late summer, said he believed the F-4 was probably the most sophisticated aircrafF tshat could be provided in the
29/
near future.-'
SecreLary Laird reiterated the l-ong-standing US

policy of not giving the VNAF sophistieated attack planes thaE would
permit it to take the air war to North Vietnam.4/
(u) Admiral Moorer, replying to Secretary Laird's request to review
the study, reconifilended thac "in view of the importance of the role
played by air power in RVII and the extremely wiCe inplications of
changing or expanding the VNAF force structure,." nothing be done
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till

further review by the JCS and the field

comrnander

This

".L/
review came on 11 October. The JCS were skeptical and said flatly
that there was no short-term solution, due to the long lead-time

required to train pilots and maintenance personnel. Any precipiEate
insertion of a new weapon into the VNAF at this time would exacerbate an already critical situation and cause degradation of existing
VIiAF operational capabilities.

The nost feasible means of enhancing

capabilities was to develop a 20-squadron fighter/aEEack force
over the next 5 years, composed of eight F-58 squadrons and twelve
32/
,
A-J/ souadrons.VNAF

Proiect Enhonce Plus

(U) Scarcely a week later however, on 20 October, Secrelary LairC
?? /
advised --' thaL President Nixon had directed shipment of 126 F-5As
frorlr l{AP countries (Iran, Korea, and Taiwan), 66 A-37Bs (20 frorn
TAC, 4 from Southern

, 28 fron AF Reserve, and 16 from ANG) ,
32 C-l3OAs (L6 frorn AF Reserve and 16 fron Al{G), and 277 UH-Ls (fron
the US Army in SVN) --a11 to arrive in South Vietnam not later than
I l{ovenber. Further, all previously progranmed aircraft for the
Comnand

to arrive by the sane date. This venture incluCed outstan<ling actions on the CRII{P,'k Project 98L/982** and the Enhance

VNAF were

*Consolidated RVIIAF Improvement and L[.cdernLz a! ion Program .
**A prograro instituted by Secretary r.,,'-.r
.:- dPr!!
!a!!u
lrt
I
directing
^--,'1 1_971
stockage leve1s to be naintained on RVIIAF primary
equiprnent, secondary
itenrs, amnunition, POL, etc.
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program begun in May L972. This entire operation was to be known

as Project Enhance Plus. While it also provided additional equipment for three artillery

battalions,

two tank battalions,

and two

air defense battalions for ARVN, the very great bulk of it consisted
of aircraft.
(u) This sudden influx of 619 aircraft under Enhance Plus required
much intensified planning for what turned out to be a greatly revised
the planners debated
whether to store the aircraft until the VNAF could train the required
personnel or to develop a transition program to absorb the aircraft
into the aetive flying inventory. The seriousness of the enemy
threat dictated adoption of the latter alternative as rapidly as

VNAF FY 73-74

possible.

force structure.

At first,

To accomplish this, four rfleasures were adopted: deacti-

vate excess cargo aircraft,

redistribute

VNAF

a trained VMF instructor cadre while Ehe

personnel, establish

USAF was

still

in the

country, and provide for contract maintenance and training supporE
after the uSAF t"tt.&/
(U) All this great VNAF augmentation occasioned much discussion and
logistics paper noted that the number of aircraft being provided to the VI.IAF far exceeded its capability to fly
criticisn.

A

CINCPAC

or maintain.

In the case of the C-130s, there was no capability
at all, and contract personnel would be needed to store, maintain,
and fly most of the Enhance Plus

A South VieEnamese
Arny officer thought "the Americans havd actually given us more
equipment than we need"--what South Vietnam really needed was unity
"ir"r"ft.U

and a clean government.Y/

UNCLASSIFIED
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TABIE 5

UNITS

- VNAF FORCE STRUCTURE

AUTHORIZATION
AS OF JAN 73

Fighter Squadrons.-.

ACTIVE,/OPNL

As OF JAN

3-A-1

3/3 A-1

7-A-37

7

l-F6A

/6

fUTUR.E FORCE
S'RUCTUTT

'3

3-A-1
10-A-37

A-37

6-F-54

2/0-F6A+*

l9

Air

Defense Squadrons
Gunship Squadrons.,..-.-.

3-F-6E
l-AC-47

0/0 F-68

uL

0

1/1 Ac-rlgc

1-AC-119G

L-AC-47

AC-47

1-AC-119c
1-AC-119K
3

Helicopter Squadrons.

16-UH-1
z-CE-47

16/16 UH-1*rr
zlt cH-47

21-UE-1

4-Cg47

26
Recon Squadrons.--.--.--

1-EC/RC-4?

7/7 EC/RC-47

t-Ea-47

r-Ec/Rc-47

t-Ec-47

710 Ec-47

1-RC-119c

;
Transport Squadrons----.

1-C-119

0/0 c-119r
0/0 a-47t

l-c-47

tlL

3-C-r23

3/r

3---C-7

c-723t
e-7

3-C-7

2/0 G130rr

2-C-130

:

o

Training

Squadrons-------......

llt T-4u
T_37 |

7_T_4Ll
T_371

UE.1
8-O-1/U-1?

Liaison

Special

Air

Mission Squadron.

2-T-4u
T-37

UE-1

t-vc-471
UH.U

8/7 0-uv-r7

llr

o-1
1-YC-47

vc-471
UH-1

54 Squadrons

'Units being inoctivoted to support ENHANCE PLUS. All vould b€ inoctivoted
"ENHANCE PLUS octivotions.

51/39 Squadrons
by

|

u-17
66 Squadrons

the end of Jonlory t973

"'Rep.esenh on inctese of 3 squddro.s ot 3E UE eoah, in€rcGe of the UE of 16 exiriing
SAR./MEDEVAC dedicoted squodrcns (on€ with 2{ UE ond ore with 84 UE).
Source: MACDO

|

UH.l/

u-1?
TOTAL-

|

uH-1
&-o-2trJ-17

squodrons

froh 3l to 38 oircrcft, ond tormotion ot:
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Proiect Enhonce Plus ond Negotiotions

(U) What the.critics did not rea]r]..ze was that Enhance Plus was to
be understood primarily in terms of its inEer-relationship with the
secret negotiations for a cease-fire. As noted above, the President's
JuIy suggestion to give nore equipment to the VNAF had met with no
enthusiasm frorn the JCS or the field commanders. The latter were
not aware of the progress being made in the Paris talks, unlike
Kissinger, who for this very reason was trying to press on with
efforts to step up VI{AF aid. For example, at a September WSAG*
meeting Kissinger even optimistically raised Lhe question: 'rwhat
is required and how long will it Eake to nake the VNAF selfsufficient enough so that us tactical air is no longer require6T"Z/
The JCS, on ll Octobern could sti1l only suggest that over the next
IilS yggr_e titalics addedt, the VNAF could be developed inro a 20
squadron fighter/att"tt
force.l!'/1s"" p. L2g) when Kissinger arrived
in Saigon a week later to get Thieu's concurrence on the cease-fire
proposal however, the picture changed rapidly.
(U) Because the specific terms of the agreement between l{ashingcon
and Ilanoi had remained secret until Kissingei began his talks with
Thieu on 18 october, neither Thieu nor us military officials knew
what they were. The latter (as well as Thieu of course) reportedly
reacted in dismay when they heard them, particularly the terrns pernitting North Vietnamese troops to remain in the South, and allowing
only I for I replacement of milirary aii items. These officials-*washington special AcEion Group, which consisted of Kissinger from
Ehe white lIouse and top representatives from the Department of
Defense, the JCS, CIA, and-the StaEe Department.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Ambassador Bunker, General Abrams, and Adrairal lloel Gayler (CINCPAC)--

fert thaE the proposed agreement would rnake survival of a nonCornrnunist regime in the south vpry problematic.* The JCS, according
to "reliable sources" in Paris, made their approval of the october
draft conditional on a respite of several weeks to permit an airlift
to furnish the saigon regime with whatever equipment it needed for
eo /

JJI

Thus the additional planes and equipment which only a
survival.-'
week ago the JCS had recornmend.ed against sending, they now apparently
demanded be sent at once. At any rate, on 20 october, president Nixon,
who had been wanting to send more planes to south vietnam all along,
directed Project Enhance P1us, with its 619 additional aircraft to

be delivered by I November.
(U) Beyond the urgent practical reasons advanced by the JCS for sending Enhance Plus equiprnent, there was also of course the Administrationrs thought that this massive additional aid would help "persuade"
Thieu to go along rvith the draft agreenent. And the fact that the
initial

21 october order was for a I Novenber delivery deadline indi-

cates it was made in the hcpe and intent of assuring arrival of the
equipment before the final agreement was signed on 3l october--as
then planned.

*Kissinger obliquely acknowledged these objections in his "peaee is
at hand" speech, noting that wiile he was in Saigon he had irad
"extensive conversations with Anerican officialsl ancl it appeared
that there \^7ere certain concerns and certain ambiguities in- the draft
agreernent that rse believe required modification and imDrovemenL. "

u]{cLASSTFtEll
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President Thieu still dragged his feet however and strongly
rebuffed Dr. Kissinger in Saigon, PresiCent ltrixon used the "persuatrrlhen

sion" of Project. Enhance Plus in reverse. 0n 21 October, after
procedural directives on Project Enhance Plus trad been disseminaEed
and innplementation actions were underway, the Defense Department

ordered the Air Force Logistics Cornnand to stop all actions pertain40/

!!rE Lv Lrrslur

This was done and all Enhance Plus aircraft and
materiel, in varying stages of preparation and movement, were returned
to the original sources and no USAF equiprnent left the United States.
Then, on 25 october, "higher authority" 61rss6.44/ that Project
Enhance Plus be reactivated.

ACrninistration official, discussing
this with Mr. William Beecher of the l{ew York Times, said:
"Bear in mid that all this tProject Enhance Plus
equipmentl is contingent on the progress of
negotiations. These assets can be used to pressure
both North
Vietnam and South Vietnam...if Mr. Thieu
becomes tunreasonable, ' a slowdown might again
become necessary...the f.act Ehat additional
sophisticated weapons are headed for South Vietnam
might also serve is as inducement to Hanoi to relenl
on some points to bring a cease fire--and an end to
further weapons shiprnenEs--sooner rather than late r ."!2/
The

(U)

3l

One

October Deodline Posses

It is significant

that when the Enhance Plus shipments were
resumed on 25 October, the new delivery deadline was for 20 Novernber.
This meant of course that the 31 October deadline for signing fhe
peace agreeinent with Hanoi had been given up--as indeed it had.

Despite all Kissinger's pleas and arguments, Thieu had renained
*This was later changed to 10

l{overnber

UNCLASSIFIED
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totally

opposed to the agreerrent and Kissinger had so informed

President Nixon on the 23d. IIe suggested that the US sign a separate
Peace with Hanoi, bur the President ruled this out, and told Kissinger
to wire Hanoi that the Saigon talks had hit a snag and that it would
be difficult

to sign the agreenent on 31 October. To sugarcoat Tho's
antieipated disappointr:lent and underscore US determination to coinplete
an agreement quickly, Kissinger was to infori:n Tho that the united
states would suspend Arnerican bombing north of the 2Oth para ttet .9/
Kissinger reportedly suggested that the US also end tactical air supporE to the ARVN Eo show US annoyance with Thieu. but.President }trixon
refused to do ,L/
"o
(u) The North Vietnarnese at this point used their own form of pressure. chagrined at not getting the agreement signed on 31 october,
and apparently hoping Eo force the President's hand, they publicly
broadcast the highlights of the hitherto secreE peace agreement on
25 october.

Next day Kissinger responded with the famous "peace is
at hand" statement, aiming to reassure Hanoi and warn Saigon that Ehe

us was determined to press on to a settlement--as he said, "just one
rnore negotiating session" would suffiee.
Le Duc Tho imrrediately
proposed an early resumption of the paris negotiations, but the
President rejected this, preferring to wait. on 4 November, after
a series of exchanges with Hanoi, Kissinger got its agreement to
resume talks on 20 No.r.*bu..€/
Negofiotions After the Elecfions

(U)

The President and Kissinger spent considerable time in the first

week of ltroveraber listing

the positions they were now going to strive
UNCLASSIFIED
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for aE the reopened negotiations. For it had become increasingly
clear in early November that the President was going Lo try to set a
higher price on a seEtlement than before--higher than Kissinger
As
reportedly believed was negotiable with rhe North Vietnames ..U
soon as the elections were over, lhe President dispatched Kissinger's

deputy Gen.Alexander Haig, Jr. (US Army), to Saigon to tell

Thieu

that although hlashington would do its best to improve the terms of
the peace agreement, the President was determined to get an agreement
and would go ahead, with or without Saigon's approval.

Haig pointed

of equipment then under way as evidence of the
President's friendship and honorable intentions, Despite hours of
to the airlift

discussions, Thieu #ould noE change trris position. He insisEed on a
total pullout of North Vietnamese troops, demanded that Hanoi recognize the

as a clear line of dbmarcaEion between North and South,
and ruled out ceding sovereignty over any portion of South Vietnam.
(u) on 20 November, as agreed, Kissing'er returned to Paris. At the
DMZ

first

session, he put Thieu's.minimum demands on Ehe table and then,
clearly differentiating,
he presented President Nixon's demands.
The latter

included recognition of the DMZ as an inviolate border
separating the two Vietnams, a token withdrawal of North Vietnamese

troops frorn South Vietnam's two northernmost provinces, a cease-fire
throughout Indochina, and a strong international peacekeeping force.
These all represented a hardening in the US position as compared to
the October draft agreement. The denand for making the DMZ an inviolate border, for example, directly contradicted the first

UNCLASSIFIED

article

in
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UNCLASSIFIED
the 0ctober agreement which stipulated US recognition of VieEnam's
"independence, sovereignty, unity and territorial
integrity as defined
by the Geneva Accords"--i.e., with the DMZ as a Lemporary dividing

ti,'".!/
(u)

The talks continued for 4 days wirh rho increasingly beginning
to change some of his positions too. He revived his discarded demand

for the ouster of Thieu and withdrew the earlier offer of a token
withdrawal of North Vietnamese troops. Kissinger warned that the
President had suspended the bombing of North Vietnar:r above the 20th
parallel in the expectation that negotiations would proceed "seriously, "
implying that the bombing could be resumed at any tine. Tho countered
that the North Vietnamese were negotiating "seriously, " and insisted
that the Americans had introduced a whole new set of demands. "The
october 31 deadline is past," he said angrily, "the election is over,
and, fron our point of view the war can indeed continue."
(tt)
\u/

an^nrJi-^
a(-c.J!urrrg
to Kissinger's biographers, he did not brush aside

Tho's counterwarning as an empty threat. rt instantly conjured up
the depressing vision of a new communist offensive, new American
bombing, new saigon bluster, and a new congressional drive Eo end the
war by legislation rather than by 'an act of diplomacy, which had
arways been the Administration's goal.

Later Kissinger theorized
that after witnessing the US failure to meet the 3t October deadline,
the sudden influx of some billion dollars worth of US war rrateriel
into south vietnam, and re-presentation now of rhieu's "minimum
demands," the Hanoi Politburo (not uniformly sympathetic to the

UNCLASSIFIED

1?q

October agreement in any case) began to pul1 back. Or else, perhaps
they had decided to wait for Congress to vote the US out of the war.*
On 25 November both Kiss inger and Tho agreed they should return
48/
for further

horne

instructions

Intimolions of Furfher Hostilities

g6

As we have seen, bonbing north

of the 20th parallel had stopped

on 22 october as a mollifying gesture to Hanoi, but on 4 November
the bombing of supply and storage areas was resumed, on 6 November

the Joint chiefs called for a 48-hour maximum air effort against
targets near the DMZ--in response to intelligence reports** of an
impending enemy push of supplies and equipnent into RVN. This action
was exEended an additionaL 24 hours after which the JCS ordered a
maximum air efforE against military and logistics targets frorn the
to the 20th parallel,

to continue until further rloyi"".9/
Then on 30 November (in the interval before Kissinger and Le Duc
I
Tho resumed talks on 4 December), Admiral McCain wired General Meyer
(CTNCSAC), General clay (CTNCPACAF), and Ad.m. Bernard A. crarey
DMZ

(crNcPAcFLT) "we must be prepared for contingency of breakdown in

cease-fire negotiations" and subsequent cancellaEion of restrictions
on air operations above the 20th parallel.
He asked for a plan for
"an integrated and sustained air campaign against North vietnamrr to
xwhen the peace talks broke off in mid-December, Senator Mansfield
suggested obliquely that there would be a renewed attempt in the
Senate to force an end to Arnerican involvement in the war. Senacor
McGovern said "we must lo_ok again to the possibility of Congressional
action to terminate any further American involvement in Ind6china."
(NY Times, L8 Dec 72)
tk*These were subsequently largely discredited.

1l+o

interdict

the southward flow of supplies and to isolate the North
Vietnarnese "heartland"--where targets should be such that their
destruction would achieve the maximum psychological impact while
causing minimum risk to the popul"tiorr.8/

t(u)

This chapter has detaired how continued operations against
North vietnamese forces in the south after July confirmed their
defeat, and how us withdrawal plans acceleraEed as a resurt. rt
recounts the successful evolution of peace negotiations to the point
where North Vietnam submitEed a draft cease-fire proposar in october.
rt describes the us reaction to (at first approving, then d.isapprovitg) this proposal, including the sending of a tremendous new arms
shipment to south Vietnam, Above all,

it discusses president Nixon,s
rejection of the october peace terms in favor of trying for new, "t
harsher terms after the erection, and North Vietnam,s firm rejection
thereof.

1l+1

tilffirAssmED

VII

TINEBACKER II AND THE CEASE.FIRE AGREEMENT

(U) After months of preparations for a cease-fire, the end of the
war cane only after one last violent air carnpaign against Nortsh
or as iE was also called, the
"Christ:nas bombing." During the 11 days of this campaign, over
15,000 tons of bombs were dropped on targets in North Vietnam, prac-

Vietnam in December--Linebacker II,

tically all in the immediate vicinity of Hanoi and Haiphong. The
'Linebacker II campaign also unleashed a formidable torrent of public
criticism, worldwide, against the US President and, indirectly,
against the Air Force.
Poris Tolks Resume in December

(u)

Kissinger, accompanied by Gen,Alexander Haig, reEurned to
Paris on 4 December, he net a still stubborn l{orth VieEnamese attitude. AE times Tho appeared to be inching back toward concessions
By
made earlier, only to change back later Eo hard line positiorr".U
When

12 December the unresolved issues were clear:

Kissinger could not

get Tho to accept the Dl,lZ as a firm border between the two Vi.trra*s?
and could not get Thieu Eo cede any trace of sovereignty to the
Provisional Revolutionary Government (PRG).* As the North Vietnamese
to recognLze the DMZ as a border line would imply recognition
of Thieu's regime, the political issue that the war was all about.
They believed Ho Chi Minh had been tricked out of victory by the
saw it,

French in 1946, and then by the Geneva Accords in 1954. . Now they

feared Nixon was about to play the biggest trick of all by trying to
@1

representation.
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1tr3

through renewed bombing* if he couldn't get his way
3/
at the negotiating tab1e.- They appeared willing to continue the
impose his will

war rather than yield.

This of course was the one thing the

Administration could not afford--to have the war go on. On
13 December, with matters eompletely deadlocked, both negotiators
left Paris, leaving their deputies behind.
(U) Back in Vietnam the war r^/as continuing.

The Viet Cong had just

its fiercest rocket attack on Tan Son Nhut airport in 4 y'bars
and US warplanes continued their heavy bombing of enemy supply routes
and positions.

made

Breokdown of Tolks

(u)

On returning to Washington, Kissinger reported to the President

on the morning of the 148h, and ovei the next 2 days spent almost B
hours discussing the situation with him. One of the first Ehings the
President did was to dispatch a strongly worded cable to Hanoi, warrl-

ing that "serious negotiations'l would have to be resumed within.72
hours--or else bombing of the North would be resumed. Then he had
Kissinger brief his version of the Paris negotiations to Eop
Government officials:

Rogers, Laird, Helms, Admiral Moorer, Vice-

President Agnew, and the irnmediate White House ,t^tf .A
(U) On 16 December, Kissinger explained on television why the peace
talks had broken down and indicated strongly that future developments

lay with the President.

"l,Ie have not reached an agreement thaE the

@dpreparedforthiswasaPparentinaninte11igence
report--received by Kissinger on 3 December--that school children
were being evacuated from Hanoi. (M & B Kalb, Kissinger, p.406.)

l lrh

President considers just and fair," said Kissinger. "If we can get
an agreement that the President considered just, we will proceed with
it. " He assured Hanoi that the United States stil1 wanted peace
along the lines of the 8 October agreement but warned that time was
runnrng ouE.-s/
Preporofions for Renewed Bombing

Ff

During Kissinger's briefings of top officials,

he asked Admiral

Moorer how many B-52s were operational throughout Ehe world and

reportedly found him unenthusiastic about using these expensive aircraft over North Vietnam in bad weather--as he assumed the President
had in mind to ao.L/ Admiral Moorer may not have been enthusiatic,
but General Meyer and Admiral Gayler had been urging greater use of
B-52s over the North for some time (see pp. 7B-BO). on 30 November,

as noted above, Admiral Gayler had asked for a,plan for a "sustained
To SAC analysEs,
attack against the North VieEnam "heartland."//
this "clearly reflected the strong possibiliry the United Stares

might undertake renewed offensive operations against North Vietnam
in the near fuEure," and in early December their intelligence specialists refined the list of suitable B-52 tarsets in North Vietnam
8/

to some 60 targets.(rS) On 14 December the JCS authorized resumption of manned tactical
photographic reconnaissance sorties over North Vietnam north of the
20th parallel not later than 16/O5OOZ on 16 D.""*b"r.U

The next

day Admiral Moorer notified Admiral Gayler and General Meyer that

air and naval gunfire operations would be resumed against targets
north of the 20th parallel at approximately 12002 (L900 Hanoi time)

on 17 December for a maximum 3-day effort.
He forwarded a list of
14 targets authorized and appropriate for B-52 strito.".9/
Later
that day (the 15th) however, the JCS delayed the execution time for

the operation, setting it back xo

L2OOZ

on 18 O.".*b.r.[/

linebocker ll
By the afternoon of 17 December, tiiae had run out on
9,
President Nixon's 72-hour ultirnatum to Hanoi. He thereupon ordered
resumption of concentrated US air attacks against North Vietnam,

including use of B-52s over Hanoi and Haiphong, beginning laLe that
evening, I,rlashington time.:k That same evening the JCS alerted CINCPAC
and CINCSAC that the operation could be extended beyond the envi-

sioned 3-day fimit.U

Early on the 18th, Admiral Moorer sent

Admiral Gayler a message that included the following:
Linebacker II offers the last opportunity in Southeast
Asia for USAF and USN to clearly demonstrate the fu1l
professionalism, skil1 and cooperation so necessary to
achieve the required success in the forthcoming sErikes
in North Vietnam. ... You will be watched on a real-time
basis at the highest levels here in Washington. We are
counEing on all hands to put forth a maximum, repeat
1, t
maximum, effort in the conduct of this crucial operation.lJ

@thatthebonbingresumedGenera1Haigf1ewtoSaigon
\^/ith a letter from Lhe President urging Thieu to accept the settlement . If he did not, the US would sign a separate peace with North
Vietnam, and all military and economic aid to SouEh Vietnam would be
cut off. Thieu, elated bt the resumption of the bombing, found himself weakening in the face of Nixon's ultimatum. In a detailed
letter to Nixon, brought back by General Haig, he yielded on several
critical points. He would agree to North Vietnamese troops remaining
in the South, cede some sovereignty to the PRG, accept Kissinger's
assurances that the National Council would not become a coalition
and that Russia and China might reduce their arms deliveries to North
Vietnam. (M & B Kalb, Kissinger, p.415.)

a"-

1lt6

(U) At a press conference lager that.same day, White House Press
Secretary Ronald ZtegLer indicated that Linebacker II would continue
for some time, as disEinguished from a single "hard knock" series
of raids Lo make a diplomatic point. He said the policy would continue ttunEil such time as a settlement is arrived at, " adding that
This of course was
"we sEand ready to end the conflict rapidly."
the Administration's hope and aim. As Z|egler said, "It is the
.t

President's view that neither side can gain from prolonging the war
L4/

or from prolonging the peace talks. "-'
Operolions f rom l8-2l December

(u) During rhe firsr 3 days of Linebacker II, a total of

315 B-52

sorties struck 1l target complexes in the Hanoi area--aE night, as
The bombers flew in three
was the case throughout Linebacker II.
successive waves each night, and were preceded by supporE aircraft
including

CAP/ESCORT, 'SAI'I

suppression aircraft

and chaff dispensing

aircrafL'. Enemy air defense proved to be fierce. On the first day,
out of l2l sorties flor,o:, Ehree bombers were downed by SAMs and two
damaged, wirh some 200 SAM firings tallied by the B-52 crews. MIGs
also attacked the B-52s in the first and third waves, suffering one
1^^^
!V D D .

Ls/
-
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- SUPPORT FORCES FOR I8.20 DECEMBER 1972, TINEBACKER II

WAVE

I

8 F-105

t5
l0

F-4
F-4
8 F-4

3

EB-66

WAVE

II

l0 F-105
15 F-4
l0 F-4
d r-+

3

EB-66

WAVE

III

MISSION

4 A-7 (uSN)

15 F-4
l0 F-4
8 F-4

3 EB-66
5 Eb3B

'-. $0ffF

SAM Suppression
Es

cort

l'{igcap

Chaff

(usN)

EI^I
EW
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0n the second day of Linebacker II, 93 sorties r^/ere launched
against targets in the Hanoi area, with no bombers lost and only two
damaged, even though over 180 sAM firings were reported by crews. The
Eighth Air Force had inaugurated some tactical changes that may have
improved survivability

against the SAl.ls: crews were directed to fly
closer to the chaff corridor; alternating cells were ordered to f1y
at base altitudes of 34,500 and 35,000 feet; time separation.between
cells was extended to 4 minutes to allow more maneuvering room. Also
for 19 December only, evasive action was authorLzed enroute to the
target and on withdrawine.ry/ (see Map lr.)
Toward rhe close of
the 19th, the -lcs irr"tructed crNCpAC and CTNCSAC to continue
Linebacker rr air and naval gunfire operations beyond the 3-day
limit until further ,,oti"..17l
(rs) on 20 December, using tactics very similar to those of the day
before , B-52s struck the Hanoi Railroad yard at Gia Lam and other

target complexes in the area. six B-52s were lost to sAI4 fire, making this the costliest day of the Linebacker rr campaig.r.!9/ over
220 SAMs were fired, some 130 of them during the attack on one parEicular targer, rhe yen vien complex.l2l crNCpAC and sAC staffs
conferred as to how the Pacific command could best aid sAC's
Linebacker rr effort.

General Meyer told Admiral Gayler that max-

imum around-the-crock sAM and

airfield

suppression strikes in the

Hanoi and Haiphong areas was the most herpful measure--above all,
suppression strikes on sAMs just prior to arrival of B-52s over the
20/
Earge t
.

-'
W7 The 2l Decembbr bombing eff ort scheduled only 30 sorties, which
struck the Quang Te airfield, the van Dien supply depot, and the
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Hanoi storage area at Bac Mai. For the first time in the campaign,
the bombers l^/ere ordered to Eake a "wet feet" withdrawal route from
the Earget areas, to the southeast over the Gulf of ronkin. (see
Map 12. )

There was a heavy sAM environment around all targets and

two B-52s took mortal hits from sAMs while striking the Bac Mai
)1 /
target.-'
On 22 December targets in the Haiphong area were selected
for the first time. Tactics were altered considerably in the con-

Linuing effort to improve the B-52s'chance of survival, and for the
first time, the bombers approached their target from the seaward. side
and exited in the same dire ctton.4/

Headquarters

SAC

asked

CINCPAC

for a maximum effort against all sAM sites in the Haiphong area by
Pacific Fleet A-6s--augmented by all available Navy and Air Force
rron Hand*
ECM support--prior to the arrival of the first
B-52
"nd
over the targey.4/ All 30 sorties on the 22d, were ef fective and
none of the aircraft

was downed or damaged by

sAMs

, 43 of which

had

been sighted by crews during the strikes.

(*?

ea*iral Moorer had insrrucred crNCpAC and cTNCSAC ro include
targets within the.buffer zorle adjacent to the people's Republic of
china, while cautioning sAC not to penetrate the chinese border.
The target he specifically selected was the Lang Dang railroad yard,
and on 23 December this and three SAM sites south of it were the main
targets of attacks. The bomber force approached the targets fron the
Gulf of Tonkin and then split, tr^ro ce1ls attacking the SAM sites from
the east and the remaining eight attacking Lang Dang from the southeast. The entire force was effective, and for the second dav in a
:ga'-^-i;---'xsl\-tvl

and radar-controlled AAA suppression flown by specially equipped
F-105s.
-

t)l

row, no B-52s were lost or damaged due to SAM fire--only four StuYs
On 24 December 30
being f ired at the B-52s over both t"rgut".b/
B-52s struck the railroad yards at Kep and Thai Nguyen. Again, all
bombers were effective and none lost or damaged by SAM fire, although
one B-52 received minor flak damage in the only case of AAA

damage

during Linebacker II operations. There were 19
SAM firings reported by crews in the attack on the Thai Nguyen yards,
while SAM operations in t\e bombing of the Kep yards were listed as
to these aircraft

tc

mocerace..

-J

I
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The Chrislmos Pouse ond Lost Doys of Bombing
On 23 Decenber L972 the JCS ordered a Christmas pause in
G
Linebacker II operations from 1700 Greenwich mean time on, the 24th
to 0459 on the 26th of December*. The message directed that no
announcement of the stand-down be made in advance--the US command

in Saigon would announce resumption of the bombing after the pause
was over. A11 answers to queries on susPension of the bombing were
to be "we do not discuss operational maLters ."26/ A later message
on 23 December outlined bombing plans for after the pause. These
included continuous bombing of authori-zed targets in the Hanoi area,

destruction of power plants, and isolaLion of Hanoi from the rest of
North Vietnam by attacking geographical, electrical and logistic
targets tinking it to other parts of the country.ry/ According to
Ewo earlier ones of 22 and 23 December which
@perseded
had direcEed Christmas pauses of 30 and 42 hours, respectively--as
opposed to the 36-hour pause ordered in this message. (Hanoi, accordins to a,t_NY Times story
of 27 December, reported the suspension as
rastrl-ng 4Lz --nours. )\

ffi*,
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stories from Hanoi and Saigon , the North Vietnamese used Ehe
Christmas bombing halt to evacuate some 400,000 of Hanoi's residents
?9t
to the countryside.-'
(U) Immediately following the Christmas suspension, CINCPAC and
ne\^/s

as ordered, resumed the air campaign over targets north of
the 20th paral1e1 with maximum effort.
The bombing on the 26th

CINCSAC,

marked the second largest B-52 effort

in Linebacker II operations
thus far and differed markedly from the attacks of the previous 7
days. Al1 B-52s struck in a single wave (with all TOTs compressed
into a 15-minute span) that divided inEo l0 bomber streams attacking

Eheir l0 targets from a variety of axes of attack. (See Map 13.)
The targets were primarily railroad yards in the Hanoi and Haiphong
areas. Some 70 SAMs were fired at the B-52s, downing 2 of them and
damaging another 2.22/
On the 27th, sixty B-52s struck the Lang Dang and Trung Quang
G
railroads, the Duc Noi storage area. and three sAM sites. Tactical
planners again made every effort to avoid stereotyped routing and

maneuvering profiles,

but

firings again downed two B-52s and
damaged another two. In planning for this attack, the weight of
effort against the Lang Dang railroad yard was increased three times.
According to the Assistant DCS for Intelligence at Headquarters SAC,
colonel Dante Bulli, this was "predicated on desire of high national
SAM

authorities to achieve a quote high PD Iprobability of destruction]
unquote on Ehe Earget area
."fq/ There was some indication
that this emphasis stemmed from the fact that SAMs from China were
arriving via the Lang Dang raLLroad.L/

}-*

15U

UNCLASSEIED

(U) On the 28th, sixty B-52s again struck 3 SAM sites, rhe Duc Noi
storage area, and the Lang Dang railroad yard, the latter getting
the largest strike, 24 sorties. Forty-eight SAM firings were
reported, but no B-52s suffered damage. 0n the final day of
Linebacker II B-52 operations, 29 December, 60 bombers struck

SAM

storage areas at Trai Ca and Phuc Yen, and the Lang Dang railroad
yard. l'lonit-ors detected 25 SAM firings, but no B-52 losses or damage
'

(u)

1a I
JLI

In sur.rmary, Curing Linebacker II operations, 7L4 B-52 sorties

dropped over 15,000 tons of bombs on 34 targets vital
warmaking capability,

to the enemy's

primarily in the Hanoi/Haiphong

"t""".8/
Although the B-52 attacks received most attenEion because of their
spectacular destructive capability, tactical strike forces flew
almost as many sorties--659. F-llls and USN tactical air struck at
night, providing diversionary aEtacks and SAM suppression. The.4"-7s
and F-4s operated during daylight and were limited by weather consideraLions throughout. For example, LGB-equipped F-4s were scheduled
almost every day but, due to weather, had to cancel on all but three

days. Similarly, weather forced the Navy to divert or cancel all but
238 of 1212 scheduled strike sorties. Tactical air also flew 1ll4
support sorEies to protect both strategic and tactical strike operaErons

.

34/

(U) As a result of Linebacker II operations, Hanoi's rail transport-the highest priority targeE--was thoroughly crippled and POL storage
capacity reduced an estimated 3-million gallons. In the second
priority effort, airfields and SAM sites were repeatedly struek by
boEh B-52s and tactical

air to try to suppress enemy defenses, parEicularly MIGs and SAMs. Another targeE, North Vietnam's electrical

* "'{,NCLASSIFE{)
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power capacity, was reduced to approximately l0 percent of whaE it

had been in early 1972, much of it destroyed during Linebacker I
and subsequently rebuilt,

now being reattacked.

F-4s dropping

guided bombs made six direet hits on the Hanoi thermal plant and
B-52 strikes on various electrical

ings and damaged 133.11/
(U) The enemy fired L,250

SAMs

power plants destroyed 12 build-

to counter Linebacker II operations,

over half of them during the first 3 days. There was no question
but rhat rhe sAMs wenL for Ehe B-52s. our of the 1,250 sAM firings,
1,032 were directed against B-52
causing the loss of 15, sig",ry/
nificant damage to 3 more, and minor damage to O.?J-/ TacLical air
losses to SAMs were three aircrafr.
The expected heavy MIG concent
tration against Linebacker II aircraft did not materia1-Lze, a1thougll
MIG-2Is downed two USAF F-4s and one USN RA-5. Five MIGs were downed
in air-to-air combat : 2 by USAF F-4s, l by a USN F-4J, and 2 by B-52

tailgunners.

Enemy

![arine F-4 aircraft.

ffi

fire accounted for I

USN

A-7 and I A-6, and I

56/

The Bombing Ends
AE 14072 on the 29Eh, Admiral Moorer, acting on insrructions
fr
from higher authority, ordered his commanders in the Pacific to cease
all military operations in North Vietnam and adjacent waters north of
the 20th parallel beginning at midnight. Ongoing search and rescue

efforts could be completed and recconnaissance north of the 20th
parallel'could be continued, but with SR-7ls and drones only. i{e
said he recognized the shortness of the notice, but asked PACOM and
SAC

to do their best to reorient scheduled air operations to insure

a snlooth transition and minimum visibility,
making it clear Ehat
"the objective is to prevent queries and speculation until forthcoming events unfold." He also directed then to "initiate no
statement and to stonewall all queries" from the press by saying
"\,re do not discuss on-going miliEary operations.,,*39/
(u) Early on 30 December, the Deputy white House press Secretary
Gerald Warren told reporters that negotiations between Presidential
adviser Henry Kissinger and North Vietnam's senior adviser would be
resumed in Paris on 8 January. Lower level peace talks resumed in
Paris 5 days after the car.rpaign ended, and Kissinger and Le Duc Tho
resuned their discussions on 8 January. These led to the signing
of a final agreement on 17 Januarv 1973.

F+ As evident in Adnriral Moorer's order cited above, the circumstances surrounding the ending of the bombing were shrouded in the
same secrecy that had characterized the whole Linebacker II operation.
Warren's hhite House announcement concerning the bombing halt did not

itself

mention the end of the bombing--this came out only in response
to persistent questioning by news corresporrdent".** This same reluctance was evident in a telegram reportedly sent by OSD Press Secrecary

Jerry W. Friedheim to major
was halted:

US

nilitary

conrnanders the day the bombing
fit,

xon the same day, Admiral lloorer asked Hq SAC for a complete surunary
operations in Linebacker II to aid him in answerins questions
9f-B-52
before congressional committees--he didn't want "to do or 3"j .rryt-hing not in line with the Air Force's and SAC's evaluation of tt"
data and_judgmel!q_on B-52
II operations." (Msg
!1"!",
(TS), JCS to CTNCSAC, 28/Lg40z DecLinebacker
72, cired in SAC Linebacker rr
Chronology (TS) , p.294.)
*:kSee Appendix f or transcript of this White llouse news conference.
1-

t)t

The White House has this morning made an announcement of international consequence concerning the
resumption of peace negotiaiions and a suspension
of so:ire militaly activities in Southeast Asia'
There must be absolutelY f,o, repeaE no, comment
of any sort whatsoever from any DOD personlgf,
civilian and military, of whatever rank' There
is to be no comment,-no speculation, no elaboration and no discussion on-the subject involved in
the White House announcement. Should any queries

be received by ar,lxone they musE be turned
without comment . '+g/

away

Evoluotions of linebocker ll

Fl As night be expected, military leaders made numerous PostoperaEional analyses of Linebacker II. Most of these emphasized the
necessity for prestrike measures to protect the B-52s. A preliminary
JCS assessment said that more effective jamrring and SAM-suppression
strikes (inclrrding Iron Hand) were required in a high threat environment li-ke Hanoi-Haiphong. It noted, among ogher "lessons learned,tt
that strikes against SAM sites should be scheduled prior Eo the B-52s'
arrival over the target; that the B-52s should make minimum turns in
threat ring; and that flight levels must be within the chaff
.1o116.al/ A mid-January L973 memo by CINCPAC Intelligence said:
...No similar undertaking should be made before
first assuring as high safety/1ow risk conditions
for our forces as possible.... As a first order
of business for a Linebacker III operation, it
would appear prudent to deal with NVN defenses
as a priority I target system, a defense Larget
svstem which must be blunted at the onset of new
operations. These attacks required a substantial
pbrtion of our all-weather F-llL, A-7, artd B-52
ileet operating against SAM sites, GCI -sites,- EW
air fields, SAM supradio facilities,
facilitles,
These attacks must continue on
port facilities.
i coordinated basis prior Eo and during all subsequent sLrikes against "Heartland" targets - It is

the

SAM

t,'l I

O:]
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also important that our tacEical forces conduct
a methodical pre-suppression of defense, in order
to create defense corridors for follow-on strike
f orces .'?42 /
(U) There were even more non-military assessments and evaluations
of the Christmas bombing, partly of course because it ha<l occasioned
such consternation and comment in the press and public both at home
and abroad. Significantly, after the bombing ended, there was considerable revision of the view that it had been a series of mindless
terrorist attacks. As the London Economist wrote in a January issue,
the bombing was "much less bloody than most people thought it was
while it was going on, and than some of the wilder compari"orr" riiil
the Second world war are stil1 making it sound." with Hanoi's own
report of l3l8 casualties for the ll-day campaign, it became clear
that the B-52s and jer fighrer-bombers had indeed been srriking
inilitary targets with great accuracy and had not been engaging in
terror bombing.**
(u) There was even acknowledgement--and not just by military
personnel--that perhaps such bombing was after all a cost-effective
strategy. orr Kelly, writing in the 9 January 1973 washington sEar
and News, said:

xlhis memo is indicative of CINCPAC's apparent readiness to assume
future "Linebacker IIs"--as promised by Nixon if Hanoi violated the
cease fire.
** The Economist recollecEed that back in 1965, long before the US
grggnd expEnsT&-began, military leaders had proposed just such a
swift series of air-blows and mining of Haiphong harbor, buE had
been consistently overruled by the Ehen SecreEary of Defense,
Robert S. McNamara.

t)>
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The purpose of this column is to fly in the face
of the conventional wisdom and co suggest that
the intensive bombing campaign against the HanoiHaiphong area in the final two weeks of 1972 may

be ieen-by future leaders as proof that bombing
can achieve maximum results at minimal cost. . . .
What were, in some respects, the heaviest raids
in the history of warfare,. .were carried out with
a loss of only 28 planes and 84 men killed or missing.... The loss of North Vietnamese lives was
small compared with the saturation bombing of
I'Iorld War II. Both the North Vietnamese and American
military experts agree Ehat the bombing caused enormous physical damage. . . . Future presidents will cerable to draw the conclusion that bombing
tainly beI'cheap"
can be a
t"y of applying heavy military presof time, Bombing may
sure in a very short period
well appear, as they -ay, "an attractive option."

(U)

Some

analysEs were sure thaL Linebacker II operations had brought
)k

the North Vietnamese back to the negotiating tab1e. ,l'top US miliEary
men are convinced it was the massive Christmastime bombing of North
Vietnam that broke the will of Communist leaders in Hanoi and forced
them to come to terms," said the US News and World Report of
5 February L973. And Joseph Alsop said confidently, "There is no
question at all that the renewed bombing got the PresidenE what he
43/
was aiming for. "-'
Others were more cautious when asked the ef fect
SAC history for
of the bombing on the final agreement
The official
the period was noticeably conservative: "Holnr great a role the B-52
bombings played in the larger arena of world politics cannot yet be
role most Probably cannot be denied."44/ Gen. George S . Brown, CSAF, was likewise
restrained in his cornnent. Citing the US Strategic Bombing Survey,
accurately ascertained. That it played a significant

xThey had i-n fact not reallv left it , saying merely that they would
not negotiate while the bombing was going on; whereas the US had said
it would not stop the bombing until a settlement had been reached.
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and its conclusion that Allied airpower was decisive in the war in
western Europe, he went on to say in regard Eo Linebacker rr:

Both our President and the Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, have, in the recent pasE, recognized the vital effectiveness of air power--once
the rules which restricEed its effective employment hrere relaxed--in contributing to an end to
the hostilities in Southeast Asia and to Ehe release
of our prisoners ."45 /
(U) Secretary Rogers, asked about Linebaeker II effectiveness, said
he supposed it didn't do much good to specurate about it.
rt was
the President who had made the judgment--"a tough one--and we know
what followed, and all we can say is that it worked out satisfactorily."
He said he was "not sure it does any good to Ealk about it
and hence would rather not get invorved ."46/

specifically

Dr. Kissinger,

when

asked, said:

I was asked in October whether the bombing or
mining of May 8 brought about the breakthiough
in October, and I said then that I did not wint
to speculate on l{orth Vietnamese motives. I
have too much trouble analyzing our own.
I will give the same answer to your question,
but I will say that there was a- deadiock which
was described in the middle of December, and
there was a rapid movement when negotiations
resumed on the technical leve1 on ianuarv
2
and on the subsLantive level on January -g.
These facts h4ve to be anaLyzed by eacl person
by himse1t.47 /
At a later interview, on l February, he was equally vague.

"Now,

whatever the reason, once the talks were resumed, a settlement was
reached fairly rapidly. And r have--we have--never made an assertion as to what produced it.,,(&/

(u)

There were some, including officials

and specialists who had

followed the negotiations closely, who were quite skeptical, indeed
cynical. Richard Helms, crA Director, reportedly told a secret
UNCLASSIFIED
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session of a Senate committee thaE the bombing had not seriously
impaired liorth Vietnam's ability

to continue to wage war--and had
not undermined Hanoi's morale or rvill to carry on.g/ Various US
officials reporEedly believed it was not the bornbing that brought
Hanoi back to the peace table, but US readiness to sign an agreement essentially as outlined in October.S/

Tad Szulc quotes

a

"key official"

as saying, during Linebacker II operations, "we are
qt /
bombing them to force them to accept our concessions -tt!=t AnoEher
official, cited by the Kalb brothers in their book on Kissinger,
said:

"That enormous bombing made little critical difference. What
the B-52s did was to get the margin in January pretty much back to
where iE was in October, and by then that's all we wanted."52/
Why the Bombing Wos Ordered

(U) Throughout l,inebacker II, the whole counEry and indeed the world,
kept asking why, after peace seemed so near--and especially at
christmastime--the bombing of the North lvas ordered. rn the face
of the disparate views expressed and the official secrecy sti11
shrouding Ehe matter, it appears desirable to seek--insofar as is
possible with available sources--some answers to this question.
otherwise, the criticisms of the bombing as "mindless" and unjusEified will tend to persist.
(U) The "answer" has to rest primarily in the Administration's
objectives in regard to southeast Asia at the time. These were twofold. First and foremost, the AdministraEion both wanted and had to
end the uS involvement in the Vietnam war. At the same time, however,
it wanted to retain a US position of influence in Southeast Asia. A11

UI{CLASSIFIED
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the negotiations from summer L972 through October had been directed
toward these ends. As the time grew shorter for Lhe AdministraLion,
first

priority

went increasingly toward simply ending the fighting
in vietnam, withdrawing us troops and returning uS prisoners of war.

Success in these efforts

came

with the agreement negotiated

by

Kissinger in October.
Ambiguity of the October Agreement
(U) A major part of our "answer" has to go back to this OcEober
agreement which was agreed to in principle by the President and his
rnain advisers at that time (see Ch. VI, p, j2T). Two aspects of the
/\
agreement contributed particularly

ing--ultimately--the

to subsequenE developments, includ-

bombing of Hanoi in December. The first

was the

agreement's ambiguify, the second was its secrecy.

(u)

Because of the calculated ambiguity of the october agreement,

it meant differenc things to different people. To the realists like
the President, Kissinger, Secretary Laird and most policy makers and
analysts, the agreement was a cease-fire, nothing more. They called
ic a peace settlement, but they knew no real peace settlement was
feasibtre. The massive efforts of preceding years had not brought
victory;

there was no way co get the 15 North vietnamese divisions
out of south vietnam and the us had already agreed they could
"t"y;11/
the us public increasingly perceived the war as a futile, unending
drain of its resources; and congress was set to put an end to it if
the Fresident and Dr. Kissinger did not. The whole aim of
President Nixon's Vietnamization program since 1969 had been direcEed
to getting the us out 9f the war by turning it over to the south
UNCLASSIFIED
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Vietnamese themselves. The same aim was behind his cease-fire proposal of October L970, reaffirmed on 25 January and 8 May L972 - The
L972 Ociober agreemenE arranged by Kissinger and Le Duc Tho was sirnply

a further effort to execute and Iegalize Ehe US withdrawal. It made
no pretense of getting a political settlement, specifically leaving
this to be settled between the North and the South at a later date '
(U) To the hard liners and defenCers of the war however--above all
to President Thieu--an agreement meant something altogether different.
It was unfhinkable to even consider any agreement unless it was a
peace settlement, "just and fair," especially to South Vietnam. It
was inconceivable that the United States could yield to Hanoi. There
had to be a way to make Hanoi submit and to maintain South Vietnam's

position and that of the US as well. Influential members of this
group in both Saigon and Washington charged that the proposed
October peace was a phony peace, that Hanoi would break the ceasefire and start up the war again, as soon as the Americans were out.
Ambassador Bunker was a leading partisan of this grouP. ' Two members

of Kissinger's own staff, Haig and John D. Negroponte, believed the
agreement was too loose--or as Haig put it, had given away too much-and had to be tightened. President Nixon was won over to that view,
and when North Vietnam refused in the November-December negoEiations

to agree to such a "tightening,"
to force Ehem to do
"o.54/

unleashed the bombing in an effort

The Role of Secrecy

(U) The second key factor in Ehe agrgement was its secrecy--up until
Kissinger took it to Saigon in October to get Thieu's acceptance. The
UNCLASSIFIED
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disclosure, for the first time, in Saigon of the specifics of the
secret Peace terms set off a chain reaction of alarm not only within
the saigon government but among certain us military and political
officials who saw the agreement as leading to Saigon's ultimate downfall.
This reaction was not long in reaching the president--via
Thieu's infuriated responses to Kissinger, and via certain factions
in the uS only too willing Lo discredit Kissinger for having been
too liberal with the communists in Hanoi. us domestic reactionary
elements added their voice to Thieurs loud charges of "sell-out."
A1l this was given a much wider audience and impetus when North
Vietnam on 25 October made public the terms of the hitherto secreE

draft agreement.
(u) The secrecy and the ambiguity surrounding the proposed ceasefire and all the conflicting reports on it, brought the president
under considerable cross-fire just about a week before the election.
Just at this time Loo, a new factor was introduced: "firm intelligence" (based on captured documents) to the effect that North Vietnam
was planning an offensive at the time of the cease-fire.'r55/

Regard-

less of the truth or falsity of these charges and counter-cirarge",
the President seemed to fear the greater political'problems if he
signed immediately only to be confronted with a possible new enemy
offensive that could bring down the Saigon government while US forces
were still

there.

He wanted

to get ouL and intended to do so, but

as

xrnls report was immediately denied by military officials both in
saigon and the Pentagon and'was subsequentry ilrgely discredited.
(0rr Kel-ly, ugshington Star, 2 Nov l2) yurrLy uaiaei, washingion
7 Nov_721-Eufi-TbiEfr-#n, LA rimes, tg b"i-jii-jrffiffi,
fgS$:_
r\Y Irmes . 27 Dec 72; christian sEiEfrEE-Moniror, 2g Dec 72; ryI Times,
6-Jan-7T.

)
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did not want the first Communist soldiers
to enter Saigon as the last American ones were on their way out -"56/
President Nixon was afraid, it was said, that in 5 or 10 years people
would be asking: "Who lost South Vietnam?" much as they had asked:
Hans Morgenthau

put it,

"we

"Who lost China?"

The President's Decision fo Sfrengthen the Allied Posilion

(U) Because his fears and the "hawks" got to him--and also because
he now felt confident over the election--the President decided to
1et the 3l October deadline slip. He decided to try to improve
Saigon's chances before signing, by sending yet another massive
equipment augmentation and, parEicularly, by trying for tougher
terms in the agreement (see p- 137 ). This was the move that led,
eventually, to the bornbing. In the next few weeks several other
the President's decision to strengthen
Saigon's position before signing the cease-fire agreement. The US
stepped up plans to keep its own presence as strong as possible in

developments illustrated

order to support South Vietnam after a cease-fire. Plans for several
thousand civilian contractor personnel Lo support Enhance Plus maintenance requirements were implemented. The new Defense Attache

Office (MACV's successor) contemplated manning levels of either 950
or 1650 civilians (ultimately the number became f250) and 50 military
s7/
personnel.-'
Four new Consulates General were to take over when
the four regional military

assistance

commands

stood down, assuming

Successor civilian
intelligence and operations responsibilities.E/
organizations were to take Ehe place of the Directorate of CORDS

(Civi1 Operations and Rural Development Support) which was to
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dissolved in late L972 and, early Ig73.22/ Finally, the United States
was trying for a strong international control machinery--a force of
at least 5,000--to police possible cease-fire violations.
North
Vietnam, by contrast, favored a mere 250-man force.
(u) The united states also continued to use its own military power
Eo help influence events. When both North and South Vietnam stepped
up their military activity in late october and in November, trying
to seize as much territory as possible before a cease-fire, the us
stepped up its acEivity in behalf of the latter.
B-52 sorties over
the north, which totalled 411 in september, rose to 502 in october
and to 848 in No.r.*b...@/ MosL importangly, Ehe US continued its
plans for retaining in Thailand a capability to resume air combat
.
6L/
operations.-'
on 24 November, "senior us officials" in Thailand
disclosed that there would be a ,'substantial,,o us military presence
maintained there for an unspecified period after the cease-fire,
permitting the united states to respond "in an armed way" throughoui
rndochina to any cease-fire violationt.Q/
president Nixon had made

this aspect of continuing US support very clear to president Thieu
in a letter of 14 November, saying: "you have my absolute assurance
that if Hanoi fails to abide by the terms of this agreement it is
my intention to take swift and severe retaliatory action .,,63/
(u) south vietnam, too, used these weeks to strengthen its own
internal security against the expected onslaught of viet cong and^
communist propaganda and organization.

rn mid-November, Thieu's

xrhts included six air bases in Thailand and provision for augmenting
US air forces there from 45,000 to approximately 48,000 .
5i+---?-,ffi
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government was reported preparing to place military officers in direct
64/
control of hamlet and village affairs':-:'--just
as most of the country's

44 province chiefs were miliEary officers whom he had appointed.

Thieu also pushed completion of a new 100,000 man political organLzation, filing registraLion papers for iE at the beginning of December.
Such an organization, according to US analysts in Saigon, would buttress his control of the country after a cease-fire, providing
netv/ork of political

of

ficers to supplement the

a

^t r.q

Honoi's Reoclion

(U) All these developments, plus the very basic substanEive changes
to the agreement put forward by Kissinger on returning Eo Paris, gave
Hanoi pause. They saw the Enhance Plus program as the first violation
of the October agreement, which had stipulated that the flow of US
arms would end on I November. (The prospect of ending any further
reinforcement of South Vietnam's armed forces had been a main inducement for their agreeing to a cease-fire.) They might stil1 have
found a way to contend with the new military

assistance moves, bul

also to agree Lo the new US demands made by Kissinger in November
(see p,137) would nullify all the years of fighting and once more
deny--as in L954--what they had won on the battlefield.
(U) The strategy that the North VieLnamese adopted in response to
the US and South Vietnamese countermoves was Eo stall, i.o., to let
the war continue until their Lerms were met. Kissinger had threatened
them often enough with renewed bombing and they knew about the B-52s

in Thailand and the 7th Fleet, so they may have reasoned that giving
in now would guarantee nothing for the future. Undoubtedly they
U1{CLASSIFIED
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also recognized Ehat, in stalling, time was on Eheir side since
President Nixon had to end the war in the verv near future or have
Congress do it for him.
(u) This stubborn North vietnamese decision to continue the war
rather than agree to the tightened US Eerms was the immediate reason
for the President's decision to resume the bombing of North Vietnam.
As Kissinger said when asked the reason for this d.ecision: ,'we
carried out what was considered to be necessary at the time in order
to make clear that the United States could not stand for an indefinite
delay in the negotiatiorr"."99l Hanoi,s position left the president
with only two choices: continue the war or increase the pressure on
Hanoi to negotiate. Actualry, he had only one, for his tight time
schedule would not allow for continuing a \^/ar which congress would
no longer support.

lorger Foclors in fhe president,s Bombing Decision
(u)

The President's decision to force an agreement from Hanoi on
his terms is thus a major part of the ttanswer' as to why Linebacker
rr was ordered. But it was not the whole answer. For the sake of

the future uS position in southeast Asia, Ehere was arso the need
to lry to guarantee the cease-fire, and to look to the situation
beyond it.
By ordering the bombing, the president thought--or rather
gambled--that he could kill three birds with one stone. First, the
bombing might force Hanoi to agree to his harsher demands.
Second,
in view of South Vietnamrs great vulnerability after a cease-fire
agreement (with all us forces gone after 60 days), the bombing,
having wrecked Hanoi's war-making potentiar, would have gained a

UI{CLASSIFIED
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long breathing space for Saigon before any renewed aEtack could
take place. And finally, the bombing could serve as a foretaste
of what would come later (as Nixon had repeatedly promised Thieu)
if North Vietnam violated the cease-fire.
(U) This calculated effort Eo scare Hanoi via air power is reflected
in White House comments to the effect that the PresidenE had instituted the bombing ro impress Hanoi with his will to intensify

IE
pressure, and show North Vietnam the extent of his
^rlg"t.g/
is corroboraEed by Kissingerrs stagement at a White House meeting
with Harry R. (Bob) Halderman, Assistant to the President for National
Security Affairs, and speech writers just before t.he President made
his cease-fire announcement on TV. Cautioning the group not to claim

military victory or say anything that might keep the North Vietnamese
from signing the agreement a week hence, Kissinger said: "The only
way we can keep North Vietnam under control is not to say that we
are out forever. We don't \n/ant Eo dissipate with them the reputation
of fierceness that the President has earned ."6L/
(U) In other \^/ords, although it was not something he could discuss
publicly, the President used the bombing as a diplomatic weapon, not
just to try to get Hanoi's agreement to his new terms, but also for
the sake of guaranteeing the cease-fire and other US long-range policy
If the bombing made Hanoi give in, the United StaEes could
then renegotiate the terms of the agreement from a new "position of
strength.tt But even if Hanoi didn't yield, the bombing would have

goals.

delayed a renewed enemy offensive, and the fact that Ehe US could

still

retaliate with bombing from Thailand would make the North

Vietnamese think twice about violating

Ehe cease-fire.
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would be gone, but the United States would retain influence in South
Vietnam and in the rest of Southeast Asia as well.

For example, iE

try to salvage Lhe situation in Laos and Cambodia. Such
an ouLcome would be of great importance for the US position in the
world, and clearly worth the gamble involved in the borabing. Elliott
Richardson, at his Secretary of Defense confirmation hearings on
l0-11 January L973 " attested to this larger aim. After characterizing President Nixon's decision to undertake the Linebacker II
could still

bombing as a "wise and conscientious" one, he statedrtk

clearly do have oEher objectives. If we are
forced to rely only on a successful Vietnanization
program [as Secretary Laird had seemed to suggest],
we would just be turning over military responsibility
for a continuing war...Ehere would be a conLinuing
threat to Laos and Cambodia...and more fighting.
So we also wanE a cease-fire to extend to Laos and
Cambodia and lay the foundation for peace and stability
in the entire area. "
Later, referring to Linebacker II operations, Richardson said "the
bombing was not fundamentally a military matter
it was part of
We

6q/

the negotiating process."-'
(u) As the agreement signed in January L973 showed, the President
lost pa,rt of his gamble, for Hanoi did not yield on the tougher US
put forward in the November and December talks in Paris.
The DMZ did not become an inviolable bound4ry, there was no rnention
of North Vietnamese troops in the south, the eventual reunification
demands

of North and South into one country was stipulated, and there was
no cease-fire throughout Lndochina. The main thing the US gained
was more detailed provisions, and more men, for enforcing the

cease-fire
ffi

Eerms.

press conference.
u1{cLASSTFTED
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(U) But the President and Kissinger continued to work towards the
larger aim of trying to retain a US voice in Southeast Asia as a
whole, and to get desirable agreements on Laos and Cambodia.* The
intended means for maintaining US influence \^/as first of all retention of a strong bombing capability in the area to warn off Hanoi.
other means included maintenance of a large international police
force to monitor developmenEs, and retention in the south of the
fairly strong US civilian force noted earlier. Many analysts believed
that for the tine being the President's diplomacy, which had Russians
and Chinese competing for better relaEions with the US, would prevenE
dangerous resupply of the North. Finally, the united states counted
on keeping the North Vietnamese in line by promises of economic aid
if they kept the peace.Zgl
(u) A11 these "larger" aims of course foundered on congressional
opposition to any furLher bombing and on Llatergate's weakening of
the President's po\,ner to shape events.
Summory

(u) The year L972 had proved to be a very successful, buE also a
difficult one, for the Air Force in southeast Asia. As had happenec
before, it found itself in the middle, between an AdministraEion
pursuing its own plan for winding down the war and a congress and

xAs Kis*nger reportedly said in informal discussions with the press
at the I'Ihite House just before President t{ixon's announcement
(23 Janriary) of che-initiarling of the cease-fire:
of this
is -part of a blgger _maneuver which is still going on."Al1
(Safire,
"
Before the Fa11, p,673,)
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public, half of which violently opposed any further inilitary action
in a war they wanted only to end. As before, the Air Force found
itself carrying out orders without always knowing the secret raEionale behind the AdminisEration's policies and directives. It was
for example, to understand why the Rules of Engagement
would not permit air attacks against the tanks seen massing near
the border in North Vietnam for Ehe Easter offensive; to keep on
difficult,

flying the hazardous missions against Ehe North Vietnamese invaders,
when at home Congress was trying to cut off all funds for the war;
to ignore the widespread castigations in the press during the
ChrisEmas bombing.

(U) Llhen the dust had settled, however, the Air Force could more
than take satisfaction for the parE it played Ehroughout L972 Ln a
war which from. the start had accorded air power only a secondary

role.

The ground forces had already left

South Vietnam and the

was well on its way out, when the war literally

USAF

began all over again

in the spring of the year. Without a doubt, the massive resurgence
of US air support was Ehe main factor that kept South Vietnam from
going under in the bold enemy Easter offensive that followed. Then,
togeEher with heroic RVMF efforts,

air action helped turn the whole
operation around, shattering the Nortsh's ambitious plans of conquest.
The severe casualties inflicted by air on Hanoi's six divisions, the
successful choking off of their supply lines from home, and then the
recapture of Quang Tri, unquestionably played a major role in bringing Hanoi back to the secret talks in July and to the rapidly
developing negotiations of August and September which 1ed to the
October cease-fire proposal.
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NORTH VIETNAIA SORTIE SUI'IMARY
1972

MONTH

JAN

ATTACK SORTIESTOTAL SORTIES*
USN ATTACK SORTIES.
USAF ATTACK SORTIES..

FIB

L82

61
973
14

USMC AT"TACK SORTIES.
B-52 SORTIES.

2,t82
148
0
0

0
0

MAR

132
2,034
68
64
07
00

APR

1,885

4,722

t,250
628

MAY

.'UN

5,862 6,310
10,982 t2,r2r
3,920 4,151
r,919 2,t25
23
34
|
277

t972

ATTACK SORTI8S.........,.....
TOTAL SORTIES'._....... ....
USN ATTACK SORTIES....
USAF ATTACK SORTIES..
USMC ATTACK SORTIES.

.,UL

AUG

6,493 6,896
12,879 13,316
4,L75 4,746
2,310 2,112
838
308
572

...

B-52 SORTIES

SEP

6,336
13,233
3,937
2,297
L02
411

OCT

NOV

DEC

4,999
11,368

3,401

3,050

8,909

7,894

2,674
2,241

1,?16
1,606
79

1,383
1,548
119

846

1,38r

MAY

JUN

84
616

,AN
'3
1,629
6,?31
863
rto
50
535

'Ex<lsd.i 8-525.
Source: PACAf

TABTE

9

-

IAOS SORTIE SUMMARY
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JAN

MONTH

F€B

73,292 11,448
23,034 20,640

ATTACK SORTIES *...........
TOTAL SORTIES..................
USN ATTACK SORTIES.
USAF ATTACK SORT]ES..
USA HELO ATTACK SORTIES...........-...,,
VNAF ATTACX SORTIES
RLAF ATTACK SORTIES..
B-52 SORTIES

I]SMC ATTA('K SORTIES

2,716
5,148
843
104
4,48t
6?1
000

2,563
4,425
613
r42
3,?05
562

APR

MAR

12,906

22,814
3,651

5,644
264
11r
3,236
617

1972
MONTH

ATTACK SORTIES
TOTAL SORTrES......... ........
USN ATTACK SORTIES.....
USAF ATTACK SORTIES..
USA HELO ATTACK SORTIES,,-..,,-,,..,.........
VNAF ATTACK SORT]ES
RLAF ATTACK SORTIES
B-52 SORTIES.
USMC ATTACK SORT.IES

JUL
AUG
1,611 1,651
6,923 6,895
2
l'.t
208
290
000
000
1,397 1,651
I
20
4638

SEP

3,256
8,264

t2
486

2,720

723

5,299
12,718
?16
r,565
00
240
2,988
68
620
ocT
4,720
10,625
14
602
00
02
3,386
ztg
268

2,486
9,703

2,108
?,493

73
',140

3?9
0
0

2,013
39

1,714

Nov

OEC
5,366

5,097
9,991
81
1,338

3,32'7

150
449

76
2

10,475
114
1,604
00
00
3,341
92
308

JAN 7J

8,482
r4,916
491

2,9iI
4,482
386
536

'!rctuoes 6-)ts.
Source:SEADAB

TABIE IO

-

CAi,IBODIA SORTIE SUMMARY
1972

JAN

MONTH

L

SORTtES.... ..............
ATT..I,CK SORTIES................
US.\F ATTACK SORTIES..
US],{ .{TTACK SORTIES.....
US}IC ATTACK SORTIES.V]i.\F ATTACK SORTIES..
TOTA

B-i] ATTACK SORTIES.

....

3,591
1,460
785
6
00
560
r09

FEB

APR

4,037
1,758
943

1,711
911
406
83
0

16?
468
180

1,814
871
16
0

JUN

27

1,880
1,181
445
44
106
390
196

NOV

DEC

989
417
239
IO

374
256

48

1972
AONTH

TOTAL SORTrES.. .... .........
ATTACK SORTrES,........_,....
USAF ATTACK SORTIES.
USN ATTACK SORTIES...US]IC AITACK SORTIES.
VNAF ATTACK SORTIES.
B-r2 ATTACK SORTIES,.....
Source: SEADAB

JUL

AUG

SEP

1,399
1,013
4t5

2,019

85
,,,_...-....._........,__ 353
.,.......,,,,_....._._... 148

2lr

luo

1,293
190

194
297

1,751
888

1;3e5
1,158
8

1,204
1,011
400
o
381

2t5

770
742
533
579
223
381
62489
L26
156
20
130
163
8

JAN 73

1,057
870
283

342
156
189
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(U) In helping South Vietnam stand off the enemy in the battles
that followed the Easter offensive, the Air Force frequently had to
improvise and shift missions in order to get the job done. In its
support of South Vietnamese ground action for example, gunships normally used for interdiction purposes took on new roles in close air
support, reconnaissance, flak suppression and forward air control.
Most spectacularly, B-52s were used in the close air support role on
an unPrecedentedly massive scale.

The testimony was unanimous from

all fronts as to their effectiveness in repelling the massed enemy
assaults that threatened to engulf the South's forces. In the
Linebacker I attacks against the North, the SevenEh Air Force devised
to increase bombing effectiveness, particularly much
greater accuracy in delivery of laser guided bombs and improvement
in LoMN bombing techniques, to help bring about a massive slowdown

new measures

in supplies reaching the battle fronts in the South. Throughout the
year, in addition Eo its fighting role, the USAF provided strong
logistical support for the Administration's almosc frantic efforts
to strengthen the south vietnamese Air Force--including delivery of
over 1100 additional aircraft to south vietnam in the Enhance and
Enhance Plus programs.
(u) The final act in the war, the December Linebacker rr campaign,
conLroversial as it was, destroyed most of Hanoi's war-making potential. setEing back by months any future offensive. IE achieved this
result moreover, with relatively row loss of life by confining its
attacks to military targets anc using precision bombing techniques-thereby giving rise to a reassessnent of bombing as a cost-effective
strategy weapon. Finally, while the Administration had used air
UNCLASSIFIED

r/o

UNCLASSIFIED
power as a diplomatic tool numerous times throughout the war, the
December bombing

furnished a particularly

varied demonstration of
this role. rE showed Hanoi the Administration's willingness to
apply us power; it convinced President Thieu the uS was determined
to end the war; it silenced critics who accused the president of

being too lenient with the communisEs in his peace terms; anc, InosE
importanEly, it clearly signaled to Hanoi a planned future "p.rsuasion" role for air in protecting ngt only the cease-fire agreement
but larger US interests in Southeast Asia as we1l.
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APPENDIX

Transcript of White House N.lgr Jot!g!.tg.= on Bombing HalE
Washington, Dec 30 (AP) Following is text of White House news conference today at which Gerald L. Warren, the depuLy Presidential
press secretary, announced an end to the bombing of the Hanoi-Haiphong
area and a renewal of the private Paris peace talks:
Opening Statement
The President has asked me Lo announce this morning that negotiations between Presidential adviser Dr. Kissinger, and special
advisor Le Duc Tho, and l,Iinister Xuan Thuy, will be resumed in Paris
on Jan 8.
Technical talks between the experEs of the two sides will be
resumed on Jan 2.

That is the extent of the announcement.

Questions and Answers

Q. Senator Saxbe has said and been quoted quite widely that the
President "appears to have left his senses." And he deseribed Ehe
sort of bombing going on in Hanoi as an act of "arrogance and irresponsibility." Gerry, can you reply to that? Is Ehere any reaction
from the President?
A No, I wouldn't reply to that.
Q Will there be a halt to the bombing of NorLh Vietnam?
A The President has ordered that all bombing will be discontinued
above the 20th Parallel as long as serious n6gotiaEions are under way.
a Effeetive when?
A I can't discuss the timing of military operations.
a Are we bornbing right now, this minute?
A I really can't discuss military operations from here.
Q Did you say "effective negotiations?rr
A No, "serious negotiations.tt
Q You are implying then that it wouldn't halt until they actually
start and we decide thev are serious?
A No, as soon as it was clear that serious negotiations could be
resumed at both the technical level and between the principals, the
President ordered that a1l bombing be discontinued above the 20th
Para1le1.
Q Since there will be a bombing halt for New Year's, can we assume
it wiIl continue?
A I am not going to discuss future military operations.
Q It appears then that if it is a correct interpreLation of what
you are saying, that the North Vietnamese have given the President
some kind of signal that they are now ready to bargain beyond the
poinL at which the talks were broken off. Is that correct?
A Bob, I can, at this point, only let the announcement speak for
itself.
I cannot discuss the content of our discussions with the
other side.
Q Mechanically, can you tell us at whose initiative these talks
are to be resumed, ours or theirs?
A No, I cannot.
Q Can you tell us whether or not they came about through the form
of message that Dr. Kissinger and Le Duc Tho forecast when they left
Paris

?
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A As you know, Dr. Kissinger said on Dec 16, here in this room, and
this i-s a quote, "We will iemain in contact through messages." He
then said Chat we can then decide whether or when to meet again--"I
expect that we will meet again, but we have to meet in an atmosphere
that is worthy of the seriousness of the endeavor."
Q The Nort.h Vietnamese have said they will not return to the Peace
table unless Tale stop the bombing. Is Ehis also a part of this?
You are leaving it very ambiguous.
A Helen, I can't discuss from here how our contacts proceeded and
what forrn they took.
Q You said here, "As soon as it was made clear that serious negotiations could be resumed at both the technical level and between
Ehe principals, a bombing halt would be ordered." Now--that apparently means that a bombing halt has been ordered?
A I said as soon as it was clear that serious negotiations could be
resumed at both levels, the President ordered the-a So the order has been made. In other words, the bombing iralt is
in effect?
A The order has been made.
Q When was j-t clear Lhat these negotiations could proceed in a
serious way?
A Don, I canrt d.iscuss the contacts between the two sides or the
turning (sic) of the contracts between the tiro sides.
Q Is this a simultaneous announcement?
A No, it is not"
Q Has the order taken effect?
A I cannot, discuss that.
Q But it has gone out?
A That is correct, the order has gone out. I cannot, from here, be
in a position to discuss the timing of our military operations.
Q As I understand it, the order is to stop Ehe bombing, right?
A Above the 20th Parallel, that is correct.
Q If the technical talks begin on the 2d, what time will it be in
Saigon?
A The technical talks will be in Paris on the 2d. I don't know the
time.
Q Is Sullivan going back to Paris?
A Yes.
Q Is anyone going out to Saigon?
A I have no travel plans for anybody.
Q Where is General Haig?
A General Haig is on leave.
Q Is Henry coming back this week?
A Yes. Henry has been in daily telephone contact with the President
The President has been talking to him daily on the telephone.
Q When will he be back?
A You can expecL Dr. Kissinger will be back and have extensive conversations with the President prior to leaving for Paris.
Q tr'/here has he been?
A On vacation.
Q I know, but where?
A On the Inlest Coast.
Q When does he get back?
A I don't know his precise travel plans.
Q Does that telephone contact include this morning, Gerry?
n I would assume so, although it is rather early in California.
know they talked yesterday and last evening.
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a It is safe Eo assume he is coming back some time next week?
A I don't have a travel plan for hi.m, but he will be back prior to
leaving for Paris and have extensive conversation with Ehe President
before he goes.
Q Is the President at Camp David?
A Yes, the President is at Camp David.
Q Gerry, since you \^lon't discubs the military aspects, is it possib1e the Pentagon can tell us whether, like, from midnight on there
\ras no bombing?
A IL is possible
I just don't know.
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ABSTRACT

This study is the sixteenth in a USAF historical series entitled
IL reports on Air Force participaffin-E- EEe-Tast yearlEZJ-o-F us invoivement in Lhe war in Vietnam.

The Air Force in Southeast Asia.

In the first months of 1972 tlne Administration, accelerating its
efforts to get out of Vietnam by the end of the year, relied strongly
on the Air Force as its remaining effective weapon against an increasingly aggressive NVN. With US ground forces gone and itself commiLted
to accelerating withdrawal, the Air Force actively supported South
Vietnamese forces with close air support, intensified strikes against
strong infiltration,
and antiaircraft operations.
The stuCy then describes the disorder and disruptions occasioned
by North Vietnam's 30 March "Easter invasion," and the response of
the Administration and the Air Force thereto. For the main US answer
to the 8-division invasion threatening to overrun South Vietnam was a
tremendous augmentation of US air fories. This included sending from
the US an entire tacrical fighter wing (the 49rh) and over 100 iaaitional B-52s, as well as numerous fighter units from PACAF. On the
battlefronts of South Vietnam, the usAF provided r.rnprecedented air
s-up_port to the beleagured government for-ces. From Leing close to
defeat with the fall of Quang Tri on 1 May, South Vietnam by July
found itself almost free of enemy pressure. Military offieials were
unanimous in ascribing credit for stopping the invasion to us air
support operations in ARVN's crucial battles. This included an
unprecedented, widespread use of B-52s in a close air support role.
Concurrent with its air support in the South, the Air Force
conducred an intensive air interdiction campaign against railroads and other military targets in North Vietnam. This effectively
cut off the North's supplies from china as well as the crucial resupply operations to its forces fighting in souEh Vietnam. These air operations in the North, along with the US }.Iavy's mining of North
Vietnam's harbors, were in accordance with president Niion's 8 May
decision to isolate the North by interdicting all its supply routes.
The study correlates the defeat of North Vietnam's invasion of
the South with the overtures Hanoi subseouentlv made for renewal of
peace negotiations. The latter culminatdd in the draft peace proposal North vietnam submitted in october. The final part of the
study discusses the obstacles to signing the October proposal,
President Nixon's efforts to get beiter terms after the November
elections, the final breakdowi in negotiations, and the resumption
of US_ lomb_ing,of North Vietnam in Linebacker II in December. Throughout this final phase, the political as well as military aspects of the bombing are discussed.
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AnEiaircraft
Antiaircraft artillerY
Comptroller's Office, SAc
Advanced Echelon
Air Force Advisory GrouP
Air Force Base
Ai-r Force Security Service Officer
Air- to-Ground Ilissile
Air Liaison Officer
Air National Guard
Air and Naval Gunfire Liaison Company
B-52 operaEions in SoutheasL Asia
Army of the Republic of Vietnam

AA
AAA
ACMS
ADVON

AFAG

AFB
AFSSO
AGM

ALO
ANG

ANGLICO

A+^u T.i^L+
q!6rrL
Ar

ARVN

B-3

BARI{EL ROLL

BOBS
CAP
CAS
.r

TITT

CDR
CHECO

CINCPAC
CINCPACAF

CINCPACFLT

crNcsAC

I

CJCS
n\tr
v!l

CombaL SkVspot
Commando F]lash
Commando

organLzation responsible for
the western II Corps area and subordinate
to NVA Headquarters
Interdiction and close air support oPerations in eastern Laos, and strikes in
northern Laos against Personnel and equipment from North Vietnam
Beacon Only Bombing SYstem
Cornbat Air Patrol
Close air support
Cluster bomb unit
Commander
Contenporary Historical Examination of
Current Operations (Hq PACAF)
Commander-in-Chief
Cornrnander in Chief , Paeific Command
Commander in Chief, Pacific Air Forces
Commander in Chief, Pacific Fleet
Commander in Chief, Strategic Air Command
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
Chief ' s iulemo (JC S)
(S) MSQ-77 and SST-l8l controlled bombilg
rnissions in Steel Tiger, Route Package l,
and South VieEnam
PACAF plan (1971) to augment tactical air
r orce s
Second tacLical air augmentation plan (Feb
Enerny command

FRONT

llly

2)
Seventh Air Force interdiction campaign
the SEeel Tiger area
L97

Commando

{unt

COMUSTIACV

Constant tuard
CONUS
CORDS

Commander, US

Military Assistance

Command,

Vietnam
Nicknane for TAC OPLAN 100 for deploying
augmentaEion forces from CONUS
Continental United States
Civil Operations and Revolutionary (Rural)
Development Support, a joint US civil and
militaty staff that directed US assistance

to the GVN in support of. its revolutionary
(rural) development program.
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CR]MP
CSAF
CSAFM

Daisy Cutters
DASC

DIB

Disco

.DMZ
DO

ECM

Enhance Plus
EOGB
EW

rfIU
FOL

Freedonr Porch Bravo
Freedom Train

Consolidated Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces
Improvement and Modernization program

Chief of Staff, Air Force
Chief of Staff Air Force llemo
(S) Bombs with fuze extenders, to explocle at
surface to kil1 personnel and deioliate
Direct Air Suppoit Center
Daily Intelliglnce Briefine
USAF radar aircraft
DemilitarLzed Zone
Director of Operations
Electronic C ountermeasures
for plogram of increased equipment
!.i9knam9
shrprnents to SVN, Oct-Nov 1972
Electro-oprically guided bomb
Electronic Warfare; Early Warning
Forward Air Controller
Forward Operating Location
NrcKname tor intensive one_day air strike
against Haiphong (including B-52s) L5 Aprj,L 72
NrcKname tor program of intensified airoperations against North Vietnam developed
in April 1977

FSB

Fire- Support

GCI

Ground-control led Intercept
Ground-Radar AeriaI Deliviry System
Ground Target Charge
Government of Sout6 .Vietnan

GRADS
GTC

GVN

Iron Hand
Island Tree

(S) SAII and radar-controlled AAA suppression
flown-by_ specially equipped f-105s
Late L97L program for aibppins sensors ro
Tg",tt:r bombing effectiveness-along Ho Chi
|rrnn rrarl
Joint Chiefs of Staff

.JUJ

LGB

Linebacker II
LOH
LORAN

LZ

Laser-Guided Bonbs
Bombing campaign, primarily by B-52, against
M/N, L8-29 bec"72

Line(s) of Communication
Light Observation Helicooter
Longe-range Airborne i{avigation
Lanolng zone

MACDO
},IACO

Base

I

}4ACV
MAG

MAP/rVs

Market Time
MEDT-C

Director of Operations, IIACV
Military Assiitance Command, Office of
Intormation
It{ilitary Assistance Command, Vietnam
Marine Air Grouo
Military Assistince program/Foreign Military
Sales
(S) Coastal Surveillance of RVN by Cmdr,
7th Fleer, USN
Military Equipment Delivery Team-Cambodia
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Series of Soviet jet fighter aircraft, named
for designers Mj-koyan and Guevich
Internal Implementing Paper, JCS
Marl<. (ordnance designation)
Military Region
l,lobile special-purpose ground-based radar

l:l ltt

MJC

S

MK
MR

MSQ

I\GIi

guidance bombing system
Naval Gunfire Support
North Vietnamese Armv
North Vietnam

J

NVA
NVN
OSD

PACAF
PACOM

Pave Aegis
PD

Plain of Jars
pnT
POI^I

PRC
PRG

Project

Enhance

AT

Y!

Red Baron
Red Crown
ROE

RP

RTAFB
RTU
RVN
RVNAF
SAC

SACADVON
SAF

SALT
SAM

SAR
JLA
S

IOP

SPECAT
SPECTRE
SRAG

Steel Tiger

Office of the Secretary of Defense
Pacific Air Force
Pacific Command
105 mm howitzer-equipped gunshiP
Probability of Destruction
Militarily strategic area north-norEheast of
Vientiane in Laos
Pelroleum, 0il & LubricanEs
Prisoner of War
People's Republic of China
Provisional- Revolutionary Government (VC)
Program for supplying SVN with additional
equipment, summer

Quoc Lo (National Highway). Designations of
major highways in RVN, e.B. QL-f, QL-14.
Code name for study of air-to-air encounEers
in Southeast Asia
A radar-equipped US Navy destroyer on staEion
in norEhern part of Gulf of Tonkin
Rules of Engagement
Route Package
Royal Thai Air Force Base
Replacement Training Unit
Reoublic of Vietnam
Reirublic of Vietnam Armed Forces

Strategic Air Command
Strategic Air Command Advanced Echelon
Secretary of the Air Force
Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty
Surface -to -Air llis sile
Search and Rescue
Southeast Asia

Single Integrated Operations PIan
Special Category
Calt sign for the AC-130 gunships at Ubon
RTAFB, Thailand
Second Regional Assistance Group
Seventh Air Force operating area in southern
Lacis

STOL

Strela
SVN

1972

ShorE Take-Off and Landing

SA.7

South Vietnara

,.sfginf;dp
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Tac
TACAIR
TACC

TACS
TDY

Teaball
TEWS

TFS
TFW
TOC

TOT
TOW

TRAC
UE

USAF

Tactical
Tactical
Tactical
Tactical
Tactical

Air Comrand
Air
Air Control Center
Air Control System
Temporary DuEy
Weapons control facility at Nakhon Phanom
Royal Thai Air Base
Tactical Electronic Warfare Squadron
Tactical Fighter Squadron
TacEical Fighter Wing
Tactical OperaEions Center
Time Over Target
Tube-launched, Optieally-tracked, Wireguided missile
Third Regional Assistance Command
Unit Equipment
US Air Force
Marine Corps

USMC

US

USN

US Navy

Viet
VNMC

Wild
WSAG
XOOG

Cong

Vietnamese Air Force
Vietnamese }tlarine Corps

VNAF

Weasel

(S) Designation for specially configured
fighter aircraft to hunt and kil1 enemy
radar-controlled surface-to-air weapons
Washington Special Action Group
Deputy Chief of Staff, Plans & Operations
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